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ABSTRACT
The world health organisation (WHO) reported that Pakistan ranks fifth among highest
tuberculosis (TB) burden countries. The present study was carried out on 366 cases,
including 52% females and 48% males. The results showed that a higher percentage of
patients with TB were between 16 to 30 years, having a body weight between 41 to 50 kg,
in married, in uneducated people, having a high school education and in house wives. Out
of 258 patients, 24% were diabetic, 17.8% were co-morbid with hepatitis C virus (HCV),
4.2% with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and 3.4% also had myocardial infarction.
The TB patients revealed an increase in white blood cell counts (WBCs), erythrocyte
sedimentation rate (ESR), alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and urea, while decrease in packed
cell volume (PCV), eosinophils and immunoglobulin-G (IgG). The TB+ diabetes comorbid group showed increases in WBCs, ESR, globulins, alanine transaminase (ALT),
ALP, glucose, IgG and immunoglobulin-M (IgM), while a decrease in PCV, haemoglobin
(Hb), eosinophil, albumin and albumin/globulin (A/G) ratio. The TB+ hepatitis co-morbid
group showed increases in monocyte, ESR, ALT, ALP and IgG, while a decrease in PCV,
Hb and eosinophil. The TB+HIV co-morbid group revealed an increase in ALP, IgG and
IgM, while a decrease in monocyte and eosinophil. TB+ myocardial infarcted group
showed increase in WBCs, neutrophil, ESR, serum proteins, globulin, ALP, serum
cholesterol, high density lipoprotein (HDL), low density lipoproteins (LDL), creatinine
kinase-MB (CKMB), creatinine phosphokinase (CPK), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH),
creatinine and urea, while decrease in platelets (PLT) and lymphocyte. TB + diabetes +
hepatitis C co-morbid cases showed increase in WBCs, ESR, bilirubin, ALT, AST, ALP,
glucose, serum creatinine, serum urea, IgG, IgM, potassium and phosphorous, while a
decrease in RBCs, PCV, Hb and eosinophil. TB + hepatitis C+AIDS co-morbid group
showed increases in lymphocyte, monocyte, eosinophil, ALP, IgG and IgM, while a
decrease in PCV, PLT and neutrophil. The prevalence of drug resistance by proportion
method was 45.7%. Out of 118 drug resistant isolates, 61.02% were resistant to isoniazid
(INH), 59.32% to ethambutol (EMB), 41.53% to streptomycin (SM), 5.08% to ofloxacin
(OFX) and 49.15% were MDR detected by proportion method, while 31.36% isolates were
resistant to INH, 22.03% to EMB, 17.08% to SM, 2.54% to OFX and 18.64% were MDR
by PCR-RFLP. The consensus sequence alignment of three strains of KatG gene showed
mutation at codon 282, 286, 279, 309 and 427. The change at codon 279 was observed in
all the strains which added restriction site for MspI. The embB 306 showed mutation at
codon 299, 300, while embB 497 at codon 70, 71, 76 and 78. The gyrA showed point
mutation at codon 70, 71, 76, 78 and 95. It can be concluded from the present study that
24% TB patients were diabetic, 17.8% were co-morbid with hepatitis C, 4.2% with HIV
and 3.4% also had myocardial infarction and 45.7% of cases were drug resistant.

xvi

Chapter-1

INTRODUCTION
Tuberculosis disease is as old as the human history and the organism is even
recovered from Egyptian mummies (Zink et al., 2004). The etiological agent for the disease
is Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB). Robert Koch was the first scientist who studied
about the TB by isolating and cultivating Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) (Dutra et al.,
2012). Centuries after the tubercle bacillus discovery by Robert Koch, TB remains one of
the key sources of the death globally from only a single infectious agent constituting a
serious public health dilemma worldwide (Palomino, 2009). It can affect many organs,
lungs, renal parenchyma and growing end of bones are common sites of infection, but
weight bearing joints are more prone to develop skeletal TB as the vertebral column (50%),
hip (15%), and knee (15%) joints. The pulmonary TB occurs in 82% of patients (Hirsch et
al., 2005). The TB can spread from a single person to 10-15 people every year (WHO,
2010). It has been estimated that the number of infected people will reach near a billion in
the year 2020 (WHO, 2006). WHO (2013) reported that Pakistan ranks fifth among highest
burden countries (India, China, South Africa, Indonesia and Pakistan) with 231 new TB
cases per year. The major share of disease is in Asia and Sub Saharan Africa where more
than 80% of TB patients are present (WHO, 2009). It has been estimated that infection
occurs in more than 9 million individuals every year and about 2 million die from it
(Lonnroth et al., 2010). Moreover, the number of new TB cases is increasing, according
to WHO reports (Dutra et al., 2012).
Exposure to tuberculosis infection depends on the presence of new infectious cases
and is modified by a variety of factors. Tuberculosis infection is an airborne infection and
the risk, thus, depends on the concentration of tuberculosis bacilli in the inhaled air and the
duration of exposure (Davies, 2003). The main risk factors and gaps associated with the
progress of morbidity and mortality of the disease are delayed in treatment due to
inadequate knowledge of disease, inadequate knowledge about the transmission of disease,
unavailability of health care facilities, especially in rural areas, unapproachable health care
units and unhygienic lifestyle (Martinho et al., 2005).
The mortality due to TB depends on certain risk factors and co-morbid diseases.
The death of the patient can occur directly due to TB or due to co-infection/disease
condition like diabetes mellitus, HIV, hepatitis and other bacterial infections (Kobashi et
1

al., 2002; Mathew et al., 2006). A relationship between diabetes mellitus (DM) and the
development of TB disease have been elucidated by some workers in the past (Boucot,
1952; Root, 1934). It has been reported by Kalra et al. (2013) that around 6.6 million adults
in Pakistan were having DM in 2012 (International Diabetes Federation. Diabetes Atlas,
2012). Furthermore the studies indicated that diabetes is a threat to patient with TB and the
risk of death is 6.5–6.7 times higher in TB patients with DM (Oursler et al. 2002; Dooley
et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2009). It has been observed that the microbe killing ability of
macrophages or immune functioning is compromised by the degree of hyperglycemia or
diabetes status (Peleg et al., 2007; Stegenga et al., 2008). Komura et al. (2010) observed that
CD14+ monocytes are susceptible to ER stress–induced changes in inflammatory signaling and
apoptosis, which may play a role in the decreased immune function in patients with diabetes. Apart

from diabetes mellitus another comorbidity, which can alter the immune function is HIV.
The presence of HIV infection, responsible for multiple opportunistic infections, with TB
remains utmost significant and virus burden and viral heterogeneity increases during the
course of TB disease (Toossi, 2003). It has been observed that TB and AIDS morbidity and
mortality rate is higher in prisons as compared to other population (Coninx et al., 2000).
The patient co-morbid with TB and AIDS is more prone to hepatotoxicity. Hepatotoxicity
can occur in many TB and HIV patients. The main risk factor of hepatotoxicity is hepatitis
virus infection as co-morbid (Mankhatitham et al., 2011). Surveys found that patients
infected have a high incidence of latent TB infection (Grasso et al., 2008). World Health
Organization (WHO, 2012) has ranked Pakistan as 2nd Country in the world, having high
rates of chronic infections and about 8.6 million (4.8% of the population) Pakistanis are
affected with Hepatitis C.
It has been reported that white blood cell count, haemoglobin level and ESR are
related to severity of TB. The changes, including high ESR, anaemia, leukocytosis,
neutrophilia, lymphopenia, thrombocytosis and thrombocytopenia has been reported
(Olaniyi and Aken’Ova, 2003). Along with hematological changes, biochemical alterations
in tuberculosis are also of significance (Morris et al., 1989). It has been reported that in
miliary tuberculosis serum total proteins, AST, ALT and serum albumin alteration occur
(Deng et al., 2012). To diagnose chronic hepatitis infection, serum ALT test is most
preferable (Tsang et al., 2008). The hepatitis C comorbid patients can have elevated liver
enzymes (Hussein et al., 2003).
Tuberculosis is mostly treated with anti-tuberculosis chemotherapy (Hirsch et al.,
2005). Now days, a combination of four drugs is used for the treatment, including isoniazid
2

(INH), rifampin (RIF), pyrazinamide (PZA) and ethambutol (EMB). The drug resistance
against one or more of these drugs is on the increase worldwide. The resistance is caused
by mutations in respective genes for INH (KatG, inhA, ahpC, kasA and ndh), RIF (rpoB),
EMB (embB), PZA (pncA) and SM (rpsL and rrs). In case of resistance to first line drugs,
second line drugs are used for the treatment including aminoglycosides, polypeptides,
fluoroquinolones, D-cycloserine and thionamides. It has been reported that second-line
drugs have more adverse effects and lower efficacy than first-line drugs (World Health
Organization, 2001). Multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDRTB) is defined as a disease
caused by Mycobacterium resistant to first line anti TB drugs, including isoniazid and
rifampin (Espinal et al., 2000). The MDRTB prevalent in a number of countries is an
increasing threat to TB control, mainly in developing countries (Espinal et al., 2001). It is
consequently important to rapidly detect patients with MDR-TB so that suitable treatment
can be started (Nateche et al., 2006; Rivoire et al., 2007).
The drug resistance studies against Mycobacterium are problematic mainly
because of the slow growing nature of this organism (Victor et al., 2002). The most
acceptable methods to study drug resistance is the proportion method carried out on LJ
medium, absolute concentration and resistance ratio methods (Canetti et al., 1969). Apart
BACTEC system radiometric method is also used in advance laboratories (Coban et al.,
2006). As resistance is because of genomic mutations in certain genes (Leung et al., 2003;
Bakonyte et al., 2005). In order to monitor Mycobacterium tuberculosis for antibiotic
resistance different molecular methods are used. These molecular methods are fast and
include sequencing, hybridization methods, PCR-RFLP, SSCP and hetero duplex analysis
(HA) (Victor et al., 2002).
Pakistan is among high TB burden countries (WHO, 2006) and it also has a high
prevalence of diabetes (Kalra et al., 2013) and hepatitis (WHO, 2012). Tuberculosis in
Pakistan is more prevalent in people with low socio-economic status where in practices of
not complying with the DOTS programme are contributing to the development of drug
resistance (Sami ul Haq et al., 2010). Under the circumstances, it is important to monitor
and investigate the tuberculosis patients with reference to socio-demographic factors and
drug resistance along with comorbidity contributing to increase in mortality. It is important
to understand the magnitude and kind of co-morbidity and changes in haematological,
biochemical and immunological parameters in different co-morbidity. Hence, the present
study was planned with the following objectives.
3

Aims and objectives:


To find out the socio-demographic characteristics among tuberculosis patients.



To investigate the co-morbidity in TB patients.



To investigate the hematological and serum biochemical changes in tuberculosis
and comorbid patients.



To investigate the drug resistance by PCR-RFLP method with supported
sequencing analysis of selected strains.
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Chapter 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 Etiology;
Tuberculosis refers to disease caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Bond and Nyblade,
2006). It belongs to the class actinomycetes, order actinomycetales and family
mycobacteriaceae. The mycobacterium is different in shapes as cylinder, straight or slightly
curved and rod shaped. It may be in the form of single cell or in a thread like form. The
bacillus size ranges from 0.3μm to 0.6μm in width and from 0.5μm to 4.0μm in length. It
is slow growing, non-encapsulated, non-spore forming, non- motile and lipid rich organism
(Salyers and Whitt, 1994). About 71 species have been designated in this genus, and
following subsequent division they are termed as fast and slow depending upon their
growth rates (Shinnick and Good, 1994). The rapidly growing Mycobacterium species are
most common saprotrophs of natural habitat, generating obvious colonies within 7 days
under optimal culture conditions. Only a few of them can be pathogenic for humans or
animals (e.g., Mycobacterium abscessus, Mycobacterium fortuitum, Mycobacterium
porcinum), whereas the majority are non-pathogenic (e.g., Mycobacterium smegmatis,
Mycobacterium agri). On the other hand the mainstream of the slow growing
Mycobacterium species is pathogenic for humans and/or animals as all the species of the
MTB complex (MTBC), Mycobacterium leprae, Mycobacterind ulcerans and
Mycobacterium avium (Godreuil et al., 2007).

2.2 Transmission of Mycobacterium
The transmission of TB from an infected individual to a healthy one is mainly through
coughing. The aerosols of TB infected individual containing MTB expectorants are inhaled
penetrating into the host's lungs, causing infection (WHO, 2011). It has been reported by WHO

that a single cough of infected patients may produce up to 3000 droplets and each contains
one or more tubercle bacilli (WHO, 2004). According to WHO, in normal conditions only
a minor percentage (about 10%) of all individuals infected with tubercle bacilli develop the
disease in their lifetime, but the majority (90%) of people wide-open to the bacteria do not
develop disease except those with HIV infection. Most of infected individuals never
become ill because the human immune system usually fights against the infection, but if
host immunity declines because of increasing age or other medical conditions such as HIV
infection or diabetes (Jeon and Murray, 2008).
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2.3 Risk factors for developing tuberculosis;
According to WHO, Pakistan stands 5th among highest tuberculosis burden countries
(WHO 2013). It has been estimated that the frequency of tuberculosis in Pakistan is 181
per 100,000 populations per year, and a prevalence of 297 cases per 100,000 populations,
while the frequency of fresh AFB smear positive cases is 82 per 100,000 populations per
year (WHO, 2009). The causes of death in tuberculosis patients are divided in two groups.
The first straightly accredited to TB and in the second, the patients die of complicating
medical problems unrelated to tuberculosis, such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes
mellitus, cancers, bacterial super infections and severe drug toxicity (Kobashi et al., 2002;
Mathew et al., 2006).

2.3.1 Socioeconomic factors, Malnutrition and Immunological changes
The relation between poverty and illness is directly proportional to each other and
in turn reduces the family resources and promotes hunger and exposure to environmental
risks e.g. poor sanitation, inadequate and unhealthy foods, etc. In order to take care of
optimal health, every individual require a balanced diet comprising of a mixture of good
quality macronutrients (carbohydrates, lipids and proteins) and micronutrients (vitamins
and minerals), including clean water and numerous other required components (Enwonwu
and Warren, 2001). Mainly the undernourishment based on protein energy malnutrition
(PEM) in low-income countries critically enhance vulnerability to major infectious
diseases, especially in children (Ambrus and Ambrus, 2004). With this kind of severe
malnutrition both type of immunities as acquired immunity (lymphocyte function) and
innate immunity (macrophages and granulocytes) is affected and thus opportunistic
infection occurs like HIV/AIDS (Ambrus and Ambrus, 2004). The long term immune
defects results in decreased CD4 to CD8 ratio and increased numbers of CD4/CD8,
diminished functional T cell counts, improved undifferentiated lymphocyte numbers,
reduced immunoglobulin A (IgA) production, etc. In other studies which have been done
on animals reported that lymphocyte stimulation as well as secretion of the Th1 cytokines
IL-2, IFN-γ, and TNF-α were considerably reduced in animals with PEM which are
important factors for the control of M. tuberculosis (Cegielski and McMurray, 2004).
Chan et al. (1996) presented a study with mice fed a 2% protein diet to develop
protein calorie malnutrition, compared to well-nourished controls receiving a 20% protein
diet, rapidly succumbed to infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Remarkably, the
increasingly fatal course of tuberculosis observed in the malnourished mice, which could
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be reversed by feeding full protein (20%) diet. The results showed that protein malnutrition
compromises several components of the cellular immune response that are essential to
restrict tuberculous infection, and suggest that malnutrition induced susceptibility to some
infectious diseases can be reversed or perfected by nutritional intervention.
Furthermore, it was observed that frequency of TB is higher in crowded living
conditions having low family income, low literacy rate and unavailability of health care
facilities. The prevalence of tuberculosis is greater among patients from the lowest
socioeconomics sections and often goes undiagnosed during the patient’s lifetime (Sami ul
Haq et al., 2010). Gilani and Khurram (2012) conducted a survey to study the impact of
tuberculosis in Pakistan, they reported that out of 2742 patients, 1422 (52%) were male and
1320 (48%) were female. Mean age was 34 ± 10.26 years, 57% belonged to Punjab
province and 67% to rural areas, 71% patients had monthly income < 15000 Pakistani
rupees. Shafee et al. (2014) in Quetta, Pakistan investigated the risk factors associated with
the tuberculosis. They reported that out of 600 TB patients 207 (34.5%) (Male 111, Female
96) were from age group of 20-40 Years, 313 (52%) patients (Male 95, Female 218) were
from the age group of 41-60 years, while 80 (13.5%) patients (Male 32, Female 48) were
61-80 years of age.

2.3.2 Interrelation with other diseases
In spite of the advancement of health facilities, population is facing many health
issues because of the co-morbidity of two or more diseases (Padmapriyadarsini et al.,
2006). It is well known that some infections increase the risk of certain chronic diseases
and the converse. Tuberculosis are associated with other diseases like diabetes, hepatitis,
atherosclerosis and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, etc. (Kobashi et al., 2002;
Mathew et al., 2006). This association is well known from early 20th century and our
understanding of them will be helpful to improve public health.

2.3.2.1 Tuberculosis & Diabetes Mellitus
The co-relation of tuberculosis (TB) and the Diabetes mellitus (DM) has been
observed for more than 2000 years as indicated from great Indian physician Susruta was
the first to note, in 600 A.D, while Avicenna (780-1027AD) had also mentioned that TB
frequently intricate diabetes (Barach, 1928).
In 2010, the World Economic Forum identified chronic diseases, including
diabetes, as a serious threat in terms of both severity and likelihood (World Economic
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Forum, 2010). It has been reported that the global frequency of diabetes is estimated to
rise from 285 million in 2010 to 439 million in 2030 (WHO, 2009). According to
International Diabetes Federation, around 6.6 million adults in Pakistan were having DM
in 2012 (Kalra et al., 2013). An estimated 70% of patients with diabetes in 2030 will live
in TB-endemic countries (WHO, 2009). A study carried in 1995 in Sindh province of
Pakistan, reported that the occurrence of diabetes had mounted with age and varied from
30-21% in men and women, respectively, of 65-74 years of age (Shera et al., 1995). Jabbar
et al. (2006) reported that among diabetic patients the occurrence of TB was 10 folds than
in non- diabetic patients. Alisjahbana et al. (2006) reported that diabetes mellitus was
present in 60 of 454 TB patients (13.2%) and 18 of 556 (3.2%) control subjects (OR 4.7;
95% CI 2.7-8.1). Following anti-tuberculosis treatment, hyperglycaemia reverted in a
minority (3.7%) of TB patients. Other studies also indicated that the innate immune system
is impaired by high levels of blood glucose (Peleg et al., 2007; Steganga et al., 2008).
Goldhaber - Fiebert et al. (2011) conducted a survey in 46 countries and reported that in
lower income countries, individuals with diabetes are more infected with TB than nondiabetic individuals with an odds ratio of 2.39 and 95% confidence interval of 1.84–3.10.
They also reported that the TB prevalence rate increases with increase in diabetes
prevalence with an odds ratio of 4.7 and 95% CI of 1.0–22.5. Leegaard et al. (2011)
conducted a case-control study in Northern Denmark on 2,950 patients, 156 were diabetic
(5.3%), with active TB, and 14,274 were control subjects, of which 539 had diabetes
(3.8%).

2.3.2.2 Tuberculosis & Hepatitis
Hepatitis C, a viral infection, is also under study for many years. The initial
exposure of this virus is unknown. It is thought that this virus may be present for about
hundreds and thousands of years. According to WHO (2012), about 130-170 million
people are chronic cases with HCV infection. In Africa and Asia, the prevalence rate is
high (WHO, 2012). In a systematic review of hepatitis C virus epidemiology in Asia,
Australia and Egypt, it was found that 4.7% of adult infected with hepatitis C virus
(Sievert et al., 2011). Per year, approximately 3-4 million people become infected and

more than 350,000 people die annually. It has been reported as a foremost community
health concern throughout the world, about 200 million people are sick with hepatitis C,
which represents 3.3% population of this world (Berger, 2011). Surveys found that patients
infected with hepatitis C are often elder, because at this age they have a high frequency of
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acquiring latent TB infection. (Grasso et al., 2008). Both TB and hepatitis C are globally
distributed. Their prevalence is high with the incidence of epidemics and endemic diseases
(Bahena and Sanchez, 2002). Furthermore the co-occurrence of TB, AIDS and hepatitis
infection in the same patient poses distinctive tasks to clinicians and public health
providers. A key apprehension is that these patients might develop the drug induced
hepatitis during the TB therapy with first line anti-TB drugs or AIDS treatment with
antiretroviral drugs accessible in all areas of the world (Padmapriyadarsini et al., 2006).
Gholami et al. (2006) monitored all patients for ADRs admitted to the infectious
disease department at the Imam tertiary teaching hospital in Iran who received Anti-TB
drugs from 2001 to 2002. They reported that 83 patients received Anti-TB drugs; of them
44 developed at least one ADR out of 81 ADRs detected in this study. ADRs were
recognized as the major cause of hospital admission in 11 (13.3%) patients. The most
frequent ADRs was liver and biliary system (37%). Hepatitis was observed in 21 (25.3%)
patients, leading to death in two patients.
Marzuki et al. (2008) examined all the cases of anti-TB drug-induced hepatitis
from 2003 to 2005. Out of 473 TB patients, 46 developed hepatitis. The prevalence of druginduced hepatitis was 9.7 percent. They reported that the significant risk factors were HIV
infected, extrapulmonary tuberculosis, lower serum albumin and higher serum globulin.
Regarding some biochemical parameters, level of liver enzyme (ALT) fluctuates. Its level
increases in liver cirrhosis, myocardial infarction, toxic hepatitis, acute viral hepatitis and
haemolysis (Tsang et al., 2008).
Sarda et al. (2009) reported that 15 patients were found infected by viral hepatitis
out of 102. They developed acute hepatitis when received anti-TB therapy. The most
common cause was hepatitis C virus. The reason of liver function derangement included
increase in ALT, AST, start of acute hepatitis later on, and long duration of deranged liver
function to become normal. These patients developed hepatotoxicity after getting anti-TB
therapy. Thus, viral hepatitis, in patients who were considered to develop DIH, must be
sought after. Another study conducted by Suna et al. (2009) examined the patients affected
by TB and various underlying diseases who were receiving anti-TB treatment. Their results
showed abnormal baseline liver tests in 261 patients and 18.4% had simultaneous use of
hepatotoxic medicines. Fifteen patients were infected with HBV, 17 were HCV infected,
14 were affected with cirrhosis of the liver, and 15 were HIV infected. Baseline abnormal
liver function tests were considered an independent factor in the occurrence of hepatitis,
according to the multivariate analysis. Other independent factor was liver cirrhosis in
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hepatitis. They concluded that liver function tests became elevated during anti TB therapy
in initial eight weeks and it was rare. It was suggested that patients with abnormal liver
tests and cirrhosis of liver should have to be observed closely. Chien et al. (2010) reported
that HCV screening should be done before starting the anti-TB regimen course. HCV coinfection elevate transaminase level during treatment of TB therapy, even with normal
biochemical baseline liver tests. HCV co-infection has a high prevalence, so they have
recommended that HCV screening should be done before starting the anti-TB regimen
course. Mankhatitham et al. (2011) reported hepatitis C co-infection as a main risk factor
for developing hepatotoxicity in patients co-morbid with TB and HIV, specifically the
patients taking rifampine containing anti TB drugs along with anti-retroviral therapy (ART)
non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NNRTI). Hepatotoxicity monitoring should
be done in patients co-morbid with TB and HIV and also infected with HCV receiving
nevirapine (NVP).

2.3.2.3 Tuberculosis & HIV
Human

immunodeficiency

virus/acquired

immunodeficiency

syndrome

(HIV/AIDS) and tuberculosis (TB) are globally principal bases of sickness and death. As
the HIV infected patient face greater risk of getting infected with M. tuberculosis infection
from an approximately 10% lifetime risk to over 10% each year. Since HIV was first
described about more than two decades ago, but at that time it spread relentlessly to all over
the world with silent signs. (Corbett et al., 2003). The co-existence of AIDS and its closely
associated disease, TB became an inordinate challenge to the health system providers.
Nevertheless, it is also most serious threat as with the advancement of the disease at active
TB (Bock et al., 2008), as the frequency of patients acquire TB is maximum in patients
with progressive HIV disease (Wood et al., 2000). However, the risk in patients with AIDS
is directly proportional to the degree of immunodeficiency, the prevailing socioeconomic
conditions, and the TB infection stress in the community. The frequency with which threat
increases following AIDS, it is rising 2-3-times within the first 2 years of infection even
prior to extensive reduction of the blood CD4 T cell count (Sonnenberg et al., 2005; Glynn
et al., 2008). The countries with limited resources is having the major global load of HIVassociated TB. Antiretroviral treatment (ART) has been available now in these regions for
last several years. Though, most of the patients in these regions started ART at a late
advanced HIV/AIDS stage (Keiser et al., 2008).
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Hajiabdolbagi et al. (2002) studied seventeen patients with HIV-infection and
tuberculosis from 1999 to 2001. All of them were male, 11 patients had pulmonary and 5
extrapulmonary (pleural effusion 1, hepatic granulomatosis 1, lymphadenopathy 3) and one
pulmonary and polyserositis tuberculosis. Thirteen patients had a positive smear for acid
fast bacilli. Three patients were haemophiliac, nine were injecting drug users, fourteen were
treated with 6 months regimens and five patients died. Six patients had the scar of BCG
vaccination and others did not know about it.
Ukpe and Southern (2006) studied 202 TB cases from 2004 to 2005. Of the 110 TB
patients, 64 (58%) were males and 46 (42%) were females. There were 97 cases of
pulmonary tuberculosis (PTB) (88%) and 13 of extra-pulmonary tuberculosis (EPTB)
(12%). ESR values ≥100 mm/h were found in 84 (76%) of the 110 active TB cases, and
values < 100 mm/h in 26 (24%) of the cases. HIV status was known in 88 (80%) of the 110
active TB cases. The 73 (83%) of the 88 cases were HIV positive. Davarpanah et al. (2009)
conducted a study from 2004 to 2006, on 459 HIV-positive individuals in Southern Iran.
28.5% of HIV-positive individuals had a positive PPD skin test, among whom 89.3%
showed a latent tuberculosis infection and 10.7% active tuberculosis. The 7.9% of HIV
positive patients had pulmonary (75.8%) and extra-pulmonary tuberculosis (24.2%).
Patience et al. (2012) studied 100 Pulmonary TB patients aged 15-45 years and
reported significantly lower values of Packed cell volume (PCV), haemoglobin
concentration (Hb), mean cell haemoglobin (MCH), mean cell haemoglobin concentration
(MCHC) (p<0.05) in PTB while mean cell volume (MCV), erythrocyte sedimentation rate
(ESR), relative plasma viscosity (RPV), euglobulinlysis time (ELT) and fibrinogen
concentration showed significantly higher values in PTB patients than that of control
subjects. As anti-tuberculosis therapy progressed ESR, RPV and ELT significantly
decreased (p<0.05). PCV, HB, MCV, MCH, MCHC and ESR of PTB patients co-infected
with HIV changed significantly (p<0.05).

2.3.2.4 Tuberculosis & Cardiac Diseases
To understand the relationship between tuberculosis and cardiac diseases several
studies have been presented in the1950s until 1970s predominantly in Russia and India
(Kinare and Bhatia 1971; Pain et al., 1979). It also has been reported in various studies that
only 1-2% of TB patients show cardiovascular involvement (Fowler, 1991). In past a very
few data was available in this regard, latterly Russian authors reported a study indicating
tuberculosis as a cause of myocardial infarction (Kazachkov, 2001). Ditiatkov et al. (2006)
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reported the occurrence pulmonary tuberculosis in cardiovascular diseases. They studied
491patients out of them 41 had coronary artery disease and most of them were women and
older age people. It has been reported that the higher incidence of coronary heart disease in
young males had proportionality relation to bacterial diseases such as TB (Stille and
Dittmann, 1998). The interrelation between low socioeconomic status and coronary artery
disease is responsible for the incidence of tuberculosis (CDC Map 1995).
Xu (1992) reported in his studies on rabbits that by the administration of normal
cholesterol with protein causes atherosclerotic changes. As the cholesterol plays a vital role
in the development of macrophages that are the home for the bacteria (Collins and
Armitage, 2003). Precisely, when macrophages were reduced due to the pharmacological
treatment by statin (Lipitor, Lescol), mycobacteria liked to house in macrophages and
thrive in (Collins and Armitage 2003). Rajesh et al. (2011) reported that pulmonary
tuberculosis is the most common disease in developing countries and only certain studies
showed cardiac involvement in pulmonary tuberculosis. They examined 50 patients of
tuberculosis of which 12 patients had cardiac involvement.

2.4 Treatment
Anti-TB drugs for drug susceptible TB are recommended in two phases. During
initial phases four anti-TB drugs, i.e. isoniazid, rifampin, pyrazinamide and ethambutol or
streptomycin are administered for the first 2 months, then in continuous phase two drugs
i.e., isoniazid and rifampin are administered for an additional 4 months. Isoniazid and
rifampin, the two most potent anti-tuberculous drugs, kill more than 99% of tubercle bacilli
within 2 months of therapy. In case of resistant bacteria, second line medication is used
which are aminoglycosides, polypeptides and flouroquinolones, such as maxifloxacin,
levofloxacin or gatifloxacin (Jassal & Bishai, 2009).

2.4.1 Anti-tubercles drugs
Isoniazid is isonicotinic acid most commonly used in TB treatment and it is most
active against actively growing bacteria (Hershfield, 1999). Isoniazid is available in the pro
- drug form and requires Mycobacterial catalase peroxidase enzyme KatG (Zhang et al.,
1992). Active form of drug can disturb many metabolic pathways in mycobacterium but
most important of them is inhibition of mycolic acid synthesis by binding with the NADH
dependent enoyl acyl carrier protein reductase InhA, vital component required for fatty acid
chain elongation, fatty acid synthase II (Rozwarski and Grant, 1998).
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Rifampin is a first line anti-TB drug; it is a most effective bactericidal drug because
of its ability to kill the very slow growing bacteria while other drugs cannot, thus it is a key
component of anti-TB regimen against M. tuberculosis. It has bactericidal activity because
of its affinity with DNA dependent RNA polymerase thus inhibit transcription (Vilam et
al., 2000; Davies, 2001).
Pyrazinamide is an amide derivative of pyrazine-2-carboxylic acid and analogue
to nicotinamide. It is a part of four drug combination therapy and it kills semi-dormant
tubercle bacilli in acidic environment that are not killed by other TB drugs. It also shortens
the therapy from 9-12 months to 6 months (Zhang and Mitchison, 2003). It is administered
in the form of pro-drug which require mycobacterial enzyme pyrazinamidase to convert it
in active form pyrazinoic acid. It enters in the Mycobacterium by using specific ATP
dependent transport system and by decreasing the pH of the cell it disrupts the membrane
transport system (Zhang et al., 2003a).
Ethambutol is dextro-2, 2. - (ethylenediimino)-di-1-butanol, also a component of
four drugs combination therapy. It is active against both intracellular and extracellular
bacteria and also prevents the infection transmission (Blaivas, 2004). The Emb A and Emb
B proteins are involved in the formation of the proper terminal hexaarabinofuranoside motif
during arabinogalactan synthesis (Escuyer et al., 2001), while Emb C is involved in
lipoarabinomannan synthesis thus inhibit cell wall arabinan polymerization (Zhang et al.,
2003).
Streptomycin belongs to aminoglycosides is the first antibiotic remedy for
tuberculosis when there were no other antibiotics available. It was also continued as a part
of four drug regimen with INH, RIF, and PZA. It binds with 30 S ribosomal subunits and
hence effect polypeptide synthesis, which results in translation inhibition (Drlica and
Malik, 2003). Other aminoglycosides as Capreomycin (CAP) Amikacin (AM) and
Kanamycin (KAN) are used for treatment of drug resistant TB cases mostly in MDR and
XDR-TB. These compounds also inhibit protein synthesis (Sreevatsan et al., 1996).
Flouroquinolones are given as a second line anti-tuberculosis drugs used mainly
for the treatment of first line drug resistance tuberculosis. It has more adverse effects and
is less effective than first line anti-TB drugs (Jassal and Bishai, 2009). In Mycobacterium
tuberculosis it inhibits the movement of replication forks and transcription initiating
complexes by binding with gyrA on DNA (Drlica and Malik 2003).
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2.5 Drug resistant tuberculosis
Antibiotic drug resistance became an emergent problem all over the world for last
several decades. Many diseases like gonorrhea and malaria, including TB are counted in
the list, which became problematic for the medical community to treat just because of
resistance of disease causing pathogen. It has been reported that about 70% of infections
causing strains in a hospital are resistant to at least one most commonly used antibiotic
(Zell and Goldman, 2007). The factors which play role in development of drug resistance
are use of low quality drugs, malabsorption and inability to use standardized short-course
chemotherapy and mainly by the use of unnecessary antibiotic treatment (Gupta and
Espinal, 2003; Isturiz, 2008).
Though tuberculosis is a disease of ancient time, but from last decade, all medical
practitioners have been anxious about the resistance of Mycobacterium tuberculosis strains
(Simon and Listiawan, 2003; Abe et al., 2008). The drug resistance in TB occurs through
spontaneous chromosomal mutations, which is reported at a rate of 10-6 to 10-8 replication
and it depends upon the drug used. These mutations are independent, the possibility of
getting resistant to two drugs at a time, so, the coincidental resistance of more than two
drugs may be as high as 10 −27 (Gillespie, 2002; Zhang and Yew, 2009).
From previous studies it has been concluded that drug resistance can be divided into five
groups, first mono resistant (resistant to single drug), second multi-resistant (resistant to
more than one drug but susceptible to Isoniazid and/or Rifampicin), third multi drug
resistant (resistant to two first line drugs Isoniazid and Rifampicin), fourth extensively
resistant (MDR along with the resistant to Flouroquinalone and one of the aminoglycoside), fifth totally drug resistant TB ( resistant to all second line drugs) (Jones et al.,
2008; Velayati et al., 2009). Isoniazid (INH) and rifampin are two first line drugs against
tuberculosis

and mycobacterium strains exhibit resistance against these drugs are

deliberated as multi drug resistant (MDR) tuberculosis (Simon and Listiawan, 2003; Abe,
2008).
Githui et al. (2004) worked for the identification of the existence of MDR (multi
drug resistant) Beijing/ wild type and genotypes other than the wild type of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis. They randomly analysed 33 drug resistant strains of which fifteen isolates
belonged to MDR and forty drug susceptible strains to isoniazid, rifampicin, ethambutol
and streptomycin by dot blot hybridization technique. Spoligotyping was used for the
genotypic classification of MTB strains. Among the drug resistant strains, 64% (21) were
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male and 36% (12) female. Isoniazid (katG) resistant mutations were confirmed in 83.8%,
while rifampicin (rpoB) resistant mutations in 100% of isolates, and 87% of multidrug
resistant strains. Ethambutol (embB306) and streptomycin (rpsL43) associated resistant
mutations were also detected in 71.5% and 25% of the cases, respectively. The isolates
were divided into 25 groups by spoligotyping. The 10 groups were found similar to the
strains previously identified together with 7 families in an international database. The 40
% of the MDR isolates comprised of CASI family. The 8.8% of the isolates were of Beijing
and 33.3% MDR (Beijing/W). They concluded that the increase in existing drug resistance
and the emergence of new strains can be monitored very efficiently by the use of molecular
techniques.
Ramaswamy et al. (2004) analysed 37 MDR and 13 drug susceptible TB cases for
the association of genotype with the mechanisms of drug resistance. They obtained the
isolates from patients visiting a University TB clinic in Mexico. From the study, they found
twenty five IS6110-RFLP patterns from MDR Tb cases. On culturing at different culture
medias 100% isolates were resistant to isoniazid (INH), 97.3% resistant to rifampicin (RIF),
48.7 % to ethambutol (EMB) and 67.6 % resistant to streptomycin (STR). Mostly they
found mutations associated with drug resistance were similar to the already reported MDR
cases in the world but they also identified unique mutations in katG (n ¼ 5), rpoB (n ¼ 1)
and rrs (n ¼ 3) which were never reported in the history.
Chakravorty et al. (2005) developed a USP (universal sample processing)
technology for the detection of mycobacterium in experimental isolates. They evaluated
the technology blindly on ninety-nine samples obtained from eighty seven extra pulmonary
TB cases. The processed samples were examined for smear microscopy to detect AFB (acid
fast bacilli), culture, PCR and sequencing of genes. After examining through different
techniques 68 study cases were diagnosed as TB positive. They concluded from their study
that the use of universal sample processing (USP) technology when combined with
clinicopathological properties will improve the precision and assurance of diagnosis of
extra-pulmonary TB cases.
Hazbon et al. (2005) tested 1,020 MTB isolates of different origins, different in the
pattern of drug susceptibility for associations between mutations in embB gene codon 306,
patterns of resistance to anti-TB drugs and the key genetic groups. They reported that ten
percent (one hundred) of the isolates had mutation in embB306; only though fifty five of
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these mutant strains were resistant to ethambutol. They studied the interrelation between
IS6110 clustering and embB306 mutations along with all the isolates that were resistant to
anti-TB drugs. The embB306 gene mutation was found to be associated significantly with
univariate cluster analysis (P=0. 004). They concluded that the mutations in embB306 do
not cause resistance to ethambutol, an anti-TB drug but might influence the MTB strains to
develop antibiotic resistance.
Li et al. (2005) determined the Genotypes of 441 MTB isolates with the help of
spoligotyping and IS6110 RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphism). They
obtained MTB isolates in a nationwide survey conducted in 2000 for the epidemiology of
TB. The pattern of drug susceptibility and epidemiological data of the isolates were known.
On spoligotyping they found that 408 isolates were of M. tuberculosis. The 265 out of 408
(64.9%) M. tuberculosis strains belonged to Beijing genotype. On statistical analysis a
significant difference was observed with MDRTB: 42 out of 54 (77.8%) MDRTB isolates
belonged to Beijing genotype and 213 out of 354 (60.2%) isolates were drug susceptible
but no significant difference was observed on socioethical factors. They concluded that
Beijing genotype is associated with regional and has prevailed in China since five decades.
Jain et al. (2008) planned to investigate the existence of ethambutol (EMB)
resistance in MTB isolates and to see the widespread mutations in embB gene. They
cultured 591 sputum samples of which 283 were new and 308 already treated TB patients.
The isolates were tested for resistance to most of the first line anti-Tb drugs like rifampin,
isoniazid, ethambutol and streptomycin by 1% proportion method. They measured the MIC
(Minimum inhibitory concentration) of EMB by the method of absolute concentration.
They found 62 EMB resistant strains of which 88.7% were also resistant to INH, 82.2 %
resistant to rifampicin and 61.2 % to streptomycin. The MDR-TB with EMB resistance was
observed in 66.1% of the isolates.
Al-Mutairi et al. (2011) performed direct DNA sequencing for the detection of
mutation associated with the fluoroquinolone resistance on QRDR (quinolone resistancedetermining region) of gyrA in 85 multidrug resistant (MDR-TB) strains obtained from 55
TB cases and 25 pan susceptible strains. The XDR-TB was detected by sequencing the
isolates having mutations in the gyrA gene. They also performed the fingerprinting on
isolates of MDR-TB strain resistant to fluoroquinolone for the detection of mutations in
rpoB gene (81 bp hot-spot region), katG gene codon 315 (N-terminal region) and inhA
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regulatory (cluster II) region. They also performed DNA sequencing for the determination
of polymorphism at katG codon 463 and gyrA codon 95. They found mutations in all 6
strains of gyrA codon 94. They also recovered 3 out of 6 mutant strains from the same case.
For epidemiological data all the cases were identified with the help of fingerprinting
studies. Wild-type rrs sequence was detected in strains having mutation in gyrA gene.
Generally, fluoroquinolones are not used for TB drug therapy and drug susceptibility
testing is not performed for second-line anti-TB drugs in Kuwait. From their study, they
found mutations in gyrA gene in 4 out of 55 (7%) MDR-TB cases. The data suggested
routine drug susceptibility testing for the second-line antiTB drugs for proper management
of MDR-TB in Kuwait.
The XDR TB is the most thought-provoking forms of resistance because of
restrictions in treatment options. Second-line anti-TB drug therapy is lethal, expensive and
less efficient, should be taken for a longer time than first-line drug therapy (Balabanova et
al., 2009; Ajbani et al., 2011). The highest incidence of MDR-TB in the world (approx. ten
percent in new and twenty five percent in re-treatment cases), have been reported from
countries of the former Soviet Union and of the Baltic regions (Balabanova et al., 2009;
WHO, 2008).

2.6 Methods for detecting Mycobacterial resistance
There are various conventional and molecular methods those are used to detect
resistant M. tuberculosis strains. The conventional methods are mostly based on culture
assay. (Abe et al., 2008; Mathuria et al., 2009). Most of the laboratories have adopted the
agar proportion method, some of them used BECTEC (Becton Dickinson Diagnostic
Systems, Sparks, MD) method with a liquid culture (Ardito et al., 2001). But most of these
assay are slow and time consuming and require 4-6 weeks for bacterial growth. The most
rapid and advanced method has been recommended for the detection of resistance are
molecular method, i.e., genotyping and sequencing (Huang et al., 2009). As in the past
twenty years many molecular methods have been developed for single nucleotide
polymorphism genotyping by polymerase chain reaction, including allele specific PCR,
hybridization (Iwasaki, 2002), oligonucleotide ligation (Pickering, 2002), primer extension
(Meara et al., 2002), direct DNA sequencing but another method which is now used for
genotyping of mycobacterium is spoligotyping, that allowed more rapid diagnosis of
infectious diseases including tuberculosis, a method which provides high sensitivity for
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genotyping of M. tuberculosis complex in clinical laboratory samples. But the most
convenient and less time consuming method is polymerase chain reaction-restriction
fragment length polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) which gives results in few hours (Abe et al.,
2008; Mathuria et al., 2009). These are the rapid means of detection of interspecies
polymorphism in mycobacterium, also easy to perform (Roth et al., 2000). In this method
amplified PCR product is digested with endonuclease restriction enzymes that cleaves the
amplified DNA in different regions and produce different length and number of fragments
in wild and mutant DNA (Rosdahl et al., 2007).
Leung et al. (2003) evaluated the sensitivity and specificity of a PCR-RFLP method
for the INH resistance-associated mutation detections. They found that the katG PCR was
85% sensitive and 100 % specific in specimens obtained from respiratory origin. According
to them subsequent RFLP of the katG amplicons by MspI enzyme digestion recognized that
fifty one percent of INH-resistant MTB were linked with the Thr315 phenotype, and no
linkage of codon 463 to INH resistance was identified. Yang et al. (2005) developed the
MAS-PCR for the detection of most frequently observed mutations coupled with isoniazid
(INH), rifampin (RIF) & ethambutol (EMB) resistance. They evaluated the usefulness of
MAS-PCR by testing 174 M. tuberculosis isolates collected from Turkey. They observed
discrete patterns of bands for distinct profiles of gene mutation and 99.4% association
involving the results of DNA sequencing and MAS-PCR. They also determined the
sensitivity and specificity of MAS-PCR assay protocol for genetic mutation detections
related to drug resistance.
The socio demographic aspects are fundamental and standard tools in population
those provide the foundation and to manage the eradication, prevention and control various
disease outbreaks. Only few studies have been conducted to demonstrate socio
demographic factors to manage and control the TB in specific pockets of the country. So
these studies are not providing recognize and representative data for the whole population.
In this context, we have planned this research work to address and analyse socioeconomic
and edu-cultural variation, lack of awareness and ignorance of health care systems in urban
and rural areas at public and private sectors in different regions of Punjab, Pakistan
regarding the control of tuberculosis and co-occurrence of selected metabolic and infectious
disorders. The scattered information of few studies are available about the co-morbidities
of tuberculosis with other diseases in various countries. In the present study more detailed
socio demographic issues are focused and important co-morbid conditions including
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diabetes, hepatitis C, HIV and MI are added and detailed hematological and biochemical
parameters of tuberculosis and co-morbid patients are selected for study from the local
population randomly. With the best of our knowledge, never such type of research work
together has been conducted before this. Similarly, multidrug resistant tuberculosis is a
burning issue of the day at globe and in Pakistan. In the present study the drug resistance
was studied by two methods, i.e., proportion and genotypic method (PCR-RFLP) and to
confirm the results of these two methods. In order to confirm the results of drug resistance
by PCR-RFLP method, the uncharacterized randomly selected samples were sequenced.
There is a dire need to evaluate drug resistance before the treatment has been started, as
MDR and XDR strains are already existing in the environment which may be infecting
people. The patients identified with MDR and XDR strain should be kept separate under
closed vigilance so that these strains should not be spread in healthy population.
Furthermore, there is need of proper epidemiological study, molecular fingerprinting of
Mycobacterium species and a comprehensive study on drug resistance with the sequencing
of large number of isolate on drug resistant genes. This study will, therefore, form the basis
for further research and provide baseline data for designing health interventions and policy
formation in Pakistan to eradicate TB.
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Chapter 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The following study was planned to observe the interrelationship of TB with infectious
and metabolic disorders and also the occurrence of multi-drug resistant tuberculosis in the
patients from Lahore, Gojra and Faisalabad Punjab, Pakistan.

3.1 Work Station
The venous blood and sputum samples of each patient under study along with
healthy and negative control individuals were collected from TB hospitals of Faisalabad,
DHQ hospital Faisalabad, Gulab Devi Chest Hospital (Lahore), DHQ hospital Gojra and
District prison Faisalabad. The healthy control individuals were investigated to rule out the
diseases, including TB, diabetes, hepatitis C, HIV and Myocardial infarction by standard
diagnostic procedures to be included as healthy control. The positive control were matched
according to the age and sex of the co-morbid patients with respective co-morbidity. The
blood samples were brought to the laboratory of the Department of Biochemistry at
University of Agriculture Faisalabad for further processing. The sputum samples after
collection were brought to the laboratory of Department of Pathology, University of
Agriculture Faisalabad for further studies.
3.1.1 Ethical/ study approval
The study was formally approved by the ethical /synopsis scrutiny committee,
faculty of Basic Sciences, University of agriculture Faisalabad. The study was finally
approved by the Directorate of graduate studies and research board (GSRB) University of
Agriculture Faisalabad.

3.1.2 Targeted Population;
3.1.2.1 Inclusion criteria;
The patients having clinical symptoms with confirmed TB disease and showing
positive radiograph of the chest, positive ZN (Zehil Nelson) staining and also those having
any other metabolic and infectious disorder along with TB were included in the study. The
known patients of each disease, including diabetic (62), hepatitis C (46), HIV (11) and MI
(9) were included in the study as positive control. The positive control patients and the
healthy control were randomly selected from the areas of the hospitals and area around the
hospital from where TB patients were included in the study. The positive control patients
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were included to compare the effect of disease as single or comorbid with TB. Different
samples were collected from these patients after having their verbal consent to be included
in the study.

3.1.2.2 Exclusion criteria
The hematological investigations were carried out to confirm the healthy control
individuals. Any sign of abnormal hematological picture in any individual were found were
excluded from the healthy control group. The positive control patients were further
investigated for any comorbidity and if found positive for any comorbidity they were
excluded from the positive control sample, for example, the hepatitis C patients were if
found positive for diabetes, they were excluded from the positive control group, similarly,
if diabetic patients also sure positive test for myocardial infarction they were excluded from
the study group thus the positive control patients were insured to have the only single
disease.

3.1.3 Patient case history form
A specialized performa was developed for collection of data from TB patients,
including the information about patient, disease condition, date of diagnosis, method of
diagnosis, demographic characteristics (sex, age, cast, place of residence, occupation,
financial status and presence of more than one disease and family history of disease) etc.
(attached at the end of the thesis). These data was obtained mainly through the patient
record file of hospital and directly from the patients. All the patients were told about the
study, its purpose and its benefits to the patients and general population as a whole, and
thus their verbal consent were sought to be included in the study.

3.2 SAMPLE COLLECTION
3.2.1 Blood
Blood samples were collected from selected individuals via a vein-puncture
technique by using BD syringes. After the sample collection, blood samples were divided
into two halves, one half was poured into anticoagulant (EDTA) containing test tube and
the other half was poured into the blank test tube for complete coagulation. The later tube
was then centrifuged at 4500 rpm for 15 minutes and serum was collected in eppendorf
tubes. Until analysis, samples were frozen at -40°C.

3.2.2 Sputum
Fresh sputum samples were collected from each TB patient into sterile broad
mouthed screw capped plastic bottles. A first sample from each patient was collected on
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the spot and then another plastic bottle was handed over to the patient. The patient
him/herself collected the next day sample. The patient was advised as how to collect the
sputum sample. Patients were guided to produce deep bronchial sputum by holding the
breath for a while and then after repeated deep coughing, pale colour thick sputum was
collected in the supplied container. Both the sputum samples were pooled in one plastic
bottle from each patient and were stored at 4°C till further processing.
3.3 Hematological and Biochemical analysis

3.3.1 Hematological analysis
3.3.1.1 Haemoglobin
The Hb was estimated by acid haematin method as described by Benjamin (1978)
using Sahli’s apparatus. This method depends on the formation of acid haematin from
reaction of Hb with HCl, which is brown in colour and matched with colour standards.
REAGENTS:
1.
0.1 N Hcl.
2.

Distilled water.
The Hcl (0.1 N) was taken up to 2 marks in a graduated Sahlis tube. 0.02 mL of

blood was added using a special Hb pipette available in the apparatus. The solution was
stirred and kept for at least 2 minutes. Then distilled water was added drop wise till the
colour matched with the standard comparator of Sahli=s apparatus. After the colour
matched, the Hb was read directly from the graduated tube as g/100mL.

3.3.1.2 Packed Cell Volume (PCV)
The PCV was determined by micro haematocrit method as described by Coles
(1980). The blood with an added anticoagulant was drawn up to 2/3rd in a plain, capillary
tube. Excess blood was wiped off from the sides while it was wet. The vacant end was
sealed by holding it in the flame of a burner, with care not to burn the blood. The capillary
tubes were placed in a centrifuge machine with the sealed ends touching the outer rim of
the head. Centrifuged for three minutes at 3000 rpm. Finally the capillary tubes were
removed and percent of the PCV was read by using haematocrit tube reader.

3.3.1.3 Leukocyte Count (LC)
3.3.1.3.1 Total leukocyte count

Principle
With acid reagent which haemolyse the red cells dilute the whole blood in a dilution
of 1: 20 and leaving the white cell to be counted. By using an improved Neubauer ruled
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counting chamber also known as haemocytometer, WBCs were counted microscopically
and total number of WBCs per litre can be calculated (Cheesbrough, 2005).

Procedure
Well mixed EDTA anti-coagulated whole blood that is 0.02mL adds in the diluting
fluid that is 0.38mL and dispense into container. Remixed the diluted blood sample and
filled one of the grid chamber by using a capillary held at an angle of about 45. For 2
minutes leave the chamber undisturbed so that white cell to be settled. Set the chamber on
microscopic stage and observe the cells by using 10X objective lens. Count and report the
number of WBC per litre of blood.
Calculations
Cells counted × 106 ×20*

Total number of WBCs (per litre) =

0.1 Ω × 4¶

* = Dilution of blood 20 in 1
Ω = Depth of chamber is 0.1mm
¶ = Area counted is 4mm2
3.3.1.3.2 Differential Leukocyte count

Principle
Information about various white cells present in circulatory blood provided by
differential leukocyte count. Neutrophils, monocytes, lymphocytes, eosinophil are mostly
while basophils are rarely seen. By determining a total WBCs count, absolute number of
each cell per litre of blood can be calculated and an assessment made of whether the
increase number of particular type of cell or decreased (Benjamin, 1978).

Procedure
On glass slide a thin blood film was prepared using a drop of fresh blood, air dried and
fixed with methanol. Stain the film with wright Giemsa stain for 15 minutes. On lower third
of blood film a drop of oil emersion oil was placed and cover with clean cover glass.
Microscopically examined the film. Where the red cells just beginning to overlap moved
the film and brought the 40X and 100X objective lens. Blood film examined systematically
and counted the different types of WBC cells seen in each cell field. One hundred
leucocytes were counted and proportion of neutrophil, lymphocytes, monocytes and
eosinophil were calculated (Benjamin, 1978).
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3.3.1.4 Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate (ESR)
Blood was sucked into the Westergren pipette up to the zero mark and was kept vertically
in the stand and sedimentation rate was recorded as described by Benjamin (1978).

3.3.2 Analysis of Biochemical Markers
3.3.2.1 Total Proteins
The serum total proteins were determined following the method of Oser (1976). The
colorimetric determination of total proteins was based on the formation of blue copper
peptide complex in alkaline solution (the biuret test). The colour intensity was directly
proportional to the number of peptide bonds.
Reagents:
Reagent 1:

8 mL of a standard solution of bovine serum albumin (BSA), (100 g/L).

Reagent 2:

4x245 mL of alkaline reagent containing:

Reagent 3:

Potassium sodium tartrate

9 g/L

NaOH

0.2 mol/L

Potassium iodide

5 g/L

25 mL of colour reagent containing:
Copper sulphate

150 g/L

Reagent and Sample Preparation:
a)

Alkaline iodide:
8 g of NaOH was dissolved in approximately 800 ml of distilled water in a 1L
volumetric flask. Then 5 g of potassium iodide was added and stirred until
dissolved. Then this was diluted to the mark with distilled water.

b)

In a 1L volumetric flask, 45 g of potassium, sodium tartrate was added and
dissolved in 400 mL of 0.2 N NaOH. Then 15 g of copper sulphate (CuSO4.4H2O)
was added and mixed, when copper sulphate was dissolved, 5 g of potassium iodide
was added and diluted to 1 litre with 0.2 N NaOH.

c)

Working Biuret reagent
200 mL stock biuret (b) was diluted to 1 litre with alkaline iodide solution (a).

d)

6 g of bovine serum albumin (BSA) was dissolved in 80 mL of 0.9 % saline and
diluted to 100 mL with saline.
Serum samples, standard and working solutions were allowed to reach room

temperature before use. To prepare the working solution, 5 mL of reagent 3 to 245 mL of
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reagent 2 was added and mixed well. Two labelled 10 mL test tubes, 5 mL of working
solution and 100 μl of sample and standard was added. This was mixed well and after 5
minutes absorbance at 546 nm against a working solution as blank was read.
Calculations:
Absorbance test
–––––––––––––––––
Absorbance standard

3.3.2.2

x 6.0 (Concentration of standard) = ... g proteins/100 mL

Serum Albumin

Serum albumin was determined following the method of Varley et al. (1980). The
determination of albumin was based on the formation of an albumin complex with a
bromocresol green dye. The change in absorbance was proportional to the albumin
concentration.
REAGENTS:
Reagent 1:

2mL of a standard bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution, 50 g/L.

Reagent 2:

4x250 mL working solution containing:
Bromocresol green

0.14 g/L

Succinate buffer (pH 4.2)

75 mmol/L

Brij 35 (Merck)

7 mL/L

Reagent and Sample Preparation
a.

Succinate buffer (0.1 mol/L, pH = 4.0)
11.8 g of succinic acid was dissolved in approximately 800 mL of water. The pH
was adjusted to 4.0 with NaOH and made to 1L with distilled water.

b.

419 mg of bromocresol green was dissolved in 10 mL of 0.1 mol/L NaOH and made
up to 1L with distil water.

c.

4.5 g of bovine serum albumin in 100 mL of 0.5 g/L sodium azide solution was
dissolved.

d.

1 volume of bromocresol green was diluted with 3 volumes of succinate buffer.
Then 7mL/l of 30 percent Brij 35 solution was added and pH was adjusted to 4.2.
Serum samples, standard and working solutions were allowed to reach room

temperature before use. In two labelled 10 mL test tubes, 5 mL of working solution and
20 μl of sample and standard was added. This was mixed well and absorbance was read
within 5 minutes at 628 nm against a working solution as blank.
Calculations;
Absorbance unknown
––––––––––––––––––

x 4.5 (concentration of standard) = ... g albumin/100 mL
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Absorbance standard

3.3.2.3 Globulins
The globulins were measured by subtracting albumin from total protein and results
were expressed as g globulins per 100 mL of sample.
Total proteins – albumin = ... g globulins/100 mL

3.3.2.4 Albumin to Globulin (A/G) Ratio
The albumin/globulin ratio was calculated by dividing the albumin value by
globulin value.

3.3.3 Liver Function Test
3.3.3.1 Bilirubin
The evaluation of bilirubin was done following spectrophotometer method stated by

(Dangerfield and Finlayson, 1953)
Principle
Principal reacts with diazotized sulphanilic acid to form a coloured compound. It is red in
neutral solution and blue in alkaline solution. The water soluble conjugated bilirubin reacts
directly. The absorbance of this blue coloured compound can be determined at 578nm
wavelength. Direct bilirubin is measured as red colour compound at 546 nm wavelength.

3.3.3.1.1 Total Bilirubin
REAGENTS:
Reagent I; Sulphanilic acid
Reagent II; Sodium nitrate
Reagent III; Accelerator; it contains caffeine, sodium benzoate, and sodium acetate.
Reagent IV; Fehling solution; it contains potassium, sodium tartrate and sodium hydroxide.
Procedure:
Took the test and label as sample and blank. Added 0.2mL reagent I in both test tubes.
Added 1drop reagent II in the sample. Added reagent III 1.0 mL in both test tubes. Added
0.2 mL sample, distilled water, and standard in test, blank and standard respectively. Then
mixed the contents wait for 10-60 min at room temperature. Added reagent IV 1.0 mL in
both test tubes. Absorbance was checked after 10-30 min incubation at room temperature,
against the reagent blank.
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Calculations;
Absorbance unknown
––––––––––––––––
Absorbance standard

x 10.5 (concentration of standard) = ... mg / dL

3.3.3.1.2 Conjugated Bilirubin
Procedure:
Took the test and label as sample and blank. Added 0.2mL reagent I in both test tubes.
Added 1drop reagent II in sample. Added isotonic saline solution 2mL in both test tubes.
Added 0.2 mL sample, distilled water in a sample and blank respectively. Then mixed the
contents wait for 5 min at room temperature. Absorbance was checked at 546 nm.
Calculations;
Absorbance unknown
––––––––––––––––––
Absorbance standard

x 14 (concentration of standard) = ... mg / dL

3.3.3.1.3 Unconjugated Bilirubin
The unconjugated bilirubin was measured by subtracting conjugated bilirubin from
total bilirubin.
Total bilirubin – conjugated bilirubin = ... mg /dL.

3.3.3.2 Alanine Amino Transferase (ALT):
ALT is also called serum glutamic pyruvic transaminase (SGPT) or alanine
aminotransferase (ALT). The evaluation of ALT was done following colorimetric method
stated by (Rietman & Frankel, 1957).
Principle:
L-Alanine along with α-ketogluatrate produces pyruvate and glutamate in the presence of
ALT. Pyruvate then further reacts with 2-4-Dinitrophenyl hydrazine and forms hydrazone
derivative, 2-4-Dinitrophenyl hydrazone. It is a brown coloured complex in alkaline
medium. Its intensity is measured. As this reaction does not follow beer’s law. So by using
a pyruvate standard, a calibration curve is plotted which showed activity of SGPT (ALT).
Reagent Composition
R1. Buffer: (pH 7.4)
Phosphate buffer

100 mmol/L

α –oxoglutarate

20 mmol/L

L-Alanine

200 mmol/L

R2. Colour Reagent
2-4-dinitrophenyl hydrazine 2.0 mmol/L
R3. Colour Developer:
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Sodium hydroxide

4.0 mmol/L

1 vial of sodium hydroxide is made up to 1000 mL using redistilled water in a volumetric
flask.
Pyruvate standard was used as a calibrator.
Conditions:
Temperature

37℃

Wavelength

Hg 546 nm (530-550 nm)

Cuvette

1 cm path length

Procedure with Sample
Test tubes were taken and marked as reagent blank and test. In each test tube,
buffer solution of 500 µL reagent, R1 was added. In reagent blank test tube, 100 µL of
distilled water was added and in the test tube marked as test, 100 µL of test sample was
added. Mixed gently. Test tubes were placed in an incubator at 37 for half an hour. Using
pipette, 500 µL reagent, R2 i.e. D-4-DNP was added in each test tube. They were mixed
well and Incubated at room temperature for twenty minutes. Then 500 µL R3 was added in
each test tube. Mixed well and placed at room temperature for five minutes. Absorbance
was checked using a spectrophotometer. Firstly, by using distilled water at 546 nm, it was
adjusted to zero and absorbance of water as blank was measured.
The absorbance values were plotted against concentration. Calibration curve was
obtained and GPT activity value was obtained.

3.3.3.3 Aspartate Aminotransferase Level (AST)
AST is also called serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase (SGOT) or aspartate
aminotransferase (AST). The level of AST was measured by using a colorimetric method
as explained by Reitman & Frankel (1957).
Principle:
α –Ketoglutarate reacts with L-aspartate in the presence of AST. It forms Lglutamate and pyruvate. Addition of 2, 4-dinitrophenyl hydrazine forms hydrazone
complex with ketoacids. On adding sodium hydroxide, it gives red colour which shows
activity, according to its intensity. The reaction does not follow beer’s law. By taking a
pyruvate standard, a calibration curve is plotted from which activity of SGPT (ALT) is
obtained.
α –ketoglutarate + L-aspartate

AST

Reagent Composition
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L-glutamate + pyruvate

R 1. Buffer: (pH 7.4)
Phosphate buffer:

100 mmol/L

L-alanine

200 mmol/L

α -ketoglutarate

2.0 mmol/L

R 2. Color Reagent:
2 4-dinitrophenylhydrazine

2.0 mmol/L

R 3. Color Developer:
Sodium hydroxide

4.0 mmol/L

In volumetric flask, one vial of sodium hydroxide is made up to 1000 mL with the help of
redistilled water.
Calibrator
Pyruvate standard
Assess condition
Wavelength

Hg 546 nm (530 - 550 nm)

Cuvette

1 cm light path

Temperature

37°C

Procedure
Test tubes were taken and marked as reagent blank and sample test. In test, 0.1 mL
of sample was added. Buffer R1 of about 0.5 mL was added into each test tubes using
pipette. Mixed well. Distilled water of 0.1 mL was added into reagent blank. They were
mixed gently placed and incubated at 37°C for thirty minutes. About 0.5 mL of R2 was
added in each test tubes. Mixed well. Incubated at 20-25oC for twenty minutes. Then 5.0
mL of R3 was added into each test tube by pipette. Mixed and placed at room temperature
for about five minutes. Absorbance was checked against blank at 546 nm using
spectrophotometer. The calibration curve was plotted and activity of AST was checked.

3.3.3.4 Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP)


ALP was determined by following the method illustrated by (Sarkar and Chauhan,
1967).

Principle:
p -Nitro phenyl phosphate was hydrolysed in the presence of ALP. It results in the
formation of phosphate and p-nitro phenol. It is a reversible process.
Composition
Buffer:
Di-ethanolamine buffer (pH 10.35)
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Magnesium chloride
Substrate:
p- Nitro phenyl phosphate
Conditions
Wavelength:

Hg 405 nm (400-420 nm)

Optical path:

1 cm

Temperature:

37℃

Procedure
Took the test and label as test, standard, and blank. Added 1.0 mL reagent in all three tubes.
Added 20µL sample, distilled water, and standard in test, blank and standard respectively.
Then mixed well and absorbance was checked after 1 min incubation, against reagent blank.
Activity of ALP was calculated or measured by plotting calibration curve.

3.3.4 Serum Total Cholesterol
3.3.4.1 Serum Total Cholesterol
Principal:
The cholesterol was determined after enzymatic hydrolysis and oxidation. The indicator
quinone imine is formed from hydrogen peroxide and 4-aminophenazone in the presence of
phenol and peroxidase. Serum total cholesterol was determined spectrophotometrically at

wavelength of 546 nm, by using commercial kit (Human GmbH).
Composition:
Phosphate buffer

1000mmol/L

4- aminophenazone

0.3 mmol/L

Phenol

5 mmol/L

Peroxidase

5KU/L

Cholesterolestrase

150U/L

Cholesteroloxidase

100U/L

Sodium Azide

0.05%

Procedure
Took the test and label as test, standard, and blank. Added 1.0 mL reagent in all three tubes.
Added 10µL sample, distilled water, and standard in test, blank and standard respectively.
Then mixed well and absorbance was checked after 10 minutes incubation, against reagent
blank with in 60 minutes.
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Calculations:
Absorbance unknown
––––––––––––––––––
Absorbance standard

x 200 (concentration of standard) = ... mg / dL

3.3.4.2 High Density Lipoprotein (HDL)
Principal:
This essay combines two specific steps; in the first step chulomicrons, VLDL, LDL
cholesyerol are specifically eliminated and destroyed by enzymatic reaction.in gthe 2nd step
remaining cholesterol from HDL fraction is determined. Serum high density lipoprotein
(HDL) was also determined spectrophotometric ally at wavelength of 546 nm, by using a
commercial kit (Human GmbH).
Composition:
Reagent 1
Buffer

100mmol/L

Cholesterol estrae

600U/L

Cholesterol oxidase

380U/L

Catalase

600UmL

Reagent 2
Peroxidase

1000U/L

4-aminoantpyrine

1mmol/L

Buffer

100mmol/L

Sodium azide

0.05%

Detergent

1%

Procedure
Took the test and label as test, standard, and blank. Added 750µL mL reagent 1 in all three
tubes. Added 10µL sample, distilled water, and standard in test, blank and standard
respectively. Then mixed well and incubated for 5 minutes. Then added 250 µL of reagent
2, mixed well and absorbance was checked against reagent blank after 5 minutes.

Calculations:
Absorbance unknown
––––––––––––––––––
Absorbance standard

x (concentration of standard) = ... mg / dL
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3.3.4.3 Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL)
Low density lipoprotein (LDL) was calculated by following formula after taking
reading of cholesterol, triglycerides and high density lipoprotein (HDL).
Triglyceride
Formula:

Serum total cholesterol

–

=a
5
a – HDL = LDL

3.3.4.4 Triglycerides
Principal:
The triglycerides are determined after enzymatic hydrolysis with lipases. Indicator
is quinone amine formed from hydrogen peroxide, 4-aminoantipyrine and 4- chlorophenol
under the catalytic influence of peroxidase. Serum triglycerides were also determined
spectrophotometrically at a wavelength of 546 nm, by using a commercial kit (Human
GmbH).
Composition:
Buffer

50mmol/L

4- chlorophenol

5mmol/L

4-aminoantipyrine

0.25mmol/L

Magnesium ions

4.5mmol/L

ATP

2 mmol/L

Lipases

1.3U/mL

Peroxidases

0.5U/mL

Glycerol kinase

0.4 U/mL

Glycerol-3-phosphate oxidase

1.5U/mL

Procedure
Took the test and label as test, standard, and blank. Added 1.0 mL reagent in all three
tubes. Added 10µL sample, distilled water, and standard in test, blank and standard
respectively.Then mixed well and absorbance was checked after 10 minutes incubation,
against reagent blank with in 60 minutes.
Calculations:
Absorbance unknown
––––––––––––––––––
Absorbance standard

x (concentration of standard) = ... mg / dL

3.3.5 Cardiac Enzymes
3.3.5.1Creatine Kinase (CK-MB)
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Creatine Kinase (CK-MB) is the enzyme being used as the definitive serum marker
for the diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI), a heart disease. After
immunoinhibition with antibodies to CK-M subunit, the CK activity was determined with
a method according to the recommendation of international federation of clinical chemistry
(IFCC) (Friedman and young, 1997).

Principle
The specific antibody inhibit the M subunit of CK-MMand CK-MB and thus allows
determination of B subunit of CK-MB. CK-B catalytic concentration, which corresponds
to half of CK-MB concentration, is determined from the rate of NADPH formation,
measured at 340nm, by means of hexokinase (HK) and glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase (G6PDH) coupled reaction 1, 3.
CK

Creatine phosphate + ADP → Creatine+ ATP
HK

ATP + glucose → Glucose-6-Phosphate + ADP
G6-PDH

Glucose-6-Phosphate +NADP+

→

Gluconate-6-Phosphate + NADPH+H+

G-6-PDH=Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase
CK=Creatine kinase,
HK=Hexokinase
Assay Reagents
1. Reagent (R1)


Imidazole buffer

125 mmol/L



Magnesium acetate

12.5 mmol/L



N-acetylcysteine

25 mmol/L



NADP

2 mmol/L



D-Glucose

25 mmol/L



EDTA

2 mmol/L



ADP

15.2 mmol/L



AMP

25 mmol/L

2. Reagent (R2)
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Diadenosine pentaphosphate

103 mmol/L



Hexokinase

3 KU/L



Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase 9 KU/L



Creatine-phosphate



Anti-human-CK-M.

250 mmol/L

Sample


Serum free of haemolysis.

Procedure
Preparation of working reagent


Dissolve the reagent 5 volume of (R1) with 1 volume of (R2).



Stability: at 20-25°C: 24 hours at 2-8°C: 3 days

Assay conditions


Wavelength:

334-340 nm



Temperature:

37 °C



Cuvette:

1 cm light path



Read against:

distilled water

Pipette into cuvette


Working reagent

1 mL



Sample or control

50 mL

Mix and after a 5-minute incubation, measure the change of absorbance per minute
(DA/min) during 3 minutes.
Calibration
(37°C, DGKC and IFCC method)


S1: Distilled water



S2: Randox CK-MB calibrator

Calculation using factor
∆A/min x 6666= U/LCKMB

3.3.5.2 Creatine Phosphokinase (CPK)
Standard colorimetric method was used for measuring the activity of serum creatine
phosphokinase CPK (Szasz et al., 1976).

Principle
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The principle of colorimetric method is based on enzymatic dephosphorylation of
creatine kinase to creatine. The creatine is measured colorimetrically. The entire procedure
can be performed in one test tube (+ a blank).

3.3.5.3 Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) catalyzes the reversible oxidation of L-lactate to
pyruvate with the concurrent reduction of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) to
reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) (Wacker et al., 1956).

Principle

LDH

L-Lactate + NAD+ ————→ Pyruvate + NADH + H+
Lactate dehydrogenase catalyzes the oxidation of lactate to pyruvate with
simultaneous reduction of NAD to NADH. The rate of NAD reduction can be measured as
an increase in absorbance at 340nm. The rate is directly proportional to LDH activity in
serum (Wacker et al., 1956).
Reagents


NAD 7.0 mmol/L



L-Lactate 50 mmol/L



Tris Buffer



pH 9.0 ± 0.1



Non-reactive stabilizers and fillers.

MATERIALS


Reagents necessary for the determination of LDH are included in the kit.



Non-hemolyzed serum

Specimen

Procedure (Automated)
Refer to specific instrument application instructions.

Procedure (Manual)
Reconstitute reagent according to instructions. Pipette 1.0mL of reagent into
appropriate tubes and pre-warm at 37°C for five minutes. Zero spectrophotometer with
water at 340nm. 0.025 mL (25µL) of the sample was transfered to reagent, mixed and
incubated at 37°C for one minute. Absorbance (A1 Reading) was read and recorded exactly
after one minute. Return tube to 37°C for one minute. Absorbance (A2 Reading) was read
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and recorded exactly after one minute. The change in absorbance (A2-A1) was multiplied
by the factor 6592 (See
Calculations) will yield results in IU/L. Samples with values above 800 IU/L
was diluted 1:1 with saline, reassayed and the results multiplied by two.
Calibration
The procedure is standardized by means of the millimolar absorptivity of NADH
taken as 6.22 at 340nm under the test conditions described.
Calculations
One international Unit (IU/L) is defined as the amount of enzyme that catalyzes the
transformation of one micromole of substrate per minute.
IU/L = (A2 – A1) x 1.025 x 1000 = (A2 – A1) x 6592
1 x 6.22 x .025 mL
Where,
(A2-A1) = Change in absorbance
1.025

= Total reaction volume in mL

1000

= Conversion of IU/mL to IU/L

1

= Light path in cm

6.22

= Millimolar absorptivity of NADH

0.025

= Sample volume in mL

3.3.6 Blood Urea
Blood urea was also determined spectrophotometrically at a wavelength of 340 nm,
by using a commercial kit (Diasys International Holzhein; Cat. No. 10310021,
131019910026, 10310023; Lot No. 175/99). Standard procedure as described on the inner
leaflet was followed to obtain the values of blood urea in the samples.

3.3.7 Glucose
Principle
Glucose can be measured by enzymatic oxidation in the presence of an enzyme
called glucose oxidase, and then hydrogen peroxide further reacts under peroxidase
catalysis along with 4-aminophenazone and phenol to form a red-violet quinoneimne dye,
that used as indicator. Colour intensity is directly proportional to amount of glucose present
in sample (Barham and Trinder, 1972; George et al., 1959).
Reaction Principle
Glucose + O2

+

H2O

Glucose oxidase Gluconic acid + Hydrogen peroxide
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Hydrogen peroxide + 4-aminophenazone + phenol Peroxidase
Procedure
 Wavelength

Quinoneimine + 4H2O

500nm



Temperature

37 C



Measurements

against reagent blank

Cuvette

path length is 1 cm



Take three test tubes label as test, standard, blank.



Added 1 mL in all three test tubes.



Added 0.01mL sample, distilled water, and standard in test, blank and standard
respectively.



Mix, incubate for 25 minutes at room temperature.



Read the absorbance of test and standard against blank at 540 nm on
spectrophotometer (Barham and Trinder, 1972).

Absorbance of Test
Conc. of glucose (mg/dL) = ___________________ x Concentration of Standard
Absorbance of Standard

3.3.8 Serum Creatinine
Principle:
NaOH
Creatinine + picric acid

Creatinine picrate (Orange)
Alkaline medium

The orange colour can be measured colorimetrically, where the intensity of the obtained
colour is directly proportional to the concentration of creatinine in the sample.
Procedure


Set wavelength at 500 nm.



Took the test and label as test, standard, and blank.



Added 0.5 mL NaOH and 0.5 mL picric acid in all three tubes.



Added 0.5mL sample, distilled water, and standard in test, blank and
standard respectively.



Then mixed well and took absorbance after 5-10 minutes incubation, against
reagent blank.

Conc. of total Creatinine. (mg/dL) = Absorbance of sample/ Absorbance of Standard x
conc. Of standard

3.3.9 Serum Minerals
3.3.9.1 Calcium
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Principle
In alkaline medium calcium ion react with O-Cresolphthalein complexone and form
a violet colour complex (Sarkar and Chauhan, 1967; Barnett et al., 1973).
Procedure
Took the test and label as test, standard, and blank. Added 1.0 mL reagent in all three
tubes. Added 25µL sample, distilled water, and standard in test, blank and standard
respectively.Then mixed well and took absorbance after 5-10 minutes incubation, then read
absorbance at 570nm against reagent blank

3.3.9.2 Phosphorus
Principle
In the presence of sulphuric acid, ammonium molybdate react with phosphorus
and form a complex known as phosphomolybdate complex that can be measured at 340nm
wavelength.
Procedure
Add 10µL serum, distil water and standard in test, blank, and standard that are labelled
respectively. 1mL reagent in all three test tubes and shake uniformly. Incubated for 10
minutes and then read absorbance at 340nm against reagent blank.

3.3.9.3 Sodium (Na, mg/dL or mg/100g):
Sodium, analysis was done on 9180 fully automated electrolyte analyzer (microprocessorbased technology) (Roche) (Monds et al., 1972) working on the principal of ion selective
electrodes. A volume of 100 µL was added in serum cups. Then all samples analysed
simultaneously. The sample adjusted to the probe of equipment and it sips approximately
50 µl serum and displays result after 45 seconds.

3.3.9.4 Potassium (K, mg/dL or mg/100g):
Potassium, analysis was also done on 9180 fully automated electrolyte analyzer
(microprocessor-based technology) (Roche) (Monds et al., 1972) working on the principal
of ion selective electrodes. A volume of 100 µL was added in serum cups. Then all samples
analysed simultaneously. The sample adjusted to the probe of equipment and it sips
approximately 50 µL serum and displays result after 45 seconds.

3.3.10 Immunoglobulin
3.3.10.1 IgG
Test Principle
Solid phase capture sandwich ELISA assay using a microwell format (Salauze et al., 1994).
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Sample and Standard Dilutions:
Diluted each serum or plasma specimen to be tested initially 1:100 with phosphate buffer
saline (PBS) then diluted 1:100 in the IgG specimen diluent provided. The final dilution
factor was 1:10,000. Used the specimen diluent alone as the blank control well.
Materials and Components
Materials provided with the test kits
1. Anti-Human IgG coated microwell strips 12x8 with plastic frame
2. HRP conjugated goat anti-human IgG-12m
3. IgG standard (pre-diluted) – 1 m (Store at -20 ° C)
4. TMB/peroxide substrate color developer –12m
5. IgG specimen diluent -1 x 60m
6. Sulfuric acid termination reagent (0.5N) –12m
7. 15 X Wash buffer concentrate – 60m
Assay Procedure
Added 100µL of diluted specimen or standard to each microwell. Incubated at
room temperature for 45 minutes. Decanted and washed each microwell four times with
wash buffer (dilute buffer 1:15 with reagent grade water). Added 100µL of HRP conjugated
goat anti-human IgG to each well. Incubated at room temperature for 45 minutes. Decanted
and washed. Added 100µL of TMB/peroxide substrate and incubated at room temperature
for 15 minutes. Terminated the reaction with 100µL of 0.5N sulfuric acid. Zero the
microwell reader at 450nm using the specimen diluent zero control well, determine the
optical density (O.D.) of the remaining wells. A standard curve was constructed using the
O.D. The values obtained for each of the standards for interpolation of unknowns from the
standard curve.

3.3.10.2 IgM
Test Principle
Solid phase capture sandwich ELISA assay using a microwell format. (Salauze et al., 1994)
Sample and Standard Dilutions:
Diluted each serum or plasma specimen to be tested initially 1:100 with phosphate
buffer saline (PBS), then diluted 1:100 in the IgM specimen diluents provided. The final
dilution factor was 1:10,000. Prepared serial two fold dilutions of the human IgM standard:
Neat, 1:2, 1:4, 1:8 etc. with the specimen diluent provided. Used the specimen diluent alone
as the blank control well.
Materials and Components
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Materials provided with the test kits
1. Anti-Human IgM coated microwell strips 12x8 with plastic frame
2. HRP conjugated goat anti-human IgM -12mL
3. IgM standard (pre-diluted) 1 mL (Store at -20 ° C)
4. TMB/peroxide substrate color developer –12mL
5. IgM specimen diluent (Specimen Diluent Green II) –1 x 60mL
6. Sulfuric acid termination reagent (0.5N) –12mL
7. 15 X Wash buffer concentrate – 60mL
Assay Procedure
Added 100µL of diluted specimen or standard to each microwell. Incubated at room
temperature for 60 minutes. Decanted and washed each microwell four times with
washbuffer (dilute buffer 1:15 with reagent grade water). Add 100uL of HRP conjugated
goat anti-human IgM to each well.

Incubated at room temperature for 60 minutes.

Decanted and washed. Added 100µL of TMB/peroxide substrate and incubated at room
temperature for 30 minutes. Terminated the reaction with 100µL of 0.5N sulfuric acid. Zero
the microwell reader at 450nm using the specimen diluent zero control well. Determined
the optical density (O.D.) of the remaining wells. A standard curve was constructed using
the O.D. values obtained for each of the standards for interpolation of unknowns from the
standard curve.

3.4 Sputum Processing
3.4.1 Smear preparation Procedure
The Smear was prepared directly from sputum samples immediately after
collection. Thickest purulent portion of sputum was used for smear preparation on a fresh
glass slide. Small portion was taken with sterile (heat treated) wire loop and equally
smeared onto the slide covering 1.5 cm area. The Smear was dried in the air and heat fixed
by passing above the flame 2-3 time with care.

3.4.1.1 ZN (Zeihl-Nelsen) staining
The Zeihl Nelsen solution was prepared following the method as described by Ellis
and Zabrowarny, 1993) which is given below.
3.4.1.1.1 ZN Carbol Fuchsine Solution
Carbol Fuchsine 10 g
Ethanol (95-100%) 100 mL
5% Phenol solution 1000 mL
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(5 g phenol → 100 mL)
Fuchsine was dissolved in phenol placing them in a flask over boiling water, bath for
about 15 minutes with occasional shaking. Then ethanol was added and mixed thoroughly.
3.4.1.1.2 20% Sulphuric acid:
80 mL distilled water was taken into a flask and 20 mL sulphuric acid was slowly added
in to it.
3.4.1.1.3 Methylene Blue solution:
Methylene blue chloride 0.3 g
Distilled water 100 mL
3.4.1.1.4 Staining Protocol:
Take a thick portion of specimen on the slide, after fixing, slides were covered with
Carbol fuchsin and heated lightly with spirit lamp until steam rose. Stain was applied and
allowed to stay for 5 minutes and then washed. The slides, then were covered with 20%
sulphuric acid (the red colour changed to yellow brown). Again washed with tap water after
one minute, more acid was poured and again washed. It was repeated until decolorized
(faint pink). These were washed and counterstained with Methylene blue for 15-20 seconds.
Again washed, dried and mounted (acid fast bacilli stained bright red). Dried in the air. Dry
stained slides were seen under oil immersion lens.
3.4.1.5 Observation of positive slides:
The Mycobacteria were stained bright pink in color having 5-10 µm in size and
appeared as slender rods against blue background at 100 X with immersion oil. However,
they may also appear curved or bent coccobacillary or even filamentous. Sometimes, bead
and round pattern was also observed.
Slides were graded according to the number of bacteria present.
1 +ve slide showed the presence of 1-9 AFB in 100 microscopic fields.
2 +ve showed that 1-9 AFB were present in ten fields.
3 +ve revealed that number of bacteria in one field were10 in numbers.
4+ slide showed more than 10 AFB in one field.
3.4.1.6 Decontamination of sputum samples:
Sputum was digested and decontaminated using Sodium hydroxide (Modified
Petroff) method, as described below;
Reagents:
1.

4% sodium hydroxide (NAOH) solution
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Sodium hydroxide pellets 4 g
Distilled water 100 mL
NAOH was dissolved in distilled water and then autoclaved at 121°C for 15
minutes.
2. Sterile saline
Sodium chloride pellets 0.85 g
Distilled water 100 mL
NaCl was dissolved in distilled water, autoclaved for 15 minutes at 121°C.
3. Sterile distilled water may be used in the replacement of Saline solution.
Protocol:
The 5 mL sputum was taken into a plastic sterilized centrifuge tube. Overlaid with
10 mL 4% NaOH and incubated at room temperature for 15 minutes. Then centrifuged at
3000 rpm for 15 minutes. Supernatant was poured off.15 mL sterile saline was added and
sediments were re-suspended into it. Again centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15 minutes,
supernatant was removed. And the residual material was used for the bacteria in DNA
extraction.

3.5 Drug susceptibility testing by proportion method
The sputum samples collected from all the patients were initially cultured on LJ medium.
The history revealed that some of the patients were not responding to first line drug. The
growth of a 1:100 dilution of the M. tuberculosis isolate on media without drug with growth
of the undiluted suspension on media containing each drug were compared. If the undiluted
suspension grows faster or more abundantly in the presence of the drug than does the 1:100
dilution in the absence of the drug, the isolate is considered to contain a resistant population
greater than 1% and is reported as resistant. The drug concentrations used in LJ medium
were 1.0µg/mL isoniazid, 10.0µg/mL streptomycin, 1.0µg/mL ethambutol, and Ofloxacine
2.0µg/mL (Dinesh et al., 2012).

3.6 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
The isolates which appeared resistant to drugs were then accessed by PCR. The
direct PCR test was performed for rapid identification of resistant strains causing
tuberculosis from both sputum samples by amplification of specific genes. Visualization of
amplified DNA was done by running on gel electrophoresis; ethidium bromide stained
bands were seen under ultraviolet light transilluminator. The detailed procedure of PCR
with final composition of each step was as follows.
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3.6.1 Isolation and extraction of bacterial DNA
3.6.1.1 DNA extraction from sputum samples
DNA extraction by Phenol Chloroform Method was used for the bacterial DNA
extraction. The steps involved are given below.


Samples for PCR first need to be boiled for about 10-20 minutes in a 1.5mL tube.



Add 0.5mL phenol to about 1mL of digested sample (will be reduced in quantity
because of boiling).



Hand shake gently or vortex.



Centrifuge at 2000 rpm for 5 minutes or 8000 rpm for 1 min.



Remove the aqueous phase into another tube.



Add an equal amount of chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (24:1 ratio).



Centrifuge at 12000 rpm for 5 minutes.



Remove aqueous layer in another tube.



Add 0.1mL of 3M sodium acetate (pH 5.5) mix gently and then add 2 volumes of
absolute ethanol and incubate at -20°C for overnight or at -40°C for at least 30
min.



Centrifuge the tube at 10000 rpm for 15 min.



Remove the supernatant with care not to dislodge the pellet.



Dry the pellet by placing in a desiccator or at 50°C in an oven.



Suspended the pellet in about 0.5 mL or less sterile TE buffer (pH 8.0) or in sterile
distilled water and preserve at -20°C till use.

3.6.1.2 Primer selection for detection of Mycobacterium
A set of oligonucleotide primers according to (Wilton, 1992) were used as
confirmatory test for the presence of mycobacterium in sputum samples study.
The sequence of primers was as follows:
 TB-1 F (5’ GAACAATCCGGAGTTGACAA 3’)
 TB-1 R 5’ AGCACGCTGTCAATCATGTA 3’)
The above mentioned primers were specific to MPB70 sequence and expected size of
DNA PCR product was 372 bp.

3.6.1.3 Polymerase Chain Reaction
PCR was carried out with following composition:
cDNA
Master Mix (Enzynomics)

6 µL
18µL
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Primer (F+R)

2µL each

3.6.1.4 Agrose gel preparation
1% agrose gel was prepared using following composition
Agrose gel powder 1 g.
1X TAE buffer 100 mL.
Ethidium bromide 3 µL.

Protocol Steps
1g agrose gel was weighed on electronic balance and added into 100 mL 1X TAE
buffer. It was then heated in microwave oven to properly dissolve the agrose with
occasional shaking until transparent solution was obtained. The solution was cooled down
at room temperature, ethidium bromide 3 µL solutions then was added into the gel and
stirred vigorously for proper mixing. Gel was poured into gel rack and comb was inserted
for preparation of wells. Gel was cooled down at room temperature until solidified; comb
was carefully removed leaving behind equally spaced wells. 100 bp DNA ladder was
dispersed into first well as a marker. Remaining wells were filled by PCR reaction mixture
and a control sample. DNA band separation was carried out after running electrophoresis
at 90 V for 1 hour.

3.6.1.5 Thermal cycler conditions
The mixture containing PCR tubes were placed into thermo-cycler (Qantarus).
Conditions were as follows: Initial denaturation at 94°C for 5 minutes, followed by 39
cycles of 3 minutes at 94°C for denaturation, annealing at 62°C for 3 minutes and 3 minutes
at 75°C for elongation followed by last cycle for final elongation at 75°C for s10 minutes.

3.6.1.6 DNA band visualization
Gel was placed into electrophoresis gel documentation system (Syngene, USA) for
visualizing DNA bands in a dark room through ultraviolet light trans-illuminator.

3.7 Multi drug resistant Tuberculosis (MDRTB)
PCR RFLP was performed for identification of drug resistant bacteria responsible
for TB from sputum samples. Primers of genes responsible for resistance to different drugs
was used for the amplification of specific genes. Restriction analysis was done by using
respective restriction enzymes.
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3.7.1 Primer selection and RFLP PCR for detection of MDRTB
Following set of primers and their respective thermal cycler conditions were used in this
study.

3.7.1.1 Isoniazid
Following set of primers was used for the amplification of KatG gene (Varela et al., 2008).
 KatG 904(5′-AGCTCGTATGGCACCGGAAC-3′)forward
 KatG 1523(5′-TTGACCTCCCACCCGACTTG-3′) reverse
The mixture containing PCR tubes were placed into thermo cycler (Qantarus).
Conditions were as follows: Initial denaturation at 95°C for 5 minutes, followed by 10
cycles of 40sec at 95°C for denaturation, annealing at 53°C for 2 minutes and 40 sec at
75°C for elongation followed by 10 cycles denaturation at 95°C for 40 sec, annealing at
50°C for 40 , elongation at 72°C for 40 sec, followed by 10 cycles denaturation at 95°C
for 40 sec, annealing at 48°C for 40, elongation at 72°C for 40 sec followed by last cycle
for final elongation at 72°C for 10 minutes. Visualization of amplified DNA was done by
running on 1 % agrose gel electrophoresis; ethidium bromide stained bands were seen under
ultraviolet light transilluminator.

Restriction of amplified products
Amplified PCR product of 620bp of KatG gene was digested at 37℃ for 4 h with
MspI restriction endonuclease (restriction site C↑CGG) following the protocol as described
by Varela et al., (2008). Visualization of restricted DNA was done by running on 2 %
agrose gel electrophoresis; ethidium bromide stained bands were seen under ultraviolet
light transilluminator. The amplified fragment from M. tuberculosis strains yielded four
fragments after digestion were considered as wild, while amplified fragment from isolates
yielded more number or less number of fragments (because of gain or loss of restriction
site) were considered as mutant.

3.7.1.2 Ethambutol
Following set of primers was used for the amplification of EMB306 and EMB497 gene
(Ahmad et al., 2004).
 EMB 306A (5′-CCGACGCCGTGGTGATATTCGGCT-3′) forward
 EMB 306B (5′-GTAATACCAGCCGAAGGGATCCTC-3′) reverse
 EMB 497A (5′-GTCGGCACGTTGCCGTTGGTGT-3′) forward
 EMB 497B (5′-ACCGTCGACGGTGGGCAGGAT-3′) reverse
The mixture containing PCR tubes were placed into thermocycler (Qantarus).
Conditions were as follows: firs cycle of denaturation at 95°C for 30 sec , annealing at 64°C
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for 30 sec and 1 min at 72°C for elongation followed by 6 cycles denaturation at 95°C
for 1 min, annealing at 62°C for 30 sec , elongation at 72°C for 1 min , followed by 6 cycles
denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, annealing at 60°C for 30 sec, elongation at 72°C for 1 min
followed by 20 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, annealing at 56°C for 30 sec,
elongation at 72°C for 1 min followed by last cycle for final elongation at 72°C for 10
minutes. Visualization of amplified DNA was done by running on 1 % agrose gel
electrophoresis; ethidium bromide stained bands were seen under ultraviolet light
transilluminator.

Restriction of amplified products
Amplified product of PCR of EMB 306, gene were digested at 37℃ for 3 h with
Nla III restriction endonuclease (restriction site C↑ATG) (Ahmad et al., 2004).
Visualization of restricted DNA was done by running on 2 % agrose gel electrophoresis;
ethidium bromide stained bands were seen under ultraviolet light transilluminator. The
amplified fragment from M. tuberculosis strains yielded fragments of less than 50bp after
digestion were considered as wild, while amplified fragment from isolates yielded larger
fragment of less than 100 bp after digestion (because of loss of the restriction site) were
considered as mutant.
Amplified product of PCR of EMB 497 gene were digested at 37℃ for 3 h with AlwNI
restriction endonuclease (restriction site CAGNNNCTG) (Ahmad et al., 2004).
Visualization of restricted DNA was done by running on 2 % agrose gel electrophoresis;
ethidium bromide stained bands were seen under ultraviolet light transilluminator. After
restriction the amplified fragments of M. Tuberculosis strains yielded two fragments were
considered as wild type, while the amplified fragments of M. Tuberculosis strains those
yielded single undigested fragment of 189 bp were considered as mutant (due to the loss
of the restriction site).

3.7.1.3. Streptomycin
Following set of primers were used for the amplification of rps L gene (Tudo et al., 2010).


RPSF78 (5′-CAGCCCGCAGCGTCGTGGTGGTG-3′-)forward



RPSF322(5′-GCTGCGTGCCTGTTTGCGGTTCTT-3′)reverse
The mixture containing PCR tubes were placed into thermo cycler (Qantarus).

Conditions were as follows: firs cycle of denaturation at 96°C for 3 minutes followed by
1 cycle of denaturation at 96 °C for 2 minutes, annealing at 61 for 1 minutes an elongation
at 72 for 1 minute, followed by 10 cycles of denaturation at 96°C for 2 min, annealing at
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59°C for 1 minute, elongation at 72°C for 1 min , followed by 10 cycles denaturation at
96°C for 2 min, annealing at 55°C for 30 sec, elongation at 72°C for 1 min followed by 20
cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, annealing at 56°C for 30 sec, elongation at 72°C
for 1 min followed by last cycle for final elongation at 72°C for 10 minutes. Visualization
of DNA was done by running on 1 % agrose gel electrophoresis; ethidium bromide stained
bands were seen under ultraviolet light transilluminator.

Restriction of amplified product
Amplified product of PCR of 270 bp of rps L gene was digested for 1 h at 37°C
with Mob II restriction endonuclease (restriction site AAG AGG) (Tudo et al., 2010).
Visualization of restricted DNA was done by running on 2 % agrose gel electrophoresis;
ethidium bromide stained bands were seen under ultraviolet light transilluminator. After
restriction, the amplified fragment of M. Tuberculosis strains yield two fragments were
considered as wild type, while the amplified fragment of M. Tuberculosis strains yield
single undigested fragment of 270 bp were considered as mutant (due to the loss of the
restriction site).

3.7.1.4. Ofloxacine
Following set of primers were used for the amplification of GyrAse A gene (Zhao et al.,
2012).


F-91: 5’ CGATTCCGGCTTCCGCCCGGACCGC 3’

(forward primer)



R-91: 5’ ATTTCCCTCAGCATCTCCATCGCCA 3’

(reverse primer)

The mixture containing PCR tubes were placed into thermo cycler (Qantarus).
Conditions were as follows: firs cycle of denaturation at 95°C for 5 minutes followed by 2
cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for 30 sec., annealing at 60°C for 30 seconds and elongation
at 72 for 30 seconds, followed by 1 cycles denaturation at 95 °C for 30 seconds, annealing
at 60°C for 30 seconds and elongation at 72 for 5 minutes. Visualization of DNA was done
by running on 1 % agrose gel electrophoresis; ethidium bromide stained bands were seen
under ultraviolet light transilluminator.

Restriction of gyrA gene
For the restriction of 260 bps gyrA gene, responsible for ofloxacin drug resistance
if mutated was restricted with help of Taq1 (Takara) restriction enzyme (restriction site
T↑CGA) through RFLP following the protocol described by Zhao et al., (2012). The
positive PCR product, Taq1 restriction enzyme and buffer mixture was incubated at 65 oC
for overnight and then the enzyme was denatured by placing the tube containing mixture at
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72oC for 10 minutes. Visualization of DNA was done by running on 2 % agrose gel
electrophoresis; ethidium bromide stained bands were seen under ultraviolet light
transilluminator. After restriction, the amplified fragment of M. Tuberculosis strains
yielded two fragments were considered as wild type, while the amplified fragment of M.
Tuberculosis strains yielded the single undigested fragment of 260 bp were considered as
mutant (due to the loss of the restriction site).

3.8 Sequencing of Selected Drug Resistant Sputum Samples;
The strains were randomly selected for sequence analysis among the drug resistant
cases observed by proportion method and PCR-RFLP. The sequence analysis was done to
confirm the results of PCR-RFLP and to have the insight of the sequence of particular gene
of weather changes other than specific restriction site were also present.
3.8.1 EXOSAP clean-up of PCR products for sequencing
Five µl PCR products were mixed with 1µl exonuclease and 1µl alkaline
phosphatase. The products were then placed in thermal cycler with hot lid off. The cycling
parameters were for 30 min at 37°C and 15 min at 80°C (Khan et al., 2013).

3.8.2 Sequencing analysis
Sequencing of amplified PCR product were done using the same forward and reveres
primers;
DNA

20ng

Primer

3.2pmol

Big dye terminator v3.

4µL

Sequencing buffer 5X

2µL

H2O

upto 20µL

1 cycles of denaturation at 96˚C for 1min; followed by 32 cycles of denaturation at 96˚C
for 30 sec; annealing 50˚C for 15 sec; extension at 60˚C for 4 min; hold at 60˚C by using
ABI Genetic Analyzer 3730 in department of DNA Core Facility of the Centre of Applied
Molecular Biology Lahore. Alignment of the DNA sequenced fragments of amplified
product was carried out with the help of serial cloner software.

3.9 Statistical Analysis
The chi square test and 95% confidence interval were applied or worked out to find
the statistical differences between different groups made on the basis of sex, age, weight,
marital status, number of family members, occupation / profession, education, monthly
income, cast, duration of disease, condition of disease, family history of TB, type of
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relationship and comorbidity. Among these where two subgroups were present odds ratio
also worked out. The results on hematological and serum biochemical parameters were
analyzed by analysis of variance technique and means were compared with Duncan
multiple range test (DMRT). The results of drug resistance were analyzed by Mental
Haenszel chi square method. The odds ratio and 95% confidence interval were also worked
out for these data on drug (Steel et al., 1997). The serial cloner soft wear version 2.6.1 was
used for sequence alignment of drug resistant genes and the normal gene sequence of
mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv downloaded from the gene bank data base. The
dendogram of individual strains of each gene with online database was produced by using
serial cloner software by using tree view command. The similarity index of individual
strains of each gene was constructed online by using NCBI tool BLAST with online data
base.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS
The present research work was planned to investigate the cases of selected
metabolic and infectious disorders in tuberculus patients and the cases of drug resistance.
For the collection of data a patient case history Performa was designed. The sputum and
blood samples were collected from different hospitals of Faisalabad, Lahore and Gojra.

4.1 Socio-demography of TB patients;
The pulmonary smear positive TB cases were selected after informed consent to the
patient about the study and by filling the case history Performa. Total 366 clinical samples
of TB patients were collected. All of them were found positive by ZN (Zeihl-Nelsen)
staining. Among them, 108 (29.5%; CI 25.00 to 34.34) were found negative on PCR based
analysis and 258 (70.5%; CI 65.66 to 75.00) were diagnosed positive on PCR based study.
Among TB patients 134 (52%; CI 54.84 to 58.00) were female and 124 (48%; CI 42.00 to
54.16) were male. The results also revealed that most of patients belonged to age groups
between 31-45 and 46-60 years (23.7%; CI 18.76 to 29.12) followed by more than 16-30
years (36.8%; CI 31.10 to 42.84) and more than 60 years (12.8%; CI 9.12 to 17.29), while
lower number of patients were of <15 years of age (3.1%; CI 1.45 to 5.80) (Table 4.1). The
results also revealed that among TB patients, higher number of patients were having the
body weight between 41-50 kg (40%; CI 34.07 to 46.00) (Table 4.1).
Statistically, chi-square test revealed that significant (P<0.0001) number of patients
were married (Table 4.2). The results also revealed that 196 (76%) TB patients had family
members between 5-10 members. There was no family history of TB in 62.7% of patients,
while 31.8% had family history of TB. Among patients with family history of TB revealed
that 69 (84.2%) had TB in their close relatives, while 6 (7.32%) had history of TB in their
life Partner. The majority of the patients were uneducated (51.9%) or had only education
to high school level (41.8%). The results also revealed that majority (75.6%) of the TB
patients had monthly income between 5000 to 10000 rupees (Table 4.2).
Among TB patients, results revealed significant difference with reference to
occupation. The house wives (38%) and labourer (24.4%) were in majority followed by
students (9.3%) while, all other occupational groups had less than five percent share each.
The data obtained from the individuals infected with the tuberculosis has been divided into
seventeen groups according to the ethnicity. The majority of the patients belonged to Rajput
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clan (27.1%), second being the Jat (14.7%) and third being the Sheikhs (15.9%) (Table
4.3).
The results revealed that majority of the patients reached to the hospital for checkup or treatment in between two and three months (32.1%), followed by three to six months
(21.3%), in less than 30 days (11.6%). However, 13.6% patients were unaware of the
duration of the disease. In majority of the cases, the disease was new (68.9%), while relapse
was reported by 17.4% patients and 13.5% patients had no idea about their disease, whether
it is relapse or new (Table 4.4).
Table 4.1: The frequency percentage and 95% confidence interval of PCR, sex, age and
weight groups.
Parameters

PCR
Negative
Positive

No of Cases
(N)

Frequency
Percentage
(%)

108
258

95% CI
Lower Limit
Upper Limit

25.00
65.66

29.5
70.5

34.34
75.00

Odds Ratio = 0.18; reciprocal = 5.71; P <0.0001
Sex
Female
Male

134
124

52
48

45.84
42.00

58.00
54.16

Odds Ratio = 1.17; reciprocal= 0.86
Age Groups
<15 years
16-30 years
31-45 years
46-60 years
>60 years

8
95
61
61
33

3.1
36.8
23.7
23.7
12.8

1.45
31.10
18.76
18.76
9.12

5.80
42.84
29.12
29.12
17.29

0.95
5.56
15.94
34.07
15.59
5.56

4.77
12.42
25.80
46.00
25.38
12.42

P <0.0001
Weight Groups (Kg)
< 20 Kg
21-30 Kg
31-40 Kg
41-50 Kg
51-60 Kg
>60 Kg

6
22
53
103
52
22

2.3
8.5
20.5
40
20.2
8.5

P <0.0001
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Table 4.2: The frequency percentage and 95% confidence interval of disease distribution
based on marital status, variable number of family members, family history, kind of blood
relation, education and monthly income groups.
Parameters

No of Cases
(N)

Frequency
Percentage
(%)

95% CI
lower Limit
Upper Limit

Unmarried

63

24.4

19.8

30

Married

195

75.6

70.1

80.5

Marital Status

Odds Ratio = 0.10; reciprocal = 9.58; P <0.0001
No of family members
≤5

22

8.5

5.6

12.4

5-10

196

76

70.5

81

10-15

27

10.5

7.2

14.7

≥15

13

5.0

2.8

8.3

P <0.0001
Family History of TB
No Family TB

162

62.7

56.8

68.5

Family TB

82

31.8

26.3

37.7

Unknown

14

5.4

3.1

8.7

P <0.0001
Kind of Blood Relation
Close Relative

69

84.2

75.0

91

Life partner

6

7.32

3.0

14.6

Others

7

8.5

3.8

16.2

P <0.0001
Education
Uneducated

134

51.9

45.8

58.0

High School

108

41.8

36

48

More than High School

9

3.5

1.7

6.3

Professional education

7

2.7

1.2

5.3

P <0.0001
Monthly Income (Rupees)
≤5000

32

12.4

8.8

16.9

5000-10000

195

75.6

70.1

80.5

11000-20000

23

8.9

5.9

12.9

≥20000

8

3.1

1.5

5.8
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Table 4.3: The Chi-Square test showing percentage and 95% confidence interval of disease
distribution among patients belongs to various professions and mutiethinic groups.
Parameters

No of Cases

Frequency

(N)

Percentage

95% CI
Lower Limit

Upper Limit

(%)
Occupation/Profession
Labor

63

24.4

19.5

29.9

Driver

9

3.4

1.7

6.3

House Wives

99

38

32.2

44.0

Livestock holders

10

3.8

2

6.8

Electrician

8

3.1

1.5

5.8

Tailor

12

4.6

2.5

7.8

Student

24

9.3

6.2

13.3

Farmer

11

4.2

2.3

7.3

Beautician

3

1.2

0.3

3

Teacher

3

1.2

0.3

3

Medical rep

4

1.6

0.5

3.7

Professional

5

1.9

0.7

4

No work

4

1.6

0.5

3.7

Shopkeeper

3

1.2

0.3

3

P <0.0001
CAST
Arain

11

4.3

2.3

7.3

Baloch

3

1.4

0.5

3.7

Bari

4

1.6

0.5

3.7

Balore

2

0.78

0.1

2.5

Chris

4

1.6

0.5

3.7

Dogar

8

3.1

1.5

5.8

Gill

15

5.5

3.1

8.7

Gujar

5

1.9

0.7

4.2

Jat

38

14.7

10.8

19.5

Lali

3

1.4

0.5

3.7

Malik

6

2.3

0.1

4.8

Mughal

18

7

4.3

10.6
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Pathan

7

2.7

1.2

5.3

Rajpot

70

27.1

22

32.8

Rawal

2

0.78

0.1

2.5

Shah

12

4.7

2.5

7.8

Sayed

9

3.5

1.7

6.3

Sheikh

41

15.9

11.8

20.7

P <0.0001
Table 4.4: The frequency percentage and 95% confidence interval of disease distribution
among various groups of TB Patients on the basis of their duration of disease and condition
of disease.
Parameters
No of Cases
Frequency
95% CI
(%)

Percentage

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

(%)
Duration Of Disease
< 30 days
30-60 days
60-90 days
90-180 days
180-365 days
365-730 days
>730 days
Unknown

30
21
83
55
21
9
9
35

11.6
8.13
32.1
21.3
6.2
3.4
3.4
13.6

8.1
5.3
26.7
16.6
3.7
1.7
1.7
9.8

16
12
38.1
26.6
9.7
6.3
6.3
18.2

63.15
13.17

74.4
22.4

979

18.2

P <0.0001
Relpase or New Disease
New
Relapse

178
45

68.9
17.4

Unknown

35

13.5

P <0.0001

4.2: Tuberculosis comorbidity;
Among TB patients, 95 were found infected with TB alone, while 163 were having
co-morbidity. The results revealed that TB alone was present in 36.8% cases and 24% had
diabetes as co-morbidity. The other significant co-morbidity was hepatitis C (17.8%), while
diabetes + hepatitis C together was in 11.2% cases. The HIV as co-morbidity was in less
than 5% cases and HIV+ hepatitis C in 2.3% cases. Myocardial infarction as co-morbidity
was in 3.4% cases (Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5: The Chi-Square test showing percentage and 95% confidence interval of
disease distribution among 258 PCR based positive TB Patients co-morbid with
Diabetes, HCV, HIV and myocardial Infarction.
Parameters

No of cases
(N)

Frequency
Percentage

95% CI
Lower Limit

Upper Limit

(%)
TB alone

95

36.8

31.1

42.8

TB+Diabetic

62

24.0

19.1

29.5

TB+hepatitis C

46

17.8

13.5

22.9

TB+Diabetes+
hepatitis C

29

11.2

7.8

15.5

TB+ HIV

11

4.2

2.3

7.3

TB+ hepatitis
C+HIV

6

2.3

1

4.8

TB +MI

9

3.4

1.7

6.3

4.3 Results of Haematological and Biochemical Parameters.
For hematological serum biochemical studies all the patients having TB alone or
with respective co-morbidity were included. These all comorbid patients were previously
known and were under treatment for the same but unaware for their TB situation. The age
and sex matched control for each co-morbidity i.e., diabetic (62), hepatitis C (46), HIV (11)
and MI (9) were included in the study as positive control sample and blood sample from
these patients were collected. All these positive control patients were also under treatment.
These positive control patients were under the standard medical treatment for each of the
disease condition as were patients in the study (TB + co-morbidity).

4.3.1 Hematological analysis;
The results of hematological parameters showed significant difference among
control and TB morbidity and other co-morbidity groups (Table 4.6). The PCV and
eosinophils showed decline pattern, while WBC, Neutrophils and ESR showed increase in
TB patients than control group (Table2). The RBC showed decrease in diabetic + HIV comorbid group. The PCV showed decrease in diabetic, hepatitis, diabetes+ hepatitis C and
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hepatitis C + HIV co-morbid groups. Similarly, Hb showed decrease in diabetic, hepatitis,
diabetic + hepatitis C and hepatitis C + HIV co-morbid groups. The platelet showed
decrease in myocardial infarction and hepatitis C +HIV co-morbid groups. The WBC
showed increase in diabetic, myocardial infarction and diabetic+ hepatitis co-morbid
groups. The neutrophils showed increase in diabetic and myocardial infarction groups,
while decrease in hepatitis C + HIV co-morbid group. The lymphocytes showed increase
in hepatitis C +HIV group, while decrease in myocardial infarction co-morbid group. The
monocytes showed increase in hepatitis C and hepatitis C + HIV co-morbid groups, while
decrease in HIV co-morbid group. The eosinophils showed decrease in diabetic, hepatitis
C, HIV and diabetic + hepatitis C co-morbid groups. The ESR showed increase in diabetic,
hepatitis C, myocardial infarction and diabetic+ hepatitis C co-morbid groups.

4.3.2 Analysis of Biochemical Markers
4.3.2.1 Serum Proteins and immunoglobulins
The results of serum proteins and immunoglobulins of healthy control,
tuberculosis positive patients, diabetics, hepatitis C positive, HIV positive, myocardial
infarcted patients, tuberculosis +diabetics, TB + hepatitis C, TB + HIV, TB + myocardial
infarction, TB +diabetics + hepatitis C and TB +diabetics + HIV are presented in Table 4.7.
The results of serum proteins revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in TB +
myocardial infarcted patients while significant decrease in HIV positive. All other groups
revealed non-significant difference. The results of serum albumin revealed significant
(p<0.0001) decrease in TB+ diabetics co-morbid groups and significant (p<0.0001)
increase in TB + myocardial infarcted patients while all other groups showed nonsignificant difference. The results of serum globulins revealed significant (p<0.0001)
increase in , tuberculosis +diabetics and TB+ myocardial infarction while HIV positive
showed significant decrease. All other groups showed non-significant difference. The
results of serum albumin/ globulin (A/G) ratio revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in
HIV positive and decrease in TB + diabetics co-morbid groups. All other groups showed
non-significant difference.
The results of IgG revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in tuberculosis
positive patients, diabetics, hepatitis C positive, HIV positive, myocardial infarcted
patients, tuberculosis + diabetics, TB + hepatitis C, TB + HIV, TB + myocardial infarction,
TB + diabetics + hepatitis C and TB + hepatitis C + HIV co-morbid groups. The results of
IgM revealed significant (P<0.001) increase in diabetics, HIV positive, TB + diabetics, TB
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+ HIV, TB + myocardial infarction, TB + diabetic + hepatitis C and TB + hepatitis C +
HIV co-morbid groups. All other groups showed non-significant difference.

4.3.2.2 Liver Function test;
The results of Liver function test of healthy control, tuberculosis positive patients,
diabetics, hepatitis C positive, HIV positive, myocardial infarcted patients, tuberculosis +
diabetics, TB + hepatitis C, TB + HIV, TB + myocardial infarction, TB + diabetics +
hepatitis C and TB + diabetics + HIV are presented in Table 4.8. The results of total
bilirubin revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in hepatitis C positive and TB + diabetics
+ hepatitis C co-morbid group while, all other groups showed non-significant difference.
The results of conjugated bilirubin revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in HEPATITIS
C positive while, non-significant difference in all other groups. The results of unconjugated
bilirubin revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in diabetics while, non-significant
difference in all other diseased groups. The result of SGPT/ALT revealed significant
(p<0.0001) increase in hepatitis C, tuberculosis + diabetics, TB + hepatitis C, TB +
diabetics + hepatitis C while, all other groups non-significant difference. The result of
SGOT/AST revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in hepatitis C positive, TB + diabetics
+ hepatitis C while, all other groups non-significant difference.
The result of alkaline phosphatase revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in
tuberculosis positive patients, diabetics, hepatitis C positive, HIV positive, myocardial
infarcted patients, tuberculosis + diabetics, TB + hepatitis C, TB + HIV, TB + myocardial
infarction, TB + diabetics + hepatitis C and TB + diabetics + HIV.

4.3.2.3 Serum Cholesterol Profile
The results of serum cholesterol profile of healthy control, tuberculosis positive
patients, myocardial infarcted patients, TB + myocardial infarction are presented in Table
4.9. The result of serum cholesterol revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in myocardial
infarcted and TB + myocardial infarcted patients while, healthy control and tuberculosis
positive patients showed non-significant decrease. The results of serum triglycerides and
HDL revealed non-significant decrease in all groups of diseases. The results of LDL
revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in TB+ myocardial infarcted patients while, all
other groups showed non-significant difference.

4.3.2.4 Cardiac Enzymes;
The results of cardiac enzymes of healthy control, tuberculosis positive patients,
myocardial infarcted patients, TB + myocardial infarction are presented in Table 4.10. The
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results of CKMB revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in myocardial infarcted patients
and TB + myocardial infarction, while healthy control and tuberculosis positive patients
showed non-significant difference. The results of CPK revealed significant (p<0.0001)
increase in myocardial infarcted patients and TB + myocardial infarction while, all other
groups showed non-significant difference. Similarly the results of LDH revealed significant
(p<0.0001) increase in myocardial infarcted patients and TB + myocardial infarction, while
healthy control and tuberculosis positive patients showed non-significant difference.

4.3.2.5 Blood Glucose, Creatinine and Urea;
The results blood glucose, creatinine and serum urea of healthy control, tuberculosis
positive patients, diabetics, myocardial infarcted patients, tuberculosis + diabetics, TB +
myocardial infarction and TB + diabetics + hepatitis C are presented in Table 4.11. The
results of blood glucose revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in diabetics, myocardial
infarcted patients, TB + diabetics and TB + diabetic + hepatitis C co-morbid group while,
tuberculosis positive patients showed non-significant difference. The results of serum
creatinine revealed significant (p<0.0001) increase in diabetics, TB +

myocardial

infarction and TB + diabetic + hepatitis C co-morbid group, while tuberculosis positive
patients, myocardial infarcted patients and tuberculosis +diabetics co-morbid group
showed non-significant difference. The results of serum urea revealed significant
(p<0.0001) increase in tuberculosis positive patients, diabetics, myocardial infarcted
patients, TB + myocardial infarction and TB + diabetic + hepatitis C co-morbid group.

4.3.2.6 Serum Minerals
The results of serum minerals of healthy control, tuberculosis positive patients,
diabetics, hepatitis C positive, HIV positive, myocardial infarcted patients, tuberculosis +
diabetics, TB + hepatitis C, TB + HIV, TB + myocardial infarction, TB + diabetics +
hepatitis C and TB + diabetics + HIV are presented in Table 4.12. The results of potassium
level revealed significant increase in TB + diabetic + hepatitis C group while, all other
groups showed non-significant difference. The results of sodium and calcium level revealed
non-significant difference among all group of diseases. The results of Phosphorous level
revealed significant increase in TB + diabetic + hepatitis C while, all other groups showed
non-significant difference among all other disease groups.
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Table 4.6 Means and standard deviation of Haematological parameters of different diseased groups of patient
Parameters

TB+
Diabetic
+ HCV
(n= 29)

TB+HCV
+HIV
(n= 6)

3.43b
±0.58

4.5a
±0.069

<0.0001

43.7a
±5.3

31.04c
±4.65

36.9b
±3.42

<0.0001

13.4ab
±1.39

14.2a
±1.51

10.5ef
±1.79

11.6cde
±0.677

<0.0001

278.73abc
±93.88

256.6abcd
±98.46

167.33de
±29.41

315.8a
±62.80

201cde
±119.8

<0.0001

11.59bc
±2.68

9.89cde
±2.72

9.14cdef
±2.38

15.91a
±4.14

11.47bc
±4.26

5.86f
±3.60

<0.0001

69c
±11.12

71.87bc
±11.19

58.69de
±10.58

63.0cd
±4.31

82.89a
±3.37

65.60cd
±9.73

52e
±19.34

<0.0001

28.8bc
±13.59

25.08c
±10.22

25.08c
±11.39

34.69b
±8.23

34.45b
±2.91

14.22e
±5.562

22.90cd
±7.93

43.7a
±18.42

<0.0001

3.6b
±1.07

3.33bc
±2.38

3.0bc
±1.04

2.14cd
±1.0

4.7a
±2.37

1.54d
±1.64

2.88bc
±1.26

2.18cd
±0.58

4.7a
±2.6

<0.0001

2.08bcd
±0.76

1.8cde
±0.79

1.73cde
±1.22

2.58ab
±0.9

1.54cdef
±0.84

1.78cde
±1.18

1.0f
±1.09

2.22bc
±1.09

1.30ef
±0.46

3a
±2.4

<0.0001

77.31 a
±37.4

63.50 a
±28.4

20.40b
±17.5

34.0b
±31.9

72.04a
±32.96

63.68a
±39.49

20.27b
±22.41

64.44a
±25.42

79.69 a
±36.06

34b
±25.2

<0.0001

TB
(n= 95)

Diabetic
(n= 62)

RBCs
(106/µl)

4.5a
±0.606

4.4a
±1.34

4.2ab
±0.634

4.5a
±0.65

3.8ab
±0.48

4.2ab
±0.91

3.8ab
±0.70

3.9ab
±1.05

4.5a
±0.28

PCV
%

41.5a
±3.43

36.6b
±6.5

31.0c
±9.23

32.8bc
±5.7

32.8bc
±4.6

41.8a
±2.9

34.5bc
±5.4

34.4bc
±6.4

43.9a
±3.35

HB
(g/dl)

13.2abc
±1.68

12.3bcd
±2.46

9.6f
±3.11

9.99ef
±1.84

12.7abcd
±1.78

13.1abc
±1.33

11.32def
±1.86

10.58ef
±2.21

PLT
(103/µl)

314.5a
±61.88

303.8ab
±85.14

242.5abcd
±105.3

284.1abc
±162.5

129e
±1.41

220.3bcd
±47.89

307.89ab
±93.98

WBCs
(103/µl)

6.7ef
±1.22

13.7ab
±5.6

10.75bcd
±7.9

8.08def
±5.12

7.8def
±2.29

11.26bcd
±2.74

Neutrophils
%

66.8cd
±10.843

68.9c
±10.95

79.0ab
±10.72

66.5cd
±8.18

66.13cd
±14.26

Lymphocyte
%

27.4bc
±9.47

26.75bc
±10.21

15.85de
±10.8

28.1bc
±8.68

Monocy-te
%

3.3bc
±1.52

2.6bcd
±1.18

3.08bc
±0.75

Eosinop-hil
%

2.6ab
±0.82

1.44def
±0.66

ESR
mm/h

15.7b
±6.32

73.9a
±28.0

HCV +ve
(n= 46)

HIV +ve
(n= 11)

Myocardial
Infarction
Control
(n= 9)

TB+
Diabetic
(n= 62)

TB + HCV
Co-morbid
(n= 46)

Healthy
control
(n= 95)

TB+HIV
Co-morbid
(n= 11)

TB+
Myocardial
Infarction
co-morbid
(n= 9)
4.1a
±0.36

In a row, dissimilar letters superscript to the means are differ significantly according to Duncan New Multiple Range Test (DMRT)
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p- value

Table 4.7 Means and standard deviation of serum protein and immunoglobulin (IgG and IgM) of different
diseased groups of patients.
HCV
+ve
(n= 46)

HIV
+ve
(n= 11)

7.2bc
±0.7

6.95bc
±0.2

5.96d
±0.6

3.57bc
±0.6

3.26ab
±0.3

3.6bc
±0.4

3.43bc
±0.4

3.65ab
±1.08

4.03cde
±0.56

A/G
ratio

1.06bc
±0.11

1.07 bc
±0.39

IgG
mg/dL

1090f
±143.5

IgM
mg/dL

133e
±43

psp
Parameters

Healthy
control
(n= 95)

TB
(n= 95)

7.18bc
±0.6

6.97bc
±0.9

Serum
Albumin
g/dl

3.6ab
±0.2

Serum
Globulin
g/dl

Serum
protein
g/dl

Diabetic
(n= 62)

Myocardial
Infarction
Control
(n= 9)

TB+HCV
+HIV
(n= 6)

p- value

7.4bc
±1.4

7.4bc
±0.42

<0.0001

4.14a
±0.230

3.56abc
±0.709

3.68ab
±0.34

<0.0001

3.00cd
±0.3

4.82a
±0.94

3.886b
±0.89

3.67bc
±0.19

<0.0001

1.1 bc
±0.42

1.14 bc
±0.16

0.90bcd
±0.2

0.928bcd
±0.19

0.996 bcd
±0.09

<0.0001

1620cd
±243

1767bc
±84.5

1971b
±303

1947.4b
±198.7

1760bc
±56.5

2196a
±340.3

<0.0001

239.3a
±36

166cde
±15.8

192.8abc
±33.1

199.1abc
±23.5

183.1bcd
±13.1

223.5ab
±33.3

0.0006

TB+
Diabetic
(n= 62)

TB +
HCV
Comorbid
(n= 46)

TB+HIV
Comorbid
(n= 11)

TB+
Myocardial
Infarction
co-morbid
(n= 9)

7.48b
±1.09

7.76b
±1.4

7.41bc
±1.17

6.40cd
±0.39

8.96a
±0.8

3.5abc
±0.4

3.6ab
±0.82

2.9c
±0.91

3.8ab
±0.87

3.40bc
±0.26

3.35cde
±0.4

2.42d
±0.6

3.84bc
±1.38

4.7a
±1.01

3.62bc
±0.99

0.82cd
±0.13

1.17 b
±0.19

1.6a
±0.6

1.096 bc
±0.52

0.68d
±0.35

1532.7de
±34.1

1644 cd
±182

1471 de
±61

1469de
±53.6

1315.2e
±121.5

138.6de
±42.5

221ab
±82

132e
±13.6

207ab
±16.35

171cde
±23.8

TB+
Diabetic
+ HCV
(n= 29)

In a row, dissimilar letters superscript to the means are differ significantly according to Duncan New Multiple Range Test (DMRT)
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Table 4.8 Means and standard deviation of Liver function test of different diseased groups of patients.
HCV
+ve
(n= 46)

HIV
+ve
(n= 11)

Myocardial
Infarction
Control
(n= 9)

TB+
Diabetic
(n= 62)

TB +
HCV
Comorbid
(n= 46)

TB+HIV
Comorbid
(n= 11)

TB+
Myocardial
Infarction
co-morbid
(n= 9)

TB+
Diabetic
+ HCV
(n= 29)

TB+HCV
+HIV
(n= 6)

p- value

0.72c
±0.5

2.9 a
±5.1

0.69 c
±0.19

0.7 c
±0.44

0.85 c
±0.4

0.997 c
±0.46

0.83 c
±0.2

0.50 c
±0.0

2.2ab
±1.4

1.40bc
±0.698

<0.0001

0.45 b
±0.18

0.316 b
±0.18

2.27a
±4.3

0.360 b
±0.08

0.370 b
±0.28

0.415 b
±0.199

0.497 b
±0.35

0.418 b
±0.06

0.197 b
±0.05

0.9b
±0.6

0.77 b
±0.34

<0.0001

0.18 b
±0.06

0.548 b
±0.26

0.409 b
±0.4

0.60b
±0.78

0.333 b
±0.16

0.341 b
±0.17

0.431 b
±0.2

0.506 b
±0.16

0.427 b
±0.200

0.302 b
±0.046

1.267 a
±0.817

0.63 b
±0.361

<0.0001

SGPT/
ALT
U/L

27.7de
±9

38.99cd
±14.7

28.5de
±15

47.4bc
±20.5

42.3bcd
±11.8

16.37e
±4.7

54.6ab
±12

64.4a
±25.8

36.3cd
±9.6

18.4e
±3.6

63.6a
±12.52

38.0cd
±5.86

<0.0001

SGOT/
AST
U/L
Alkaline
Phosphatase
U/L

26.9c
±7.7

32.9c
±15.1

28.2c
±21.8

104.0a
±131.5

20.8c
±2.40

28.6c
±6.78

19.2c
±0.37

42.5bc
±17.49

26.38 c
±8.85

30.8c
±9.43

64.59b
±23.54

43.3bc
±6.28

<0.0001

88.9e
±14.98

212.7c
±31

135.2d
±41.4

165d
±50

300.7b
±34

134d
±21

270.b
±49.6

281.75b
±67

284.7b
±30.02

131.2d
±12.8

264.52b
±51.23

352.3a
±45.90

<0.0001

psp
Parameters

Healthy
control
(n= 95)

TB
(n= 95)

Diabetic
(n= 62)

Bilirubin
mg/dL

0.45c
±0.094

1.2c
±1.1

Conjugated
bilirubin
mg/dL

0.27b
±0.07

Unconjugated
Bilirubin
mg/dL

In a row, dissimilar letters superscript to the means are differ significantly according to Duncan New Multiple Range Test (DMRT)
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Table 4.9 Means and standard deviation of cholesterol profile of different diseased groups of patients.

Parameters

Healthy control
(n= 95)

TB
(n= 95)

Myocardial
Infarction
Control
(n= 9)

TB + HCV
Co-morbid
(n= 46)

TB+
Myocardial
Infarction
co-morbid
(n= 9)

p- value

Serum
Cholesterol
mg/dL

136.27b
±18.49

126.62b
±20.71

215.88a
±33.72

121.0b
±1.41

240.9a
±23.39

<0.0001

Serum triglyceride
mg/dL

108.82b
±14.1

109 b
±21.53

177.0 a
±49.79

116.0 b
±1.41

156.3 ab
±44.78

0.0138

HDL
mg/dL

43.272 b
±3.97

42.88b
±4.14

42.62 b
±5.39

40.50 b
±0.707

46.1 a
±4.67

0.0040

LDL
mg/dL

71.45 bc
±17.63

62.58c
±20.67

137.4a
±35.59

58.50c
±2.12

139.5a
±37.6

<0.0001

In a row, dissimilar letters superscript to the means are differ significantly according to Duncan New Multiple Range Test (DMRT)
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Table 4.10 Means and standard deviation of cardiac enzymes of different diseased groups of patients.

Parameters

Healthy control
(n=95)

TB control
(n=95)

Myocardial
Infarction
(n=9)

TB+
Myocardial
Infarction
co-morbid
(n=9)

p- value

CKMB
ng/mL

3.1b
±1.14

3.1b
±1.03

10.9a
±9.43

10.8a
±8.7

<0.0019

CPK
U/L

58.0c
±10.14

53.15c
±7.04

787.5a
±164.4

229.4b
±63.4

<0.0001

LDH
U/L

302.27c
±61.1

332.9c
±56.97

451.9b
±56.1

616a
±43.9

<0.0001

In a row, dissimilar letters superscript to the means are differ significantly according to Duncan New Multiple Range Test (DMRT)
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Table 4.11 Means and standard deviation of blood glucose, creatinine and urea of different diseased groups of
patients.

Parameters

Healthy control
(n=95)

TB control
(n=95)

Diabetic
(n=62)

Blood Glucose
mg/dL

Myocardial
Infarction
(n=9)

TB+
Diabetic
(n=62)

TB+
Myocardial
Infarction
co-morbid
(n=9)

TB+
Diabetic
+ HCV
(n=29)

p- value

76.6c
±7.62

88.1c
±38.26

415.54a
±53.92

152b
±67.00

185.0b
±74.84

140b
30.0

189.3b
±75.35

<0.0001

Serum creatinine
mg/dL

0.695c
±0.201

0.85bc
±0.12

1.46a
±0.55

0.87bc
±0.16

0.84bc
±0.23

1.07b
±0.10

1.377a
±0.53

<0.0001

Serum Urea
mg/dL

27.59c
±5.19

37.82b
±11.27

32.85b
±7.4

55.5a
±26.5

31.6bc
±11.2

47.7a
±9.97

33b
±9.27

<0.0001

In a row, dissimilar letters superscript to the means are differ significantly according to Duncan New Multiple Range Test (DMRT)
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Table 4.12 Means and standard deviation of different minerals of different diseased groups of patients.
Parameters

Health
y
control
(n= 95)

TB
(n=
95)

Diabetic
(n= 62)

Potassium
mmol/L

4.3 b
±0.22

3.7 b
±0.84

5.3 b
±1.1

Sodium
mmol/L

138ab
±2.5

134b
±1.8

Posphosphorous
mg/dL

4.28 b
±0.9

Calcium
mg/dL

8.4ab
±0.7

TB+

TB+HCV
+HIV
(n= 6)

HIV
+ve
(n=
11)

Myocardial
Infarction
Control
(n= 9)

TB+
Diabetic
(n= 62)

TB +
HCV
Comorbid
(n= 46)

TB+HIV
Comorbid
(n= 11)

TB+
Myocardial
Infarction
co-morbid
(n= 9)

Diabetic
+ HCV
(n= 29)

3.27 b
±0.5

4.1 b
±0.14

4.4 b
±0.3

4.61 b
±1.09

5.04 b
±1.6

4.00 b
±0.9

3.8b
±0.75

15.16a
±10.27

3.8 b
±0.17

<0.0001

136ab
±4.6

135ab
±1.2

139a
±2.9

138ab
±1.3

136 ab
±1.5

134 b
±1.3

137.2ab
±4.1

136.3ab
±0.5

135 ab
±1.2

137.3ab
±1.21

<0.001

5.5ab
±3.2

3.6 b
±0.8

3.98b
±1.2

3.9b
±0.2

5.87ab
±0.2

4.4b
±1.7

5.98ab
±1.7

5.5ab
±0.5

5.9ab
±0.24

8.3a
±7.6

3.9 b
±0.7

<0.0001

7.96 b
±0.8

8.07 b
±0.9

7.87 b
±0.5

8.8ab
±0.7

8.63ab
±0.9

8.2ab
±1.5

8.3ab
±1.23

7.8 b
±0.60

9.2 a
±1.7

9.2a
±0.96

8.00b
±0.09

<0.0002

HCV
+ve
(n=
46)

In a row, dissimilar letters superscript to the means are differ significantly according to Duncan New Multiple Range Test (DMRT)
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p- value

4.4 Results of drug resistance ascertained by drug susceptibility
testing
The technique used for screening the study population was ZN staining. The
individuals with Acid fast bacilli (AFB) positive result were included in the study. The
mycobacterium becomes pink red in colour when it is stained with carbol fuchsin and it
resist decolourization by acid alcohol as its cell membrane contain mycholic acid. The pink
red bacilli can be seen by using emersion oil at 100x under a microscope. In the figure 4.1
the red stained rods in a ZN stained smear under oil emersion lens are mycobacteria.

Fig: 4.1 ZN stained smear for Acid fast bacilli from the sputum sample showing pink
coloured rods of bacteria against blue back ground.
ZN positive sputum samples were further studied with Polymerase Chain Reaction
(PCR). The AFB positive sputum samples were first decontaminated by treating with 4%
sodium hydroxide and then processed for DNA extraction. The DNA extracted from
sputum samples were amplified by using specific set of primers for Mycobacterium
tuberculosis complex (Fig 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: PCR product of Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex.
From right to left Lane 1, DNA Ladder; lane 2;Negative control Lane 3 - 8, Positive PCR
product; Lane 9,10, Negative PCR product of Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex.
The suspected cases of drug resistance which were not responding to ATT were
further characterized by amplified restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) to
ascertain the drug resistance. Selected cases of these drug resistant organisms, as ascertain
by amplified RFLP were further sequenced to confirm the results of amplified RFLP. The
amplified RFLP were performed by using specific primers and restriction enzymes
asreported in earlier studies for EMB, INH, SM and OFX. The details are given already in
materials and methods.
The results of frequency analysis of Isoniazid (INH), Ethambutol (EMB),
Streptomycin (SM) and Ofloxacin (OFX) resistant cases among total drug resistant cases,
ascertained by drug susceptibility testing are presented in Table 4.13. The results showed
that out of 118 drug resistant isolates, 72 (61.02%; CI 52.00 to 69.50) were resistant to
INH, 70 (59.32%; CI 50.28 to 67.91) to EMB, 49 (41.53%; CI 32.89 to 50.57) to SM and
06 (5.08%; CI 2.09 to 10.27) to OFX.
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Table 4.13: Frequency of INH, EMB, SM and OFX resistance among total cases of
drug resistance by Drug Susceptibility testing.
Parameter

No of cases
(N)

INH
1
2

Frequency
Percentage
(%)

95% CI
Lower Limit

Upper Limit

Sensitive

46

38.98

30.50

48.00

Resistant

72

61.02

52.00

69.50

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P<0.001; Odds ratio = 0.41 reciprocal 2.45
EMB
1
2

Sensitive

48

40.68

32.09

49.72

70
59.32
50.28
67.91
Resistant
Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.004 ; Odds ratio = 0.47reciprocal 2.13

Streptomycin
1
2

Sensetive

69

58.47

49.43

67.11

49
41.53
32.89
50.57
Resistant
Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.009; Odds ratio = 1.98 reciprocal 0.50

Ofloxacin
1
2

Sensitive

112

94.92

89.73

97.91

Resistant

06

5.08

2.09

10.27

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.0001; Odds ratio 154.86 = reciprocal
0.006457

The results of frequency analysis of MDR, i.e., EMB+INH, ascertained by drug
susceptibility testing are presented in Table 4.14. The results showed that out of 72 INH
resistant isolates 32 (27.12%; CI 19.68 to 35.67) were also resistant to EMB, while 38
(32.20%; CI 24.24 to 41.03) ware resistant to EMB but sensitive to INH.
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Table 4.14: Frequency of EMB+INH resistance among total cases of drug resistance
by Drug Susceptibility testing.
EMB Sensitive
INH

EMB resistant

No of cases

95% Confidence Interval

(N)%

Lower limit Upper limit

No of cases
(N)%

95% Confidence Interval
Lower limit Upper limit

Sensitive
(N) %

(8) 6.78

3.20

12.47

(38) 32.20

24.24

41.03

Resistant
(N) %

(40) 33.90

25.79

42.79

(32) 27.12

19.68

35.67

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.0001; Odds ratio = 0.1684

The results of frequency analysis of MDR, i.e., SM + INH and SM+EMB resistant cases,
ascertained by drug susceptibility testing are presented in Table 4.15. The results showed
that out of 72 INH resistant isolates 29 (24.58%; CI 17.45 to 32.94) were also resistant to
SM, while 20 (16.95%; CI 10.97 to 24.53) ware resistant to SM but sensitive to INH. The
results showed that out of 70 EMB resistant isolates 27 (22.88%; CI 15.98 to 31.10) were
also resistant to SM, while 22 (18.64%; CI 12.38 to 26.43) were only resistant to SM but
sensitive to EMB.
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Table 4.15: Frequency of SM+INH and SM+EMB resistance among total cases of
drug resistance by Drug Susceptibility testing.

SM Sensitive
INH

No of cases
(N)%

SM resistant

95% Confidence Interval
Lower limit Upper limit

No of cases
(N)%

95% Confidence Interval
Lower limit Upper limit

Sensitive
(N) %
(26)22.03
Resistant
(N) %

(43)36.44

15.25

30.18

(20)16.95

10.97

24.53

28.13

45.41

(29)24.58

17.45

32.94

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.7319; Odds ratio = 0.8767
EMB
Sensitive
(N) %
Resistant
(N) %

(26) 22.03

15.25

30.18

(22) 18.64

12.38

26.43

(43) 36.44

28.13

45.41

(27)22.88

15.98

31.10

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.4336; Odds ratio = 0.7421

The results of frequency analysis of MDR, i.e., OFX+INH, OFX+EMB and
OFX+SM resistant cases, ascertained by drug susceptibility testing are presented Table
4.16. The results showed that out of 72 INH resistant isolates 6 (5.08 %; CI 2.09 to 10.27)
were also resistant to OFX, while none of the OFX resistant sensitive to INH. The results
showed that out of 70 EMB resistant isolates 6 (5.08%; CI 2.09 to 10.27) were also resistant
to OFX, while none of the OFX resistant was sensitive to EMB. The results showed that
out of 49 SM resistant isolates 6 (5.08 %; CI 2.09 to 10.27) were also resistant to OFX,
while none of the OFX resistant was sensitive to SM.
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Table 4.16: Frequency of OFX+INH and OFX+ EMB and OFX+ SM resistance
among total cases of drug resistance by Drug Susceptibility testing.
OFX Sensitive
INH

OFX resistant

No of cases 95% Confidence Interval
(N)%

Lower limit Upper limit

No of cases

95% Confidence Interval

(N)%

Lower limit

Upper limit

Sensitive
(N) %

(46) 38.98

30.50

48.00

(0)

0

0

Resistant
(N) %

(66) 55.93

46.88

64.69

(6)5.08

2.09

10.27

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.04; Odds ratio = 9.0902
EMB
Sensitive
(N) %
Resistant
(N) %

(48) 40.68

32.09

(64) 54.24

45.20

49.72

63.07

(0)

(6)5.08

0

2.09

0

10.27

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.0130; Odds ratio = 9.7752
SM
Sensitive
(N) %
Resistant
(N) %

(69)
58.47
(43) 36.44

49.43

67.11

(0)

0

0

28.13

45.41

(6) 5.08

2.09

10.27

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.0030 Odds ratio = 20.7701

The results of frequency analysis of MDR, i.e., INH+SM+EMB resistant cases,
ascertained by drug susceptibility testing are presented in Table 4.17. The results showed
that out of 72 INH resistant isolates 17 (23.61%; CI 14.88 to 34.42) were also resistant to
EMB and SM, while 14 (19.44%; CI 11.52 to 29.79) were resistant to INH and SM but
sensitive to EMB, 17 (23.61%; CI 14.88 to 34.42) were resistant to INH and EMB but
sensitive to SM and 26 (36.11%; CI 25.66 to 47.66) isolates were only resistant to INH.
The results of frequency analysis of MDR, i.e., INH+OFX+EMB and
INH+OFX+SM resistant cases, ascertained by drug susceptibility testing are presented in
Table 4.18. The results showed that out of 72 INH resistant isolates 6 (8.33%; CI 3.45 to
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16.52) were also resistant to EMB and OFX and 26 (36.11%; CI 25.66 to 47.66) were
resistant to INH and EMB but sensitive to OFX, while 6 (8.33%; CI 53.45 to 16.52) isolates
were resistant to SM+OFX and 23 (31.94%; CI 21.97 to 43.35) were resistant to INH and
SM but sensitive to OFX
The results of frequency analysis of MDR, i.e., EMB+OFX+SM resistant cases,
ascertained by drug susceptibility testing are presented in Table 4.19. The results showed
that out of 70 EMB resistant isolated 6 (8.57%; CI 3.55 to 16.67) isolates were resistant to
SM+OFX and 21 (30.00%; CI 20.15 to 41.47) were resistant to EMB and SM but sensitive
to OFX.
The results of frequency analysis of XDR, i.e., INH+EMB+OFX+SM resistant
cases among total drug resistant cases, ascertained by drug susceptibility testing are
presented in Table 4.20. The results showed 6 (18.75%; CI 7.97 to 34.98) isolates were
resistant to INH+EMB+OFX+SM.
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Table 4.17: Frequency of INH+ EMB+ SM resistance among total cases of drug resistance by Drug Susceptibility testing.

INH Sensitive
SM Sensitive
EMB

Sensitive
(N) %
Resistant
(N) %

No
of cases
(N)%

95% CI
Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

0

0

0

(26)
56.52

42.01

70.23

INH Resistant

SM Resistant
No
of cases
(N)%

(8)
17.39
(12)
26.09

SM Sensitive
95% CI

Lower
Limit

No of cases
(N)%

Upper
Limit

95% C I
Lower
limit

Upper
limit
47.66

8.42

30.36

(26) 36.11

25.66

14.97

40.13

(17) 23.61

14.88

34.42

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P= 0.3249; Odds ratio = 1.11
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SM Resistant
No of cases
(N)%

95% C I
Lower
limit

Upper
limit

(14)19.44

11.52

29.79

(15)20.83

12.62

31.35

Table 4.18: Frequency of INH+ OFX+ EMB and INH+ OFX+ SM resistance among total cases of drug resistance by Drug
Susceptibility testing.
INH Sensitive
OFX Sensitive
EMB

No
of cases
(N)%

Sensitive
(N) %

(8)
17.39
Resistant (38)
82.61
(N) %

95% CI

INH Resistant

OFX Resistant
No
of cases
(N)%

OFX Sensitive

95% CI
Lower
Limit

No of cases
(N)%

Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

Upper
Limit

8.42

30.36

0

0

0

(40)55.56

69.64

91.58

(0)

0

0

(26)36.11

95% C I

OFX Resistant
No of cases
(N)%

95% C I

Lower
limit

Upper
limit

43.97

66.70

(0)

0

0

47.66

(6)8.33

3.45

16.52

25.66

Lower
limit

Upper
limit

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square 0.0045; Odds ratio = 19.867
SM
Sensitive
(26)
56.52
(N) %
Resistant (20)
43.48
(N) %

42.01

29.77

70.23

0

0

0

(43)59.72

48.11

70.56

(0)

0

0

57.99

(0)

0

0

(23)31.94

21.97

43.35

(6)8.33

3.45

16.52

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P<0.0020; Odds ratio = 1.2980
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Table 4.19: Frequency of EMB+ OFX +SM resistance among total cases of drug resistance by Drug Susceptibility testing.

EMB Sensitive
OFX Sensitive
SM

Sensitive
(N) %
Resistant
(N) %

No
of cases
(N)%

(26)
54.17
(22)
45.83

95% CI

EMB Resistant

OFX Resistant
No
of cases
(N)%

OFX Sensitive

95% CI
Lower
Limit

No of cases
(N)%

Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

Upper
Limit

40.03

67.81

0

0

0

32.19

59.97

(0)

0

0

95% C I

No of cases
(N)%

95% C I

Lower
limit

Upper
limit

(43)61.43

49.67

72.26

(0)

0

0

(21)30.00

20.15

41.47

(6)8.57

3.55

16.97

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.0013; Odds ratio = 26.30
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OFX Resistant

Lower
limit

Upper
limit

Table 4.20: Frequency of INH+ EMB+ OFX+ SM resistance among total cases of drug resistance by Drug Susceptibility testing.

INH Sensitive
EMB Sensitive
OFX
Sensitive
SM

Sensitive
(N) %
Resistant
(N) %

OFX Resistant

INH Resistant

EMB Resistant

EMB Sensitive

OFX
Sensitive

OFX Resistant

OFX
Sensitive

OFX Resistant

EMB Resistant
OFX
Sensitive

OFX Resistant

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

0

0

(26)68.42
(52.50 to 81.63 )

0

(26)65.00
(49.39 to 78.51 )

0

(17)53.13
(35.94 to 69.76 )

0

(8)100
(68.77 to 100.0)

0

(9)28.13
(14.67 to 45.38 )

(6)18.75
( 7.97 to 34.98 )

(12)31.58
(14)35.00
0
0
(18.37 to 47.50 )
(21.49 to 50.61 )
Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.0044; Odds ratio = 23.94
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4.14 Results of drug resistance ascertain by RFLP
The results of frequency analysis of Isoniazid (INH) resistant cases among total
drug resistant cases, ascertained by amplified RFLP are presented in Table 4.21. The results
revealed significant difference between isoniazid resistant and sensitive cases. The results
showed that out of 118 drug resistant isolates, 37 (31.36%; CI 23.48 to 40.14) to INH, 26
(22.03%; CI 15.25 to 30.18) to EMB, 21(17.80%; CI 11.67 to 25.48) to SM and 03 (2.54%;
CI 0.65 to 6.76) to OFX.

Table 4.21: Frequency of INH, EMB, SM and OFX resistance among total cases of
drug resistance by PCR- RFLP.
Frequency
95% CI
Percentage
Lower Limit Upper Limit
(%)
INH
81
68.6
59.9
76.5
Sensitive
37
31.4
23.5
40.1
Resistant
Chi Sq. P< 0.0001; Odds ratio = 4.79 reciprocal = 0.21

Parameter
1
2
EMB
1
2
SM
1
2
OFX
1
2

No of cases
(N)

92
78
70
Sensitive
26
22.0
15.3
Resistant
Chi Sq. P< 0.0001; Odds ratio = 12.52 reciprocal 0.08

84.8
30.2

97
82.2
74.5
Sensitive
21
17.8
11.7
Resistant
Chi Sq. P< 0.0001; Odds ratio = 21.34 reciprocal 0.05

88.3
25.5

115
97.5
93.2
Sensitive
3
2.5
0.7
Resistant
Chi Sq. P< 0.0001; Odds ratio 1469 reciprocal 0.000681

99.4
6.8
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Figure. 4.3: PCR-RFLP result of KatG gene for isoniazid (INH).
From right to left Lane 1, DNA Ladder; Lane 3,5,7,9,11 and 13, Undigested PCR product of KatG
gene fragment; Lane 2,4,6,8,10,12 and 14, Digested PCR-RFLP product of different sized KatG
gene fragments with MspI restriction endonuclease.

Figure 4.4: PCR product of embB 306 gene for ethambutol (EMB).
From right to left Lane 1, DNA Ladder; Lane 2 - 6, Positive PCR product of embB 306 gene

fragments
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Figure. 4.5: PCR-RFLP result of embB 306 gene for ethambutol (EMB).
From right to left Lane 1, DNA Ladder; Lane 2 to 9, digested PCR-RFLP product of different

sized embB 306 gene fragments with Nla III restriction endonuclease; Lane 10-14, Negative
control Lane 15, again DNA Ladder.

Figure 4.6: PCR product of embB 497 gene for ethambutol (EMB).
From right to left Lane 1, DNA Ladder; lane 2, Negative control; Lane 3,4,6 negative
PCR product; Lane 5,7,8,9, positive PCR of embB 497; Lane 10 positive PCR of KatG
gene fragments; Lane 11-15, negative PCR product KATG gene.
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Figure. 4.7: PCR-RFLP result of embB 497 gene for ethambutol (EMB).
From right to left Lane 1, DNA Ladder; Lane 2-8; digested PCR-RFLP product embB 497
gene fragments with AlwNI restriction endonuclease.

Figure.4.8: Simple PCR product of rps gene for streptomycin (SM).
From right to left Lane 1, DNA Ladder; lane 2, Negative control; Lane 3-7, 9-12 positive
PCR product; Lane 6,13-15 positive PCR product of rpsL gene.
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Figure 4.9 : PCR-RFLP results of rpsL gene for streptomycin (SM).

From right to left Lane 1, DNA Ladder; Lane 2-11; digested PCR-RFLP product rpsL gene
fragments with Mob II restriction endonuclease.

Figure 4.10 : Simple PCR product of gyrA gene for Ofloxacin (OFX).

From left to right Lane 1,2,3, PCR negative sample; Lane 4-6, positive PCR product of
GyrA gene; Lane 6-8 PCR negative sample for gyrA gene. ; Lane 7, Negative control;
Lane 8, DNA Ladder.
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Figure.4.11: PCR-RFLP result of gyrA gene for ofloxacin (OFX).
From right to left Lane 1, DNA Ladder; Lane 2, Negative control; Lane 5; un-digest PCR
product, Lane 3,4, 6 to lane 14, digested gyrA gene PCR-RFLP product by Taq1 restriction
endonuclease; Lane 15,Negative control
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The results of frequency analysis of MDR, i.e., EMB+INH resistant cases, ascertained
by amplified RFLP are presented in Table 4.22. The results revealed significant difference
between EMB+ INH resistant and sensitive cases. The results showed that out of 37 INH
resistant isolates 14 (11.9%; CI 6.9 to 18.7) were also resistant to EMB, while 12 (10.2 %;
CI 5.6 to 16.7) ware resistant to EMB but sensitive to INH.

Table 4.22: Frequency of EMB +INH resistance among total of drug resistance cases
by PCR-RFLP.
EMB Sensitive
INH
No of cases
(N)%
Sensitive
(N) %

(69)58.5

Resista
nt
(N) %

(23)19.5

95% Confidence Interval
Lower limit Upper limit
49.4
13.1

No of
cases
(N)%

EMB resistant
95% Confidence
Interval
Lower
Upper
limit
limit

67.11

(12)10.2

5.6

16.7

27.4

(14)11.9

6.9

18.7

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.0053; Odds ratio = 3.5000

The results of frequency analysis of MDR, i.e., SM +INH resistant cases, ascertained by
amplified RFLP are presented in Table 4.23. The results revealed significant difference
between INH+ resistant and sensitive cases. The results showed that out of 37 INH resistant
isolates 13 (11.02%; CI 16.3 to 17.7) were also resistant to SM, while 8 (6.8%; CI 3.2 to
12.5) ware resistant to SM but sensitive to INH. The results showed that out of 26 EMB
resistant isolates 11 (9.3%; CI 5.0 to 15.6) were also resistant to SM, while 10 (8.5%; CI
4.4 to 14.6) were only resistant to SM but sensitive to EMB.
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Table 4.23: Frequency of SM +INH and SM +EMB resistance among total of drug
resistance cases by PCR-RFLP.
SM Non-resistant
INH

No of cases
(N)%

Sensitive
(N) %

(73) 61.9

Resistant
(N) %

(24) 20.3

SM resistant

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower Upper limit
limit
52.9
70.9
13.8

28.3

No of
cases
(N)%
(8) 6.8
(13)
11.02

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower Upper
limit limit
3.2
12.5
6.3

17.7

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.0009; Odds ratio = 4.9427
EMB
Sensitive
(N) %
Resistant
(N) %

(82) 69.5
60.8

77.3

(10) 8.5

4.4

14.6

7.6

19.7

(11) 9.3

5.0

15.6

(15) 12.7

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.0002; Odds ratio = 6.0133

The results of frequency analysis of MDR, i.e., OFX +INH, OFX +EMB and OFX
+SM resistant cases, ascertained by amplified RFLP are presented in Table 4.24. The
results revealed significant difference between OFX+INH resistant and sensitive cases. The
results showed that out of 37 INH resistant isolates 3 (2.5 %; CI 0.7 to 6.8) were also
resistant to OFX, while none of the OFX resistant susceptible to INH. The results revealed
significant difference between OFX+EMB resistant and sensitive cases. The results showed
that out of 26 EMB resistant isolates 3 (2.5%; CI 0.7 to 6.8) were also resistant to OFX,
while none of the OFX resistant sensitive to EMB. The results revealed significant
difference between OFX +SM resistant and sensitive cases. The results showed that out of
21 SM resistant isolates 3 (2.5 %; CI 0.7 to 6.8) were also resistant to OFX, while none of
the OFX resistant sensitive to SM.
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Table 4.24: Frequency of OFX+ INH, OFX+ EMB and OFX+ SM resistance among
total of drug resistance cases by PCR-RFLP.
OFX Non-resistant

INH

No of cases
(N)%

OFX resistant

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower limit Upper limit

95% Confidence
No of
cases
(N)%

Sensitive
(N) %

(81) 68.6

59.9

76.5

0

Resistant
(N) %

(34) 28.8

21.2

37.5

(3) 2.5

Interval
Lower

Upper

limit

limit

0
0.7

0
6.8

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.0097; Odds ratio = 16.5362
EMB
Sensitive
(N) %
Resistant
(N) %

(92) 78

69.8

84.8

(0)

0

0

(23) 19.5

13.1

27.4

(3) 2.5

0.7

6.8

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P <0.0010; Odds ratio = 27.5532
SM
Sensitive
(N) %

(97) 82.2

74.5

88.3

Resistant
(N) %

(18) 15.3

9.6

22.6

0

(3) 2.5

0

0

0.7

6.8

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.0002; Odds ratio = 36.8919
The results of frequency analysis of MDR, i.e., INH+EMB+SM resistant cases,
ascertained by amplified RFLP are presented in Table 4.25. The results revealed significant
difference between INH+EMB+SM resistant and sensitive cases. The results showed that
out of 37 INH resistant isolates 10 (47.6%; CI 27.3 to 68.6) were also resistant to EMB and
SM, while 3 (14.3%; CI 3.8 to 34.1) were resistant to INH and SM but sensitive to EMB,
4 (4.1%; CI 1.3 to 9.7) were resistant to INH and EMB but sensitive to SM and 20 (20.6%;
CI 13.4 to 29.5) isolates were only resistant to INH.
The results of frequency analysis of MDR, i.e., INH+OFX+EMB and
INH+OFX+SM resistant cases, ascertained by amplified RFLP are presented in Table 4.26.
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The results revealed significant difference between INH+EMB+OFX resistant and
sensitive cases. The results showed that out of 37 INH resistant isolates 3 (100%; CI 36.8
to 100) were also resistant to EMB and OFX and 11 (9.6%; CI 5.1 to 16.0) were resistant
to INH and EMB but sensitive to OFX. The results showed that out of 37 INH resistant
isolates 3 (100%; CI 36.8 to 100) isolates were resistant to SM+OFX and 10(8.7%; CI 4.5
to 14.5) were resistant to INH and SM but sensitive to OFX.

The results of frequency analysis of MDR, i.e., EMB+SM+OFX resistant cases,
ascertained by amplified RFLP are presented in Table 4.27. The results showed that out of
26 EMB resistant isolated 3 (100%; CI 36.8 to 100) isolates were resistant to SM+OFX and
8(7%; CI 3.3 to 12.8) were resistant to EMB and SM but sensitive to OFX.

The results of frequency analysis of XDR, i.e., INH+EMB+SM+OFX resistant
cases, ascertained by amplified RFLP are presented in Table 4.28. The results revealed
significant difference between INH+EMB+SM+OFX resistant and sensitive cases. The
results showed 3 (100%; CI 6.8 to 100) isolates were resistant to INH+EMB+SM+OFX.
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Table 4.25: Frequency of INH+ EMB+ SM resistance among total of drug resistance cases by PCR-RFLP.

INH Sensitive
SM Sensitive
EMB

No
of cases

Resistant

SM Resistant

95% CI

No
of cases

SM Sensitive
95% CI

No of cases

Upper

Limit

Limit

(N)%

95% C I

No of cases

Lower

Upper

limit

limit

(N)%

95% C I

Upper

Limit

Limit

(62) 63.9

54.0

73.0

(7) 33.3

15.9

55.1

(20) 20.6

13.4

29.5

(3) 14.3

3.8

34.1

(11) 11.3

6.1

18.9

(1) 4.8

0.24

21.3

(4) 4.1

1.3

9.7

(10) 47.6

27.3

68.6

(N)%

Lower

SM Resistant

Lower

(N)%
Sensitive
(N) %

INH Resistant

(N) %

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P= 0.0698; Odds ratio = 2.0995
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Lower

Upper

limit

limit

Table 4.26: Frequency of INH+ OFX + EMB and INH+ OFX + SM resistance among total of drug resistance cases by PCR-RFLP.

INH Sensitive

INH Resistant

OFX Sensitive
EMB

No
of cases
(N)%

OFX Resistant

95% CI

No
of cases
(N)%

OFX Sensitive

95% CI
Lower
Limit

No of cases
(N)%

Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

Upper
Limit

50.9

68.7

(0)

0

0

5.8

17.1

0

0

0

OFX Resistant

95% C I

No of cases
(N)%

95% C I

Lower
limit

Upper
limit

Lower
limit

(23) 2

13.4

28.1

0

0

(11) 9.6

5.1

16.0

(3) 100

36.8

Upper
limit

Sensitive
(69) 60
(N) %
Resistant
(12)10.4
(N) %

0
100

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square 0.0327; Odds ratio = 2.75
SM
Sensitive
(N) %
Resistant
(N) %

(73)
69.5
(8)7

54.4
3.3

71.90

(0)

0

0

(24) 20.9

14.2

29.0

0

0

0

12.78

0

0

0

(10) 8.7

4.5

15

(3)100

36.8

100

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P<0.0088; Odds ratio = 3.8021
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Table 4.27: Frequency of EMB+ OFX+ SM resistance among total of drug resistance cases by PCR-RFLP.

SM

EMB Sensitive
OFX Sensitive
OFX Resistant
No
95% CI
No
95% CI
of cases
of cases
Lower Upper
Lower
Upper
(N)%
(N)%
Limit
Limit
Limit
Limit

Sensitive
(82) 71.3
(N) %
Resistant
(10) 8.7
(N) %

EMB Resistant
OFX Sensitive
OFX Resistant
No of cases
95% C I
No of cases
95% C I
(N)%
(N)%
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
limit
limit
limit
limit

62.5

79.0

0

0

0

(15) 13.0

7.8

20.2

(0)

0

0

4.5

15

0

0

0

(8) 7

3.3

12.8

(3) 100

36.8

100

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P< 0.0049; Odds ratio = 4.3777
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Table 4.28: Frequency of INH+ EMB+ STREM+ OFX resistance among total of drug resistance cases by PCR-RFLP.

INH Sensitive
EMB Sensitive
OFX
Sensitive
SM

Sensitive
(N) %
Resistant
(N) %

INH Resistant
EMB Resistant

OFX Resistant OFX Sensitive

EMB Sensitive

OFX Resistant

OFX
Sensitive

EMB Resistant

OFX Resistant

OFX
Sensitive

OFX Resistant

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

No of cases
(N)%
( 95% CI)

(62) 63.9
54.0 to 73.0

0

(11) 11.3
6.1 to 18.9

0

(20) 20.6
13.4 to 29.5

0

(4) 4.1
1.3 to 9.7

0

(7) 38.9
18.9 to 62.3

0

(1) 5.6
0.28 to 24.5

0

(3) 16.7
4.4 to 39

0

(7) 38.9
18.9 to 62.3

(3) 100
6.8 to 100

Mental-Haenszel Chi Square P= 0.1310; Odds ratio = 1.9288
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4.15 Results of sequence analysis of drug resistant strains
4.15.1 Sequence analysis of KATG gene
The sequence analysis was performed of selected strains showing isoniazid
resistance by proportion method. The three strains were selected to get further information
about the mutation of gene sequence in these strains, which also showed different PCRRFLP pattern. The sequence analysis was obtained by both forward and reverse primers.
The sequence analysis of KatG gene of strain-68 with forward primers is shown in Fig.
4.12, while the sequence pattern with reverse primer of the same strain is shown in Fig.
4.13. The sequence thus obtained by both forward and reverse primers were aligned with
the sequence of KatG gene of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv, downloaded from the
gene bank database for alignment purposes shown at Fig. 4.14. The serial cloner software
version 2.6.1 was used for alignment purposes. The sequence alignment of strain-68 with
forward primer is shown at Fig. 4.15, while with reverse primer is shown at Fig. 4.16. Both
alignment showed difference in alignment with gaps and mutations at various places which
was the reason for generating difference in PCR-RFLP patterns. The alignment of KatG
sequence obtained by forward primer of strain-68 with whole KatG gene sequence of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed dis-similarities at many places. The alignment
of sequence obtained by reverse primer showed point mutation at 6 places and addition at
3 places. Thus on the bases of sequence obtained by both forward and reverse primers, a
consensus sequence was developed keeping in view the standard sequence of gene which
is shown at Fig. 4.17. The consensus sequence was again aligned with whole KatG gene
sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv including coding and non-coding regions.
It was aligned from nucleotide 763 to 1179 of KatG gene, producing sequence of 418 bases
by removing errors. The alignment of consensus sequence showed point mutation at three
places, at nucleotide 802 (codon 286) showed transition where cytosine is replaced by
thymine, 803 (codon 286) showed transversion where guanine is replaced by cytosine and
at 926 (codon 309) showed transition where thymine is replaced by cytosine of the strain68.
The sequence analysis of KatG gene of strain-81 with forward and reverse primers
is shown in Fig. 4.18, while the sequence pattern with reverse primer of the same strain is
shown in Fig. 4.19. The sequence thus obtained by both forward and reverse primers were
aligned with the sequence of KatG gene of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv. The
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sequence alignment of strain-81 with forward primer is shown at Fig. 4.20, while with
reverse primer is shown at Fig. 4.21. Both alignment showed difference in alignment with
gaps and mutations at various places which was the reason for generating difference in
PCR_RFLP patterns. The alignment of KatG sequence obtained by forward primer of
strain-81 with whole KatG gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed
dis-similarities at many places. The alignment of sequence obtained by reverse primer
showed point mutation at 2 places and addition of nucleotide at 7 places. Thus on the bases
of sequence obtained by both forward and reverse primers, a consensus sequence was
developed keeping in view the standard sequence of gene which is shown at Fig. 4.22. The
consensus sequence was again aligned with whole KatG gene sequence of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis H37Rv including coding and non-coding regions. It was aligned from
nucleotide 820 to 1196 of KatG gene, producing sequence of 376 bases by removing errors.
The alignment of consensus sequence showed point mutation at two places, one at
nucleotide 836 (codon 279) showed transversion, where cytosine is replaced by adenine
and second at nucleotide 845 (codon 282) showed transition, where cytosine is replaced by
thymine of the strain-81.
The sequence analysis of KatG gene of strain-90 with forward and reverse primers
is shown in Fig. 4.23, while the sequence pattern with reverse primer of the same strain is
shown in Fig. 4.24. The sequence thus obtained by both forward and reverse primers were
aligned with the sequence of KatG gene of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv. The
sequence alignment of strain 90 with forward primer is shown at Fig. 4.25, while with
reverse primer is shown at Fig. 4.26. Both alignment showed difference in alignment with
gaps and mutations at various places which was the reason for generating difference in
PCR-RFLP patterns. The alignment of KatG sequence obtained by forward primer of
strain-90 with whole KatG gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed
dis-similarities at many places, while alignment of sequence obtained by reverse primer
showed point mutation at 22 places. Thus on the bases of sequence obtained by both
forward and reverse primers, a consensus sequence was developed keeping in view the
standard sequence of gene which is shown at Fig. 4.27. The consensus sequence was again
aligned with whole KatG gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv including
coding and non-coding regions. It was aligned from nucleotide 764 to 1310 of KatG gene,
producing sequence of 546 bases by removing errors.

The alignment of consensus

sequence showed point mutation at two places, one at nucleotide 836 showed transversion,
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where cytosine is replaced by adenine and second at nucleotide 1280 showed transition,
where cytosine is replaced by thymine of the strain-90.

Fig. 4.12 Sequence analysis of KATG gene of strain-68 with forward
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Fig. 4. 13 Sequence analysis of KATG gene of strain-68 with reverse primers
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Fig. 4.14 Sequence of KatG gene of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv
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Fig. 4.15 Sequence alignment of strain-68 with forward primer
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Fig.4.16 Sequence alignment of strain-68 with reverse primer
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Fig. 4. 17 Consensus Sequence alignment of strain-68
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Fig. 4.18 Sequence analysis of KATG gene of strain-81 with forward primer
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Fig. 4.19 Sequence analysis of KATG gene of strain-81 with reverse primer
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Fig. 4.20 Sequence alignment of strain-81 with forward primer
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Fig. 4.21 Sequence alignment of strain-81 with reverse primer
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Fig. 4.22 Consensus Sequence alignment of strain-81
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Fig. 4.23 Sequence analysis of KATG gene of strain-90 with forward primer
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Fig. 4.24 Sequence analysis of KATG gene of strain-90 with reverse primer
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Fig. 4.25 Sequence alignment of strain-90 with forward primer
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Fig. 4.26 Sequence alignment of strain-90 with reverse primer
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Fig. 4.27 Consensus Sequence alignment of strain-90
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4.15.2 Sequence analysis of embB gene
The sequence analysis was also performed of selected strains showing embB
resistance by proportion method. The four strains were selected to get further information
about the mutation of gene sequence in these strains, which also showed different PCRRFLP pattern. The sequence analysis of two strains were obtained by embB 306 forward
and reverse primers, and of two strains were obtained by embB 497 forward and reverse
primers. The sequence analysis of embB gene of strain-729 with embB 306 forward primer
is shown in Fig 4.28, while the sequence pattern with embB 306 reverse primer of the same
strain is shown in Fig 4.29. The sequence thus obtained by both forward and reverse primers
were aligned with the sequence of embB gene of Mycobacterium tuberculosis Rv3795 was
downloaded from the gene bank data base for alignment purposes shown at Fig. 4.30. The
serial cloner software version 2.6.1 was used for alignment purposes. The sequence
alignment of strain-729 with forward primer is shown at Fig. 4. 31, while with reverse
primer is shown at Fig. 4.32. Both alignment showed difference in alignment with gaps and
mutations at various places which was the reason for generating difference in PCR-RFLP
patterns. The alignment of embB 306 sequence obtained by forward primer with whole
embB gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed dis-similarities at
many places, deletion at 5 places and addition at 2 places. Thus consensus sequence was
developed on the basis of sequence obtained by both forward and reverse primers, keeping
in view the standard sequence of gene, which is shown at Fig. 4.33. The consensus sequence
was again aligned with whole embB gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv
including coding and non-coding regions. It was aligned from nucleotide 874 to 973 of
embB gene, producing sequence of 99 nucleotide bases by removing errors. The alignment
of consensus sequence showed mutation at two point, at nucleotide 897 and 900 showed
transversion, where cytosine is replaced by adenine of the strain-729.
The sequence analysis of embB gene of strain-1179 with embB 306 forward primers
is shown in Fig 4.34, while the sequence pattern with embB 306 reverse primer of the same
strain is shown in Fig 4.35. The sequence alignment of strain-1179 with forward primer is
shown at Fig. 4.36, while with reverse primer is shown at Fig. 4.37. Both alignment showed
difference in alignment with gaps and mutations at various places which was the reason for
generating difference in PCR-RFLP patterns. The alignment of embB 306 sequence
obtained by forward primer with whole embB gene sequence of Mycobacterium
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tuberculosis H37Rv showed dis-similarities at many places. Thus on the bases of sequence
obtained by both forward and reverse primers, a consensus sequence was developed
keeping in view the standard sequence of gene which is shown at Fig. 4.38. The consensus
sequence was again aligned with whole embB gene sequence of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis H37Rv including coding and non-coding regions. It was aligned from
nucleotide 836 to 983 of embB gene, producing sequence of 147 nucleotide bases by
removing errors. The alignment of consensus sequence showed no change in sequence of
the strain-1179.
The sequence analysis of embB gene of strain-929 with embB 497 forward (497A5′-GTCGGCACGTTGCCGTTGGTGT-3′) primers is shown in Fig 4.39, while the sequence

pattern with embB 497 reverse (497B-5′-ACCGTCGACGGTGGGCAGGAT-3′) primer of
the same strain is shown in Fig 4.40. The sequence alignment of strain-929 with forward
primer is shown at Fig. 4.41, while with reverse primer is shown at Fig. 4.42. Both
alignment showed difference in alignment with gaps and mutations at various places which
was the reason for generating difference in PCR-RFLP patterns. The alignment of embB
497 sequence obtained by forward primer with whole embB gene sequence of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed dis-similarities at many places. Thus on the
basis of sequence obtained by both forward and reverse primers, a consensus sequence was
developed keeping in view the standard sequence of gene which is shown at Fig. 4.43. The
consensus sequence was again aligned with whole embB gene sequence of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis H37Rv including coding and non-coding regions. It was aligned from
nucleotide 1417 to 1605 of embB gene, producing sequence of 188 nucleotide bases by
removing errors. The alignment of consensus sequence showed no change in sequence of
the strain-929.
The sequence analysis of embB gene of strain-1189 with embB 497 forward
primers is shown in Fig 4.44, while the sequence pattern with embB 497 reverse primer of
the same strain is shown in Fig 4.45.The sequence alignment of strain-1189 with forward
primer is shown at Fig. 4.46, while with reverse primer is shown at Fig. 4.47. Both
alignment showed difference in alignment with gaps and mutations at various places which
was the reason for generating difference in PCR-RFLP patterns. The alignment of embB
497 sequence obtained by forward primer with whole embB gene sequence of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed dis-similarities at many places. Thus on the
basis of sequence obtained by both forward and reverse primers, a consensus sequence was
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developed keeping in view the standard sequence of gene, which is shown at Fig. 4.48. The
consensus sequence was again aligned with whole embB gene sequence of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis H37Rv including coding and non-coding regions. It was aligned from
nucleotide 1417 to 1605 of embB gene, producing sequence of 188 nucleotide bases by
removing errors. The alignment of consensus sequence showed no change in sequence of
the strain-1189.

Fig. 4.28 Sequence analysis of embB 306 gene of strain-729 with forward primer
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Fig. 4.29 Sequence analysis of embB 306 gene of strain-729 with reverse primer

Fig. 4.30 Sequence of embB gene of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv
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Fig. 4.31 Sequence alignment of strain-729 with forward primer

Fig. 4.32 Sequence alignment of strain-729 with reverse primer
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Fig. 4.33 Consensus Sequence alignment of strain-729

Fig. 4.34 Sequence analysis of embB 306 gene of strain-1179 with forward primer
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Fig. 4.35 Sequence analysis of embB 306 gene of strain-1179 with reverse primer

Fig. 4.36 Sequence alignment of strain-1179 with forward primer
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Fig. 4.37 Sequence alignment of strain-1179 with reverse primer

Fig. 4.38 Consensus Sequence alignment of strain-1179
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Fig. 4.39 Sequence analysis of embB 497 gene of strain-929 with forward primer

Fig. 4.40 Sequence analysis of embB 497 gene of strain-929 with reverse primer
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Fig. 4.41 Sequence alignment of strain-929 with forward primer

Fig. 4.42 Sequence alignment of strain-929 with reverse primer
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Fig. 4.43 Consensus Sequence alignment of strain-929

Fig. 4.44 Sequence analysis of embB 497 gene of strain-1189 with forward primer
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Fig. 4. 45 Sequence analysis of embB 497 gene of strain-1189 with reverse primer

Fig. 4. 46 Sequence alignment of strain -1189 with forward primer
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Fig. 4. 47 Sequence alignment of strain -1189 with reverse primer

Fig. 4. 48 Consensus Sequence alignment of strain-1189

4.15.3 Sequence analysis of gyrA gene
The sequence analysis was also performed of selected strains showing ofloxacine
resistance by proportion method. The two strains were selected to get further information
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about the mutation of gene sequence in these strains, which also showed different PCRRFLP pattern. The sequence analysis was obtained by both forward and reverse primers.
The sequence analysis of gyrA gene of strain-79 with forward primers is shown in Fig 4.49,
while the sequence pattern with reverse primer of the same strain is shown in Fig 4.50. The
sequence thus obtained by both forward and reverse primers were aligned with the sequence
of gyrA gene of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv was downloaded from the gene bank
data base for alignment purposes shown at Fig. 4.51. The sequence alignment of strain-79
with forward primer is shown at Fig. 4.52, while with reverse primer is shown at Fig. 4.53.
Both alignment showed difference in alignment with gaps and mutations at various places
which was the reason for generating difference in PCR-RFLP patterns. The alignment of
gyrA sequence obtained by forward primer with whole gyrA gene sequence of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed point mutation at 18 places and deletion of
nucleotide at 2 places. The alignment of sequence obtained by reverse primer showed dissimilarities at many places. Thus on the basis of sequence obtained by both forward and
reverse primers, a consensus sequence was developed keeping in view the standard
sequence of gene which is shown at Fig. 4.54. The consensus sequence was again aligned
with whole gyrA gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv including coding
and non-coding regions. It was aligned from nucleotide 210 to 434 of gyrA gene, producing
sequence of 224 nucleotide bases by removing errors. The alignment of consensus
sequence showed mutation at four points, at nucleotide 211 showed transversion, where
cytosine is replaced by guanine, at nucleotide 213 showed transition, where cytosine is
replaced by thymine, at nucleotide 228 showed transition, where cytosine is replaced by
thymine and at nucleotide 234 showed transition, where cytosine is replaced by thymine of
strain-79.
The sequence analysis of gyrA gene of strain-81 with forward primers is shown in
Fig 4.55, while the sequence pattern with reverse primer of the same strain is shown in Fig
4.56. The sequence thus obtained by both forward and reverse primers were aligned with
the sequence of gyrA of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv was downloaded from the
gene bank data base. The sequence alignment of strain-79 with forward primer is shown at
Fig. 4.57, while with reverse primer is shown at Fig. 4.58. Both alignment showed
difference in alignment with gaps and mutations at various places which was the reason for
generating difference in PCR-RFLP patterns. The alignment of gyrA sequence obtained by
forward primer of strain-81 with whole gyrA gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
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H37Rv showed dis-similarities at many places. The alignment of sequence obtained by
reverse primer showed point mutation at 1 place. Thus on the basis of sequence obtained
by both forward and reverse primers, a consensus sequence was developed keeping in view
the standard sequence of gene which is shown at Fig. 4.59. The consensus sequence was
again aligned with whole gyrA gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv
including coding and non-coding regions. It was aligned from nucleotide 179 to 367 of
gyrA gene, producing sequence of 188 nucleotide bases by removing errors. The alignment
of consensus sequence showed mutation at one point, at nucleotide 284 (codon 95) showed
transversion, where guanine is replaced by cytosine of strain- 81.

Fig. 4.49 Sequence analysis of gyrA gene of strain-79with forward primer

Fig. 4.50 Sequence analysis of gyrA gene of strain-79 with reverse primer
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Fig. 4.51 Sequence of gyrA gene of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv
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Fig. 4.52 Sequence alignment of strain-79 with forward primer

Fig. 4.53 Sequence alignment of strain-79 with reverse primer
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Fig. 4.54 Consensus Sequence alignment of strain-79

Fig. 4.55 Sequence analysis of gyrA gene of strain-81 with forward primer
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Fig. 4.56 Sequence analysis of gyrA gene of strain-81 with reverse primer

Fig. 4.57 Sequence alignment of strain-81 with forward primer
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Fig. 4.58 Sequence alignment of strain 81 with reverse primer

Fig. 4.59 Consensus Sequence alignment of strain-81
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4.16 Similarity with genes present in online database;
The consensus sequence of strain-68, strain-81 and strain-90 showed 99% similarities
with KatG gene of most of the strains as shown in Figs. 4.60, 4.62 and 4.64, respectively.
The dendogram of consensus sequence of KatG gene of strain-68, strain-81 and
strain-90 with online database was produced by using serial cloner software by using tree
view command which is presented in Figs. 4.61, 4.63 and 4.65, respectively.
The consensus sequence of strain-729 showed 98% similarities with embB gene of
most of the strains as shown in Fig. 4.66. The dendogram of consensus sequence of embB
gene of strain-729 with online database was produced by using serial cloner software by
using tree view command which is presented in Fig. 4.67.
The consensus sequence of strain-1179, strain-929 and strain-1189 showed 100%
similarities with embB gene of most of the strains as shown in Figs. 4.68, 4.70 and 4.72,
respectively. The dendograms of consensus sequence of embB gene of strain-1179, strain929 and strain-1189 with online database was produced by using serial cloner software by
using tree view command which is presented in Figs. 4.69, 4.71 and 4.73, respectively.
The consensus sequence of strain- 79 showed 99% similarities with gyrA gene of
most of the strains as shown in Fig. 4.74. The dendogram of consensus sequence of gyrA
gene of strain-79 with online database was produced by using serial cloner software by
using tree view command which is presented in Fig. 4.75.
The consensus sequence of strain- 81 showed 100% similarities with gyrA gene of
most of the strains as shown in Fig.4.76. The dendogram of consensus sequence of gyrA
gene of strain-81 with online database was produced by using serial cloner software by
using tree view command which is presented in Figs. 4.77.
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Fig. 4.60 Similarity of strain-68 with KatG gene in online database
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Fig. 4.61 Similarity of strain-68 with KatG gene produced using BLAST pairwise
alignments
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Fig. 4.62 Similarity of strain-81 with KatG gene in online database.
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Fig. 4.63 Similarity of strain-81 with KatG gene produced using BLAST
pairwise alignments
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Fig. 4.64 Similarity of strain-90 with KatG gene in online database
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Fig. 4.65 Similarity of strain-90 with KatG gene produced using BLAST pairwise
alignment
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Fig. 4.66 Similarity of strain-729 with embB gene in online database
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Fig. 4.67 Similarity of strain-729 with embB gene produced using BLAST pairwise
alignments
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Consensus_sequence_30-306-1179_F07_3730-2014-01-31seq:EMB_GENE

Fig. 4.68 Similarity of strain-1179 with embB gene in online database
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Fig. 4.69 Similarity of strain-1179 with embB gene produced using BLAST pairwise
alignments.
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Fig. 4.70 Similarity of strain-929 with embB gene in online database
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Fig. 4.71 Similarity of strain-929 with embB gene produced using BLAST pairwise
alignments.
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Fig. 4.72 Similarity of strain-1189 with embB gene in online database
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Fig. 4.73 Similarity of strain-1189 with embB gene produced using BLAST pairwise
alignments
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Fig. 4.74 Similarity of strain-79 with gyrA gene in online database
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Fig. 4.75 Similarity of strain-79 with gyrA gene produced using BLAST pairwise
alignments
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Fig. 4.76 Similarity of strain-81with gyrA gene in online database
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Fig. 4.77 Similarity of strain-81 with gyrA gene produced using BLAST pairwise
alignments.
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Chapter 5

DISCUSSION
5.1 Socio-Demographic Characteristics of Patients
Pakistan is a developing country and is one among the highest TB burden countries
in the world. WHO (2013) reported that Pakistan ranks fifth among highest burden
countries (India, China, South Africa, Indonesia and Pakistan) with 231 new TB cases per
year. The socio demographic factors are different for different countries and study of these
factors on a local basis in any region help to promote the successful program for disease
control. The present study is the step forward in order to fulfil these requirements in the
studied region.
The TB patients were consecutively enrolled in the study without any biased,
however the data gathered revealed that male (48%) and female (52%) were almost in
equal proportion with no statistical difference. These results were similar to earlier reports
from Rawalpindi and Islamabad, Pakistan wherein also male (49.6%) and female (50.4%)
were in equal proportion (Saqib et al., 2011). However, a study in 2010 from Pakistan
(Khattak et al., 2010) and 2004 from India (Bates et al., 2004) reported that among TB
effected patients, male were significantly higher. To confirm the difference between male
and female a population based study is required on a larger population to rule out the
association of sex with TB. The data on these TB patients also revealed that the majority
of the patients were between 16-30 years of age. However, some patients had an age of less
than 15 years. These results suggest that the majority of patients were less than 30 years of
age. Thus, it appears that younger individuals of either sex are more affected. Cadmus et
al. (2006) also reported higher tuberculosis rate in people of 21 to 30 years of age.
The results of this study also revealed that significantly higher number of patients
had the body weight between 41-50 kg (p<0.0001). The results also revealed that a
significant proportion of patients were married (75.6 %). Similarly, Ali et al. (2013) from
India reported that 70% of the TB patients were married. The results of the present study
also revealed that the majority of the patients had 5-10 members in their family. So, these
results giving subjective judgement that infection is higher when family members are more
in number. Similarly, another study from Sindh, Pakistan observed that a significant
proportion of patients had family members between 7-14 (Sami ul Haq et al., 2010). The
exploration of data revealed that 51.9 % patients were uneducated and 41.8% had education
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only up to high school level. Similarly, Munsab et al. (2012), reported that a higher
proportion (57.32%) of TB patients had the education up to primary school level. Jethani
et al. (2012) also had similar observations, they reported that 40.8% patients were
uneducated, while 27.4 % had the education of up to high school level. These results
indicate that education is of significant importance.
The present study also revealed that majority (38%) of the patients were house wives
or belong to labourer (24.4 %) category. Gupta et al. (2011) also reported that majority of
the TB patients were labourer (43.96%) or office worker (27.05%) or household (12%) or
students (11%). Jha et al. (2010) and Khan (2006) also reported that majority of TB patients
were either farmers or labourers. Munsab et al. (2012) reported that majority of TB patients
were unskilled workers (36.59%) or skilled workers (17.06%). The results of all these
studies are almost similar with minor differences. The results of the present study also
showed that 75.6 % had family incomes between 5000-10000 rupees and 12.4 % had less
than 5000 rupees of family income. Raviglione et al. (1995) reported that a higher
percentage of TB patients had lower or medium family income. In Punjab Pakistan the
significant ethnic groups include Jaat, Rajpot, Arain, Gujjar, Mughal, Malik, and Sheikh.
However, there are other minor ethnic groups of local descent or migrated. The results of
the present study revealed that 27.04% (majority) were Rajpot, while 15.77% were sheikh
and Ansari and 13.25% were Jaat.
The results revealed that 32.1 % patients were diagnosed within 90 days of onset of
TB, while 21.3 % between 90-180 days of disease. The 11.6 % patients were diagnosed
within 30 days of disease. Jagodzinski et al. (2012) reported that 31.3% patients were
hospitalized within 30 days and 28.3% between 30- 60 days after the onset of symptoms of
TB. The results of present study also revealed that 68.9 % cases were new and 17.4 % had
relapse. However, a WHO report published in 2012 indicated 4.3% cases as relapse from
Pakistan. Jethani et al. (2012) reported a higher percentage of patients, i.e. 44.8 % had the
past history of tuberculosis. The differences in these studies are quite obvious as the results
can vary from area to area and from time to time within the same country. The present
results also revealed that 31.8 % patients had a family history of tuberculosis, while 62.7
% cases had no family history of disease. However, Jethani et al. (2012) reported that 95%
of patients had no family history of disease while only 5% had. The present results showed
that 84.2 % had blood relation to previously infected patient, while 7.32 % of patients also
had TB in their life partner.
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5.2 Co-morbidity
Tuberculosis alone was present in 36.8% cases, while in 63.2% cases had a comorbidity. The significant co-morbidity was diabetes (24%). In Asia, the prevalence of
diabetes is paramount as an emerging public health problem. In Pakistan, diabetes affects
about 4-5 million people in Pakistan (Jawad, 2003). It appears that diabetes is contributing
to the susceptibility to tuberculosis, however, it may also be possible that tuberculosis is
perhaps responsible in the occurrence of diabetes or it may be that both the conditions are
independent. This seems to be a general trend in other countries as well, as Gldhaber-Fiebert
et al. (2011) and Veswanathan et al. (2012) also reported a positive association between
tuberculosis and diabetes with an OR of 2.39. An earlier study from Pakistan reported a ten
times increase in tuberculosis in patients suffering from diabetes (Jabbar et al., 2006).
Alisjahbana et al. (2006) reported that 10-30% of tuberculosis patients may also have
diabetes. Kornum et al., (2008) reported that there is 25-75% higher risk of pneumonia in
diabetics. The other significant co-morbidity recorded was with hepatitis C, which was 17.8
%. The WHO reported that about 130-170 people are infected with hepatitis C worldwide
(WHO, 2011). In Pakistan, 3-4 million people are infected annually (WHO, 2011). It has
been reported that TB and hepatitis C are globally distributed and their prevalence is high
(Bahena and Sanchez, 2002). Sami-ul-Haq et al. (2010) and Richards et al. (2006) reported
that 22% TB patients were infected with hepatitis C in Rahim Yar Khan, Pakistan and
Georgia, respectively. The results of the present study revealed 4.2% cases of HIV
comorbidity. The HIV is a serious disease in some countries and 4.9 million new cases
were reported from Africa and southeast Asia. It has been reported that co-existence of HIV
and TB has become the inordinate challenge to the health system provider (Bock et al.,
2008). The present results, however, suggest that HIV is not that serious issue in Pakistan
because of the social setup of the country. The results of the present study revealed 3.4 %
cases were having comorbidity with myocardial infarction. Myocardial infarction is on the
increase all over the world and also in Pakistan. Fowler (1991) reported that only 1-2% of
TB patients showed cardiovascular involvement. Rajesh et al. (2011) reported 24% (12/50)
occurrence of cardiovascular involvement in TB patients, a study from India. The results
of the present study were close to those reported by Fowler (1991), while the association
of these two diseases is quite high in India. However, the association of TB with acute
myocardial infarction is low as indicated by the results of the present study. It can be
justified by the reports of Bakalli et al., (2008) that only few studies reported the
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relationship between coronary artery disease and tuberculosis, in the 50s until 70s, mainly
coming from Russia and India.

5.3 Haematological and Biochemical Markers
The TB patients revealed an increase in white blood cell counts (WBCs),
erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and urea, while decrease
in packed cell volume (PCV), eosinophils and immunoglobulin-G (IgG). Olaniyi and
AkenOva (2003) reported increase in ESR, leukocytosis, neutropelia, thromobocytosis or
thrombocytopenia, while anemia, and lymphopenia in tuberculous patients. Patience et al.
(2012) reported lower HB and PCV in patients suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis and
also reported that platelets are not influenced by TB infection. Aily et al. (1999) reported
low levels of albumin in tuberculosis. Warke and Khan (2011) reported a significant change
in IgG level in tuberculosis positive patients. Faulkner et al. (1967) and Caplin et al. (1989)
also reported increased IgG levels in active TB patients. Similarly, Khosravi et al. (2005)
reported significant increase in IgG and IgM levels in TB patients. Rohini et al. (2012)
reported a significant increase in IgM levels in pulmonary tuberculosis patients. Bonville
et al. (2004) reported that the development of infection is associated with low cholesterol
level in TB patients. They further reported that lower cholesterol, HDL, LDL occurs in
early stages of illness. Similarly, Metwally and Raheem (2012) reported lower levels of
serum cholesterol and triglycerides in pulmonary tuberculosis patients. Similarly, Rao
(2009) reported lower levels of serum cholesterol, HDL and LDL in smear-positive TB
patients. Casimir et al. (2013) also reported significantly lower levels of total cholesterol,
HDL and LDL in pulmonary TB patients. They also concluded that lower levels of LDL,
HDL correlated well with the extent of smear positivity. Ijaz et al. (2004) reported nonsignificant difference in serum urea, potassium, sodium and calcium in TB patients. Dosumu
and Momoh (2006) reported higher levels of serum calcium in patients with extra
pulmonary TB patients and pulmonary TB patients. Kardjito et al. (1984) reported
significantly higher levels of phosphorus in pulmonary tuberculosis patients. The TB +
diabetes co-morbid group showed increase in WBCs, ESR, globulins, alanine transaminase
(ALT), ALP, glucose, IgG and IgM, while decrease in PCV, haemoglobin (Hb), eosinophil,
albumin and albumin/globulin (A/G) ratio. The TB+ hepatitis C co-morbid group showed
increase in monocyte, ESR, ALT, ALP and IgG, while decrease in PCV, Hb and eosinophil.
Obienu and Nwokediuko (2011) reported significant decrease in platelet counts in TB+
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hepatitis C, while higher level of serum total bilirubin and ALP. Asghar et al. (2011) also
reported high levels of ALT and AST in hepatitis C +ve patients. The TB+HIV co-morbid
group revealed increase in ALP, IgG and IgM, while decrease in monocyte and eosinophil.
A significant decrease in RBC count in TB+HIV co-morbid patient has been reported
(Awodele et al. 2012). Shah et al. (2009) reported reduced neutrophil and eosinophils,
while increase in lymphocyte and monocyte count in HIV co-morbid patients. Shah et al.
(2009) reported a significant increase in lymphocyte count in HIV co-morbid patients.
Sarkar et al. (2004) reported lower levels of ESR in HIV co-morbid group. Awodele et al.
(2012) reported that the levels of plasma protein were significantly higher in HIV-TB comorbid patients and Shah et al. (2009) reported lower protein levels in TB + HIV co-morbid
patients. Shah et al. (2009) also reported lower level of albumin, while high levels of serum
globulins in HIV +TB patients. Muthuraj et al. (2010) reported low levels of calcium in
TB+ HIV +ve patients. The TB+ myocardial infarcted group showed increase in WBCs,
neutrophil, ESR, serum proteins, globulin, ALP, serum cholesterol, high density lipoprotein
(HDL), low density lipoproteins (LDL), creatinine kinase-MB (CKMB), creatinine
phosphokinase (CPK), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), creatinine and urea, while decrease
in platelets (PLT) and lymphocyte.. Rajesh et al. (2011) reported significantly high level
of ESR in TB+ cardiac co-morbid patients. Liae et al. (2013) reported increased levels of
AST in TB + myocardial infarcted patients than non-TB myocardial infarcted patients. The
TB + diabetes + hepatitis C co-morbid cases showed increase in WBCs, ESR, bilirubin,
ALT, AST, ALP, glucose, serum creatinine, serum urea, IgG, IgM, potassium and
phosphorous, while decrease in RBCs, PCV, Hb and eosinophil. TB+ hepatitis C + HIV
co-morbid group showed increase in lymphocyte, monocyte, eosinophil, ALP, IgG and
IgM, while decrease in PCV, PLT and neutrophil. Obienu and Nwokediuko (2011) reported
that platelet count was significantly lower in co-infection of hepatitis C and HIV as it was
the concomitant effect of co-infection. It was confirmed by the report of Morris et al. (1982)
that prior to the discovery of HIV thrombocytopenia was associated with acquired immune
deficiency syndrome and with Nardi and Karpatkin (2005) who reported that anti-HIV
antibodies

counter-act

with

glycoprotein

of

platelet

membrane

and

cause

thrombocytopenia.
Haematological and biochemical alterations in pulmonary tuberculosis and
comorbidities are common and may be valuable aids in diagnosis.The effect of tuberculosis
on comorbidity studied during the present investigation do have effects on hematological
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and serum biochemical parameters. However, these parameters can change due to the
severity of infection and other demographic factors. However, some hematological and
biochemical abnormalities are quite common in TB patients and clinicians must maintain
a high index of suspicion for diagnosis of pulmonary TB and comorbidities in patients with
these abnormalities.

5.4 Drug Resistance
A total of 118 cases out of 258 were found drug resistant on the bases of proportion
methods used for studying drug resistance with an overall drug resistance cases of 45.7%.
The results of the present study revealed a lower percentage of drug resistance as compared
with other reports as Khan et al. (2013) reported an overall resistance of 57% in Punjab
province of Pakistan; Khoharo and Sheikh (2011) reported an overall resistance of 71.92%,
while Akhtar et al. (2007) reported an overall prevalence of 60.5% in Sindh province of
Pakistan, Assad and Alqahatani (2012) reported that 38.2% of patients were resistant to
one or more than one drugs in Saudi Arabia, Sugavara et al. (2005) reported an overall
resistance of 51.4% in China, Ndungu et al. (2012) reported an overall resistance of 30%,
Purwar et al. (2011) who reported an overall resistance of 47.3% in India, and Khan et al.
(2013) reported an overall resistance of 63% in Punjab Pakistan. However, the resistance
observed during present study was higher than the results reported by Nasiri et al. (2014)
as they observed 16.3% resistance to MTB drugs in Iran, and Ayaz et al. (2012) observed
overall resistance of 23.3% in Karachi.
There appears to be a difference in the prevalence of drug resistance in tuberculosis
across the world which may be linked to different factors as level of education, number of
individuals in the family, economic situation, availability of drugs, general toxicity of
various ATT drugs and involvement of some other diseases. Under all circumstances there
may be discontinuity in the treatment, ultimately leading to drug resistance in these
individuals. Now this situation is dangerous to whole world due to the reason of evolution
of drug resistant strains for which an aggressive approach towards treatment (DOT) is
adopted in the advance countries, which should be ensured in the developing countries as
well.
The results of drug susceptibility testing revealed that out of 118 drug resistant
isolates 72 (61.02%) were resistant to isoniazid (INH). Out of these 26 (36%) were mono
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resistant. According to results obtained by RFLP, 37 (31.36%) isolates were resistant to
INH, out of them 20 (27%) were mono resistant. Xue-Qiong et al. (2006) reported that
66.4% cases were resistance to INH. Similarly, Kandi et al. (2013) reported 39% resistance
cases to INH, Saeed et al. (2009) reported that among 44 rifampicin drug resistant isolates
80% were also resistant to INH in Belarus. However, the resistance observed during present
study was higher than the results reported by Tripathi et al. (2012) as they observed
resistance to INH in 37.85% cases in India. Similarly, a much lower resistant isolates to
INH, i.e., 7% have been reported by Khan et al. (2013) among 41 drug resistant isolates in
Punjab, Pakistan, and Moaddab et al. (2011) reported 50% resistance isolates to INH from
among the 50 M. tuberculosis strains in Iran. Ndungu et al. (2012) reported that 12.9%
cases were resistant to INH in Kenya. Nasiri et al. (2014) reported resistance to INH in 8%
cases among the isolates from different regions of Iran. Johnson (2007) found 20% cases
phenotypically resistant to INH, while genotypic DST showed 14 % resistant cases to INH.
Ayaz et al. (2012) reported that INH resistance was 12% in Karachi and Purwar et al.
(2011) reported 19.2% cases resistant to INH in India. The high rate of INH resistance is
dangerous and showed a higher probability of leading the patient towards MDR-TB in
coming years, as INH is the important part of first line anti-TB drugs and is used throughout
the treatment. Firstly, there must be strict rules to prevent drug abuse and before starting
ATT it should be confirmed that the patient is infected by M. tuberculosis, to avoid the
treatment of non-TB respiratory diseased patient with ATT. Secondly, it is required that
treatment should be monitored throughout the course, as once patient feels better, they may
stop taking drugs which may develop resistance to these drugs for next time. This needs
implementation of DOTS program, according to internationally approved guidelines in
developing countries and followed them to cure TB without the development of MDR-TB.
The results of drug susceptibility testing revealed that out of 118 drug resistant
isolates 70 (59.32%) were found resistant to ethambutol (EMB), out of them 26 (37%) were
mono resistant to EMB. According to results obtained by RFLP, 26 (22.03%) isolates were
resistant to EMB, out of them 11(15%) were mono resistant to EMB. The results of present
study revealed a much lower percentage of drug resistance as compared with other reports
as Chen et al. (2014) observed that out of 75 MDR cases, 45 (60%) were resistant to EMB
in China. Lee et al. (2002) also reported 57% isolates were EMB resistant. Rao et al. (2010)
reported that 73% of isolates were EMB resistant. Xue-Qiong et al. (2006) reported that 69
(52.7%) isolates were resistant to EMB and Khurram et al. (2012) reported 66.6% of cases
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were resistant to EMB in Rawalpindi and Islamabad. Bahrami et al. (2013) observed that out
of 176 isolates, 48 were EMB resistant. Mokoroussov et al. (2002) also reported that out of
29, 14 (48.3%) isolates were resistant to EMB. Similarly, Saeed et al. (2009) found that
among 44 rifampicin drug resistant isolates 48% were resistant to EMB. However, the
resistance observed during present study was higher than the results reported by of Sugawara
et al. (2005) as they observed resistance to MB in 13.6% cases in China. Nasiri et al. (2014)
reported that 5% isolates were resistant to EMB from different regions of Iran. Jain et al.
(2008) reported that out of 353 M. tuberculosis isolates, 62 (17.5%) were EMB resistant and
only two isolates were resistant to EMB alone. Ayaz et al. (2012) reported that EMB
resistance was 4.7% in Karachi. Tripathi et al. (2012) reported 7.90% of the patients were
resistant to EMB. This higher prevalence of drug resistance to EMB observed during present
study may be due to the fact that all samples were collected from public sector hospitals
where people of low socio-economic status pay visit or get medical treatment. Similarly,
Masroor et al. (2007) and Zialluah and Javaid (2006) reported that drug resistance problem
is higher in people of low socioeconomic status which is linked to incomplete treatment or
break in treatment.
The results of drug susceptibility testing revealed that out of 118 drug resistant
isolates, 49 (41.53%) were resistant to streptomycin (SM), while according to results
obtained by RFLP 21 (17.08%) isolates were resistant to SM. The results of present study
revealed a much lower percentage resistance to SM as compared with other reports as
Khurram et al. (2012) observed 80% isolates were resistant to SM in Rawalpindi and
Islamabad. Rao et al. (2010) found 68.11% of isolates resistant to SM in Karachi. Chen et
al. (2014) reported that among 75 MDR cases, 50 (66.7%) were resistant to SM in China.
Similarly, Xue-Qiong et al. (2006) reported that 74.8 % of clinical isolates were resistant to
SM. Fukuda et al. (1999) reported that 41% of isolates were resistant to SM. The resistance
to SM observed during present study was higher than the results reported by Nasiri et al.
(2014) as they reported that 12% of isolates were resistant to SM, among the isolates from
different regions of Iran. Ayaz et al. (2012) reported that SM resistance was 16.6% in
Karachi. Tripathi et al. (2012) reported 12.42% of the isolates were resistant to SM. Purwar
et al. (2011) reported 35.42% of cases were resistant to SM. There is a clear difference in the
percentage of resistant isolates from different parts of the world and even from one country
different reports show high variation of resistance to SM. This suggests that there could be
many factors involved in bringing out drug resistance in the Mycobacterium which may be
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also related to the mutational changes occurring in the genome of the organism owing to
difference in environmental factors from time to time and region to region. However, such a
scenario is always dangerous. However, the present result of difference in drug resistance
observed by proportion method and by PCR-RFLP indicate that RFLP may skip some or
many isolates as the mutation at those target specific sites might not be there but still the
organism can be resistant to particular drug. This statement applies to all drugs where
difference in proportion method and PCR-RFLP is there.
The results of drug susceptibility testing revealed that out of 118 drug resistant
isolates, 6 (5.08%) were resistant to ofloxacin (OFX), while according to results obtained
by RFLP, 3 (2.54%) isolates were resistant to OFX and none of the OFX resistant were
mono resistant. The results of present study revealed a much lower percentage of drug
resistance to ultimate drug which can be used to treat MDR cases as compared with other
reports as Chen et al. (2014) reported that out of 75 MDR isolates, 19 (25.3%) were
resistant to OFX. Rao et al. (2010) reported that 7% isolates were MDR plus Quinoloneresistant. Purwar et al. (2011) reported that 10.42% of cases were resistant to OFX in India.
The results of drug susceptibility testing revealed that out of 118 drug resistant
isolates 58 (49.15%) were resistant to more than one drug (MDR), while according to
results obtained by RFLP 22 (18.64%) isolates were resistant to more than one drug. It has
also been observed in the present study that the results of drug susceptibility testing
revealed that out of 72 INH resistant isolates, 32 (27.12%) were resistant to both drugs INH
and EMB, while results obtained by RFLP revealed that out of 37 INH resistant isolates,
14 (11.86%) were resistant to both the drugs. Jain et al. (2008) reported that MDR with coresistance of INH, rifampicin and streptomycin was common as they reported that out of
62 EMB-resistant isolates, 88.7 % were resistant to INH, 82.2% to rifampicin and 61.2
%were resistant to streptomycin, while 80.6% EMB resistant isolates were resistant to all
the three drugs including EMB, INH and rifampicin. Saeed et al., (2009) reported that
among 44 rifampicin drug resistant isolates, 90% were resistant to SM. Xue-Qiong et al.
(2006) reported a 51.9% prevalence of MDR strains. Sugavaro et al. (2005) reported that
among MDR strains, 23.4% were resistant to EMB in China. Bahrami et al. (2013)
observed 10 MDR M. tuberculosis isolates, 8 with co-resistance to EMB. Moreover, 12
isolates showed co-resistance for EMB and INH, and 19 for EMB and RIF. Xue-Qiong et
al. (2006) reported that 68 (51.9%) were diagnosed as having multi-drug resistant
tuberculosis (MDR-TB) isolates, which were resistant to at least INH and RFP. Johnson
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(2007) reported that 12% cultures were phenotypically MDR-TB cases, while genotypic
DST showed in 9 % cases. Asad and Alqahatani (2012) reported that 61.8% of cases were
resistant to all four first line anti-TB drugs. Rao et al. (2010) reported that 88% cases were
MDR cases.
The results of drug susceptibility testing revealed that out of 118 drug resistant
isolates 6 (18.75%; CI 7.97 to 34.98) isolates were resistant to INH+EMB+SM+OFX,
while according to results obtained by RFLP 3 (100%; CI 6.84 to 100) isolates were
resistant to INH+EMB+SM+OFX. Ayaz et al. (2012) reported that overall MDR-TB rate
was 4.3% in Karachi, all MDR isolates were resistant to pyrazinamide, ethambutol, and
streptomycin, while only 5 out of 43 MDR isolates were resistant to ofloxacin. Rao et al.
(2010) reported that 7% isolates were XDR cases. Hasan et al. (2010) in Agha Khan
University Hospital reported gradual increase of XDR cases from 2006-2009 (11-53 cases).
The results obtained by two methods, i.e., proportion and genotypic method had
quite variation, where the genotypic method revealed less percentage of drug resistance.
This can be related to multiple factors, including the mutation occurring in a non-coding
region of drug resistant genes. The PCR-RFLP used to study the mutation in drug resistant
genes mainly target the coding regions. Furthermore, the mutation may not yield increase
or decrease in restriction site which is the cornerstone of PCR-RFLP and mutation may be
occurring elsewhere. Such a change will not be able to give a true picture of mutation by
PCR-RFLP as a restriction enzyme will not be able to yield increase or decrease in number
of bands than in drug susceptible cases. The results of sequencing support our statement as
at many places mutation in amplified genes did not result in increase or decrease of
restriction site(s), however in other cases it did. Therefore, we suggest sequencing as a
better tool than PCR-RFLP but yet further propose that whole gene may be sequenced for
mutational changes to confirm drug resistance and such changes have to be correlated with
results of proportion method. There is a dire need to have drug susceptibility testing before
the start of the treatment as MDR and XDR strains are already circulating in the
environment which may be infecting people and blindly treating patients with routine ATT
drugs may cause damage to liver and kidney and thus aggravate the condition of the patient.
This may then complicate the situation where use of 3rd generation drugs may also not
function normally under diseased liver stage, previously induced by ATT drugs and thus
the patient is nearly taken to situation of no recovery. Therefore, we strongly suggest before
the start of treatment that every patient should undergo drug susceptibility testing by both
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proportion and genotypic methods and thus the patient identified who are suffering from
MDR and XDR strain should be kept in separation under closed vigilance so that these
strains should not spread in healthy population.

5.5 Sequence Analysis
The alignment of KatG sequence obtained by forward primer of strain-68 with
whole KatG gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed dis-similarities
at many places. The alignment of sequences obtained by reverse primer showed point
mutation at 6 places and addition at 3 places. The consensus sequence was developed by
combining the results with both primers and the alignment of consensus sequence with the
whole gene showed point mutation at four places, at nucleotide 802 (codon 286) where
transition was noted with replacement of cytosine with thymine, at nucleotide 803 (codon
286) where transversion was noted with replacement of guanine with cytosine, at nucleotide
836 (codon 279) where also transversion was noted with replacement of cytosine with
adenine and at nucleotide 926 (codon 309) where transition was noted with replacement of
thymine with cytosine. The alignment of KatG sequence obtained by forward primer of
strain-81 with whole KatG gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed
dis-similarities at many places. The alignment of sequence obtained by reverse primer
showed point mutation at 2 places and addition of nucleotide at 7 places. The consensus
sequence was developed by combining the results with both primers and the alignment of
consensus sequence with the whole gene showed point mutation at two places, one at
nucleotide 836 (codon 279) where transversion was noted with replacement of cytosine
with adenine and second at nucleotide 845 (codon 282) where transition was noted with
replacement of cytosine with thymine. The alignment of KatG sequence obtained by
forward primer of strain-90 with whole KatG gene sequence of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis H37Rv showed dis-similarities at many places, while alignment of sequence
obtained by reverse primer showed point mutation at 22 places. The consensus sequence
was developed by combining the results with both primers and the alignment of consensus
sequence with the whole gene showed point mutation at two places, one at nucleotide 836
(codon 279) where transversion was noted with replacement of cytosine with adenine and
second at nucleotide 1280 (codon 427) where transition was noted with the replacement of
cytosine with thymine. The change at codon 279 was observed in all the three strains,
whereby a restriction site for MspI was produced (CCGG). However, other changes in three
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strains were different. Moadab et al. (2011) reported mutation at codon 315 in 56% cases
and at codon 463 in 20% cases. Zhang et al. (2005) reported mutation at codon 463 in 40%
cases. Purkan et al. (2010) reported many mutations, as at nucleotide 898 (codon 300)
showed replacement of thymine with cytosine, at nucleotide 1388 (codon 463) showed
replacement of guanine with thymine, at nucleotide 1997 (codon 666) showed replacement
of thymine with cytosine, at nucleotide 944 (codon 315) showed replacement of guanine
with cytosine and at nucleotide 1205 (codon 402) showed replacement of adenine with
guanine. They also reported deletions at some codons. Shresta et al. (2011) reported
mutation at KatG 315 (AGC) where guanine is replaced by cytosine and producing
additional restriction site, while Rinder et al. (1999) reported different mutations at KatG
315 codon, as AGC to ACC, AGC to AAC, AGC to ATC and AGC to ATC. Rahimi et al.
(2009) also reported mutation at codon 309, 315 and 316. They observed mutation at codon
309 in 6.9% isolates where thymine replaced with cytosine, which was similar to the results
of present study.
The alignment of embB 306 sequence obtained by forward primer of strain-729 with
whole embB gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed dis-similarities
at many places, deletion at 5 places and addition at 2 places. The alignment of sequence
obtained by reverse primer showed dis-similarities at many places. The consensus sequence
was developed by combining the results with both primers and the alignment of consensus
sequence with the whole gene showed point mutation at four places, at nucleotide 897
(codon 299) and at nucleotide 900 (codon 300) where transversion was noted at both
places with replacement of cytosine with adenine. The alignment of embB 306 sequence
obtained by forward primer of strain-1179 with whole embB gene sequence of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed dis-similarities at many places. The alignment
of sequence obtained by reverse primer showed point mutation at 2 places. The consensus
sequence was developed by combining the results with both primers and the alignment of
consensus sequence with the whole gene showed no change in sequence. The alignment of
embB 497 sequence obtained by forward primer of strain-929 with whole embB gene
sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed dis-similarities at many places.
The alignment of sequence obtained by reverse primer showed deletion of nucleotide at 2
places. The consensus sequence was developed by combining the results with both primers
and the alignment of consensus sequence with the whole gene showed no change in
sequence. The alignment of embB 497 sequence obtained by forward primer of strain-1189
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with whole embB gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed dissimilarities at many places. The alignment of sequence obtained by reverse primer showed
point mutation at 7 places, addition at 1 place and deletion at 1 place. The consensus
sequence was developed by combining the results with both primers and the alignment of
consensus sequence with the whole gene showed no change in sequence. Ahmad et al.,
(2004) reported different point mutations at codon embB 306 as ATG to GTG, ATG to
ATT, ATG to CTG and one of mutations at codon embB 497 as CAG to CTG. Telenti et
al. (1997) reported mutations at embB 306, embB 406 and embB 497 codon. Sugawara et
al. (2005) also reported different mutation at embB 306 as ATG to GTG, ATG to ATA,
ATG to ATT and ATG to ATC. They also reported mutation at embB 319 codon as TAT
to TGT, TAT to GAT and also TAT to CAT. Sreevastan et al. (1997) reported mutations
at codon embB 333 and embB 630. Similarly Jain et al. (2008) also reported mutation at
different codon of embB gene as at embB 306, embB 225, embB 271, embB 281, embB 293,
embB 310, embB 272 and embB 281 codon. Das et al. (2006) reported nucleotide mutation
at 918 position at codon 306 where ATG to CTG mutation was observed. Yang et al. (2005)
reported that out of 33 ethambutol resistant isolates 54.5% showed mutation at codon 306,
12.1% at 406 and 3% at 354.
The alignment of gyrA sequence obtained by forward primer of strain-79 with whole
gyrA gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv showed point mutation at 18
places and deletion of nucleotide at 2 places. The alignment of sequence obtained by
reverse primer showed dis-similarities at many places. The consensus sequence was
developed by combining the results with both primers and the alignment of consensus
sequence with the whole gene showed point mutation at four points, at nucleotide 211
(codon 70) where transversion was noted with replacement of cytosine with guanine, at
nucleotide 213 (codon 71) where transition was noted with replacement of cytosine with
thymine, at nucleotide 228 (codon 76) where transition was noted with the replacement of
cytosine with thymine and at nucleotide 234 (codon 78) where transition was noted with
the replacement of cytosine with thymine. The alignment of gyrA sequence obtained by
forward primer of strain-81 with whole gyrA gene sequence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
H37Rv showed dis-similarities at many places. The alignment of sequence obtained by
reverse primer showed point mutation at 1 place. The consensus sequence was developed
by combining the results with both primers and the alignment of consensus sequence with
the whole gene showed point mutation at mutation at one point, at nucleotide 284 (codon
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95) where transversion was noted with the replacement of guanine with cytosine.
Sreevatsan et al. (1997) reported that sequencing analysis of all flouroquinalone susceptible
strains showed mutation at codon 95 and concluded that it was not associated with drug
resistance. Zhao et al. (2012) reported different mutations, as at gyrA 90, gyrA 91, gyrA 94
and gyrA 95 codon, while Tokue et al. (1995) reported different mutations at codon 84, 85,
86 and 88. Cui et al. (2011) reported mutations at codon 90, 91 and 94.
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY
WHO reported that Pakistan ranks fifth among highest burden countries (India,
China, South Africa, Indonesia and Pakistan). WHO also reported that TB is the second
leading cause of death among infectious diseases worldwide. The socio-demographic
factors are different for different countries and study of these factors on a local basis in any
region help to promote the successful program for disease control. The present study is a
step forward in order to fulfil these requirements in the studied region. The result revealed
that the age group ranging from 16-30 years showed the highest percentage of TB cases
and it was higher in patients having body weight ranging from 41-50 kg. The disease was
higher (75.6%) in married and uneducated people (51.9%), and in those having high school
education (41.8%) The results also indicate that house wives belonging to low income and
malnourished families, have high percentage of TB cases (38%). The individuals belong to
16 groups according ethnicity. The results revealed that the most effected ethnic group was
Rajput 27.1 %. The data revealed that 31.8% of patients had a previous family history of
tuberculosis, while 62.7 % had no family history of tuberculosis. The present study revealed
that 24% TB patients also suffered from diabetes, 17.8% also suffered from hepatitis C,
4.2% were co-morbid with HIV and 3.4% were myocardial infarcted.
The results revealed significant decrease in RBCs and haemoglobin level in TB,
TB + hepatitis C + diabetic patients while PCV revealed significant decrease in tuberculosis
positive patients, TB + diabetics, TB + hepatitis C, TB + diabetics + hepatitis C and TB +
hepatitis C + HIV. The results revealed significant decrease in Platelet count in TB +
myocardial infarction, TB + hepatitis C + HIV co-morbid patients while significant
increase in tuberculosis positive patients and TB + myocardial infarction group. The results
of WBCs, serum proteins and globulin TB and revealed significant increase in tuberculosis
positive patients and TB + myocardial infarcted patients while serum globulin showed a
significant decrease in HIV positive patients. Serum albumin revealed significant decrease
in TB+ diabetics. The results of total Bilirubin revealed a significant increase in TB
+diabetics + hepatitis C co-morbid groups.

The result of ALT, AST and alkaline

phosphatase revealed a significant increase in tuberculosis + diabetics, TB + hepatitis C,
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TB + myocardial infarction, TB + diabetics + hepatitis C co-morbid groups. The results of
IgG and IgM revealed significant increase in tuberculosis + diabetics, TB+HIV, TB +
myocardial infarcted patients and TB +diabetics + hepatitis C. The results of IgM also
revealed a significant increase in TB + hepatitis C + HIV co-morbid group. The results of
serum cholesterol, triglycerides and HDL revealed a significant increase in TB+ myocardial
infarcted patients. The results of HDL and LDL, CKMB, CPK and LDH revealed a
significant increase in TB+ myocardial infarcted patients. The results of present study also
revealed elevated levels of LDH in TB + myocardial patients than myocardial infarcted
patients. The results of serum creatinine and serum urea revealed a significant increase in
TB + myocardial infarction and TB + diabetic + hepatitis C co-morbid group. The results
of potassium levels revealed a significant increase in TB+ diabetic + hepatitis C group. The
results of calcium and levels revealed a significant increase in TB+ myocardial infarction
and TB+ hepatitis C+HIV co-morbid groups. The results of Phosphorous levels revealed a
significant increase in TB+ diabetic + hepatitis C and TB + myocardial infarction comorbid groups,
A total of 118 cases out of 258 were found drug resistant on the bases of proportion
methods with an overall prevalence of 45.7%. The results of drug susceptibility testing
revealed that out of 118 drug resistant isolates 72 (61.02%) were resistant to isoniazid, out
of them 26 (36%) were mono resistant, while according to results obtained by RFLP 37
(31.36%) isolates were resistant to isoniazid, out of them 20 (27%) were mono resistant.
The results of drug susceptibility testing revealed that out of 118 drug resistant isolates 70
(59.32%) were found resistant to ethambutol, out of them 26 (37%) were mono resistant to
ethambutol. The results obtained by RFLP 26 (22.03%) isolates were resistant to
ethambutol, out of them 11(15%) were mono resistant to ethambutol. The results of drug
susceptibility testing revealed that out of 118 drug resistant isolates 49 (41.53%) were
resistant to streptomycin, while according to results obtained by RFLP, 21 (17.08%)
isolates were resistant to streptomycin. The results of drug susceptibility testing revealed
that out of 118 drug resistant isolates, 6 (5.08%) were resistant to ofloxacin, while by RFLP,
3 (2.54%) isolates were resistant to ofloxacin and none of the ofloxacin resistant were mono
resistant. Out of 118 drug resistant isolates 58 (49.15%) were resistant to more than one
drug (MDR), while by RFLP 22 (18.64%) isolates were found resistant to more than one
drug. Out of 72 isoniazid resistant isolates, 32 (27.12%) were found resistant to both drugs
(isoniazid and ethambutol), while by RFLP of the 37 INH resistant isolates 14 (11.86%)
were found resistant to both the drugs.
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The alignment of consensus sequence strain-68 with the whole KatG gene showed
point mutation at four places, at nucleotide 802 (codon 286), at nucleotide 803 (codon 286),
at nucleotide 836 (codon 279), at nucleotide 926 (codon 309). The alignment of consensus
sequence strain-81 with the whole KatG gene showed point mutation at two places, one at
nucleotide 836 (codon 279) and second at nucleotide 845 (codon 282). The alignment of
consensus sequence of strain-90 with the whole KatG gene showed point mutation at two
places, one at nucleotide 836 (codon 279) and second at nucleotide 1280 (codon 427). The
change at codon 279 was observed in all the three strains, whereby a restriction site for
MspI was produced (CCGG). The alignment of consensus sequence of embB 306 strain729 with the whole embB gene showed point mutation at four places, at nucleotide 897
(codon 299) and at nucleotide 900 (codon 300). The alignment of consensus sequence of
embB 306 strain-1179 with the whole embB gene showed no change in sequence. The
alignment of consensus sequence of embB 497 strain-929 with the whole gene showed no
change in sequence. The alignment of consensus sequence of embB 497 strain-1189 with
the whole gene showed point mutation at four points, at nucleotide 211 (codon 70), at
nucleotide 213 (codon 71) at nucleotide 228 (codon 76) and at nucleotide 234 (codon 78).
The alignment of consensus sequence of strain-79 with the whole gene of gyrA showed
point mutation at four points, at nucleotide 211 (codon 70), at nucleotide 213 (codon 71) at
nucleotide 228 (codon 76) and at nucleotide 234 (codon 78). The alignment of consensus
sequence of strain-81 with the whole gene gyrA showed a point mutation at mutation at one
point, at nucleotide 284 (codon 95).
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Conclusions:


The study revealed that 24% TB patients were diabetic and 17.8% were co-morbid
with hepatitis C, 4.2% were co-morbid with HIV and 3.4% were myocardial
infarcted.



TB+ diabetic co-morbid group showed increase in WBCs, ESR, globulin, ALT,
ALP, glucose, IgG and IgM, while decrease in PCV, Hb, eosinophil, albumin and
A/G ratio.



TB+ hepatitis C co-morbid group showed increase in monocyte, ESR, ALT, ALP
and IgG, while decrease in PCV, Hb and eosinophil. TB+HIV co-morbid group
revealed increase in ALP, IgG and IgM, while decrease in monocyte and eosinophil.



TB+ diabetes+ hepatitis C co-morbid cases showed increase in WBCs, ESR,
bilirubin, ALT, AST, ALP, glucose, serum creatinine, serum urea, IgG, IgM,
potassium and phosphorous, while decrease in RBCs, PCV, Hb and eosinophil.



TB+ hepatitis C+HIV co-morbid case showed increase in lymphocyte, monocyte,
eosinophil, ALP, IgG and IgM, while decrease in PCV, PLT and neutrophil.



The prevalence of drug resistance by proportion method was 45.7% (n=118).



Out of 118 drug resistant isolates, 72 (61.02%) were resistant to INH, 70 (59.32%)
to EMB, 49 (41.53%) to SM, 6 (5.08%) to OFX and 58 (49.15%) were MDR by
proportion method, while 37 (31.36%) isolates were resistant to INH, 26 (22.03%)
to EMB, 21 (17.08%) isolates to SM, 3 (2.54%) to OFX and 22 (18.64%) by RFLP.



The alignment of consensus sequences of three strains of KatG gene showed
mutation at codon 282, 286, 279, 309 and 427. The change at codon 279 was
observed in all the strains which added restriction site for MspI.



The embB 306 showed mutation at codon 299, 300, while embB 497 at codon 70,
71, 76 and 78).



The gyrA showed point mutation at codon 70, 71, 76, 78 and 95.
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Sr. #-----------

Patient Information
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Age :-

Education: ( )< High School ,

( ) High School ,

( ) College,

Occupation:

( ) College +

Monthly income
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Date of first diagnosis

Date first suspected

AFB Test:

Date

Pulmonary TB:

Extra Pulmonary TB:

If Pulmonary TB state :

(

) Positive

(

x-ray result

Date
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Type;

) Negative

Duration of Disease;
≤ 30 Days
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3-6 months
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months- 1 year

>1 year

Treatment;
Initial Medication Regime:
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( ) Rifampin,

( ) Pyrazinamide,

Other;

Therapy Started:
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Liver Disease: (

) Yes,

(

) No,

) No,

(

(

) Unknown

Hepatitis A, B, or C Type:
Diabete
Diabetes: (

) Yes, (

) Unknown,

(

) Type I,
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(

) Type II

( ) Ethambutol.

Cardiac Diseases:

HIV:

( ) Yes,

(

(

) Yes,

) No,

Organ Transplant:

(

(

) No,

(

) Unknown.

( ) Yes,

(

Type Transplant:

) Unknown,

Date of first diagnosis:

) No,

(

) Unknown.

Date:

Family History of diseases;
Tuberculosis; (

) Yes,

(

) No,

(

) Unknown

If yes relation and contact with the Patient:
Liver Disease: (

) Yes,

(

) No,

) No,

(

(

) Unknown

Hepatitis A, B, or C Type:
Diabete
Diabetes: (

HIV:

) Yes, (

( ) Yes,

Organ Transplant:

Type Transplant:
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) No,

( ) Yes,

(

) Unknown,

(

) Type I,

) Unknown.

(

(

) Type II

Date of first diagnosis:

) No,

(

) Unknown.

Date:

Attending Physician: _______________________________________ Phone:___________________________________.
Public Health Case Manager:_________________________________ Phone:___________________________________.
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